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The Middlesex and Mt. Claude
Mining Field.
I.-INTRODUCTION.
Middlesex, Forth, and ~ft. Claude districts constitute a geological unit. They embrace strata of identical
geological age, and the same great processes of ore-deposition are common to all of them.
The earliest access to the Middlesex district was given in
the late twenties of last century by the Van Diemen's
Land Company, which cut a track from the Western
Marshes near Deloraine, via Mole Creek, across Middlesex, the Vale of Belvoir, and the Black Range to Surrey
Hills, lIampshire, and Emu Bay.
This was a. pioneer
track, and for many years it was the only means of transit
between Deloraine and Emu Bay. It still exists, and is
passable for foot or horse; but as regards the Middlesex
district, many of the track difficultieS' are avoided by using
roads which start from Railton or Leith.
The na.tural entrance to the country in question is from
Railton. This is so not only on account of the travelling
cOllveniences of the route, but also because at Railton one
enters the mineralised conglomerate and quartzite country,
which extends from there right through to Middlesex and
the Black Bluff . The conglomerate and quartzite beds of
the hill east of the Railton rifle-range, and those of the
Badgers and of ~{t. Roland, are identical with the strata
on Mt. Cla.ude, Stormont, and Black Bluff. The approach
to the great mineral-bearing country of the North-Western
highlands is thus from Railton.
At present the traveller leaves the railway at Railton.
The' coach then prooeeds 8 miles south-west to the town of
Sheffield, and thence 11 or 12 miles further to Wilmot.
F rom Wilmot a road for vehicles continues to Moina, a
distance of 11 or 12 miles, and thence 4 miles further
south to the county boundary on the Van Diemen's Land
Company's track. In this distance a gradual rise has been
effected from Railton, which is 200 feet above sea-level, to
the top of the Five-mile Rise, which is 2600 feet. Thence
T HE
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a traveller may find his wa,y eastward down the Five·mile
Rise to the Forth River, where the Mt. Claude-Barn Bluff
road is tapped. Taking the road from LorinDa to Mt.
Claude and Sheffield, he may return to Railtou, thus completing a round journey through country of great scenic
beauty, and full of interest from both a mining and agricultura.l point of view.
From Lorinna southwar.ds th.e road to Barn Bluff keeps
on the east side of the Forth River till Sloane's Bridge
is reached, at about 15 miles due south of Loriona, when
the track to the Bluff sections t.urns to the west. A 7mile track southward from the bridge would connect with
the Pelion copper sections south of Mt. Oakleigh, and
would pass through river flats with perhaps 400 or 500
acres of grazing land. At the copper leases it would join
Inn~s' track from Liena to Barn Bluff, a.nd would avoid
the high land which that track traverses between the Forth
and the ?lersey. North of Pelion East Mr. Geo. Sloane
has a 4000-acre grazing lease, but the present road over
F ebruary Pla.ins is a cold one for travelling stock.
Seven
or 8 miles south of LorinDa is Gisborne's farm, and the
good road which is nOW being made up the Forth will be
the means of giving useful access to the far southern
country.
The road from Railton to Sheffield passes first over the
Pleistocene gravels which mark the bed of the ancient
Mersey . At between I! and 2 miles it begins to skirt the
eastern end of the Badgers Range. The strike of the
Badgers stra.ta as observed at va-rious points ranges between
north 40. degrees and north 65 degrees west, and they have
a nort.h-easterly dip. If the interpretation of the mutual
relations of the older strata as propounded by the Geological Survey proves correct, these beds of the Badgers
form one leg of a. great arch of conglomerate, the other
leg of which constitutes the upper part of Mt. Roland.
The country between the two ranges is occupied by the
Sheffield plain, averaging 900 feet above sea-level, UpOD
which the flourishing town of Sheffield is situate in the
midst of a thriving agricultural district. The surface of
this plain consists of a covering of basaltic soil and lava,
concealing beds of gravel, sand, and clay of Tertiary age.
Below these beds, at a.ny ra.te south of the town and to the
west, and more particularly in the valley of the Dasher,
are the crushed and schistose pOTphyrites which, with a
north-westerly strike, form a. belt of country a.t least 15
miJes wide from the River Mersey to the Wilmot River.
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These are the rocks with the gold-bearing veins which ha.ve
been worked in the basin of tpe Minnow. They ascend
tbe northern front of Mt. Roland to a height of 1000 feet
above t he Dasher River, and terminate against the faultwall of the mounta.in conglomerate, which rises steeply for
another 1500 feet. Access to the summit of this majestic
mountain, 4047 feet above sea-level, is afforded by a steep
track up a. gap in its northern face. If the people of
Sheffield only realised properly what an asset tbey posaess
in this noble mountain, from a. visitor'S' point of view, they
would improve this track, provide accommod.a.tion on the
summit, and lav themselves out to advertise scenic attractions which cannot easi1y be surpassed. The top is broad,
and the southern side slopes down to the Meney near
Liena.
The mountain appears to have lost. its original name.
Mr. Thos. Stephens, M.A., has called the writer's atten·
tion to the fact that the name originally was Rolland's
Repulse, and that he once had in his possession a map of
Van Diemcn 's Land, published in London in 1828, in
which the mountain appeare.d under this name. In a use·
ful little work hy Mr. J. Moore-Robinson (') Mr. R. S.
Sanderson (lat.e of the Van Diemen 's Land Company) is
quoted as stating that the mountain was named after Cap.
tain Rolland , who in attempting to reach the coast from
Quamby was repulsed by this range, and that the name
was spelled <I Rolland J1 correctly in 1827 in old records.
In the same work. also, Mr. Thos. Stephens is quoted as
saying that old colonists tr;ld him that the mountain was
called Rolland 's Repulse, after a certain Lieutenant Rol·
land, who made an unsuccessful attempt to climb it ; and
that when he first visited the locality many years ago
the local name among the early settlers was I f Rollingses."
In a Survey Office report, dated 26tb May, 1827, hy
Joseph F ossey, a surveyor in the employ of the Van Die·
men's Lann Company, the name is mentioned as Rolland
Mountain; but the Survey Office editor in a footnote to the
report, when published in 1861, arlds: "properly Rowland's Repulse." (2)
On the other hand, the old maps in the Lands and SUT·
veys Department show the name as follows :-In 1830,
1837, 1839, 1859, Roland; in 1854, Rolland.
From Sheffield a good coach·road lea.ds across the Forth
River to 'Vilmot, the centre of an expanding cattle and
(I)" A Record or Tatmaniaa Nllmenclature," Hobart, 1911. p. 8S.

f') Legi~lative Council Paper No. 16, 1861, P 9.
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dairying industry. The road thence to Moina has in recent
years been greatly improved, and is now a highly con ~
veniant thoroughfare. It climbs with an easy grade to
Bell Mount, where the first panoramic view of the mining
fields is presented to the traveller. At this point the road
lS 2200 feet above sea-level. On the one ha.nd the profound valley of the Forth lies below one, on the other the
horizon is bounded by the highlands of Stormont and Black
Bluff. A descent of about 300 feet brings one to the min ing settlement of Moina., which is the centre of the tin and
wolfram mining of the district.
The township has its
store, school, post and money-order office, and telephone
service. Bush fires have cleared off some of the surrounding timber, mining has continued without interruption,
and the place altogether wean a more open and civilised
aspect than it presen~d a few years ago.
In the neighbourhood are selections which have been
taken up for farming and grazing. The principa.l mine-that worked on Bismuth Creek by the S. and M.
Syndicate, is responsible for the distribution of a considerable a.mount of money in the district, and with the combined mining and farming industries, things genera.lly are
quietly and steadily progressing.
During the past
few years practically all the basalt farm land between
the Iris and Forth Rivers as far south as the Five-mile
Rise has been selected, and is now in the grazing stage of
the industry. The improved roads and the better results
from mining- the latter largely due to the introduction of
a successful magnetic separa.tion process for the treatment
of the mixed ores of the field- ha.ve brought about this
change in the erstwhile idle and silent wilderness.
The proposed Railton-Wilmot railway will contribute
greatly to the adva.ncement of the district. In particular,
mines which a.t present are handicapped by heavy tra.nsport and realisation charges will be relieved. Those situ·
ate in the Dove and Forth River valleys will for the first
time be brought within the sphere of practicable working
conditions, and in addition prospecting within a still wider
radius will receive a beneficial stimulus.
In 1899 Mr. Ross Reynolds carr;ied out a useful exploration
survey for a light railway from Sheffield through this part of
the country to Rosebery. His report, with reconnaissancemap. WII8 published a.s a Parliamentary paper (No. 43).
and may be consulted by prospectors travelling in this
part of the island. A practicable route was found with
sufficiently good grades for the probable traffic. A draw-

I
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back is, that west of the Middlesex Plains block high country comes in for a. few miles, rising to nearly 3000 feet at
the 43-mile peg from Sheffield, and in fact from the Moina
plateau to the south of Mayday Mt. the g<!lleral elevation
above sea-level does not faU below 2500 feet, which is a
distinct handicap to a. through line on this parallel.
From
the west side-line of the Middlesex Plains block to the
north end of Mt. Farrell is, however, only 32 miles.
The writer wishes to acknowledge the assistance and

•

information which· he received during his visit from leaseholders, mine managers. and prospectors. Among those
to whom he i. particularly iIl;debted are Messrs. W. E.
Hitchcock, W. M. Black, C. F. D. Adam, B. Gurr, Wm.
Goldsworthy, Warwick Castles, P. Bateman, - Gabbedy,
Geo. Sloane, and S. Reardon. He also desires to thank
Mr. Leslie J. Smith for much information communicated
by letter, and Mr. A. Bradshaw for permission to use
the photograph of Mt. Roland which appears as frontis-

piece.

n.-PREVIOUS LITERATURE.
From time to time Departmenta.l reports: on this district have been published. These are as follows:(1) Report on the North-Western Mineral Deposits,
by G. Thureau, 30th December, 1881.
(2) Report on the Mineral Discoveries in the NeighbourhOQd of Bell Mount, by A. Montgomery,
M.A., 6th November, 1893.
(3) Report on the Shepherd and Murphy Tin Mine,
Bell Mount, by J. Harcourt Smith, B.A., 26th
July, 1897.
(4) Report on the Bell Mount and Middlesex Mineral
Fields, by J. Harcourt Smith, B.A., 6th September, 1898.
(5) Report on the Mineral Districts of Bell Mount,
Dove River, Five-mile Rise, &c., by G. A.
Waller, 3rd April, 1901.
(6) Report on the Bell Mount and Middlesex District, by W. H. Twelvetrees, 17th June, 1907.
The district covering as it does a wide area, the inaccessibility of some of the localities, and the intermittent
character of much of the mining, have led to several inspections being made by officers of the geological branch, but
it is only quite recently that the means of communication
have been substantially improved. The earlier examinations, it may be mentioned , were made at a time when our
knowledge of the general geology of the island was more
meagre than it is to..,day.
Mr. Thureau in his 1881 report details the result of an
examination of the galena mines on the northern slope of
Mt. Roland and at Mt. Claude. The Mt. Claude Silver-lead
Company was then working the silver·lead ore·deposits
which are now owned by the Round Hill Silver and Lead
Company, No Liability. It is pointed out that the ore
occurs in irregular veins or stockwork'S, and that the proper
way of mining it would be by open·face cuttings. Rich
ores are stated to outcrop 130 feet above the lowest deposits
worked at creek-level.
Mr. A. Montgomery in 1893 visited the Mt. Claude
mines, a.nd his report covers the whole of the Middlesex
district. He concluded from the number of discoveries
..\ready made that the field must be more than ordinarily
rich in minerals, and that it was weH worth attention.

.
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Mr. J. Harcourt Smith in 1897 and 1898 tra.versed
the Mt. Claude and Middlesex district, and described the
workings on the various mining leases. Incidentally it is
of interest to note the then rate of transport on the field"
the carriage of ordinary mining supplies from Sheffield to
the Shepherd a.nd Murphy Mine coating £7 per ton.
Mr. Waller's report in 1901 dealt with Bell Mount,
Dove River, and the Five-mile Rise, and was a.ccompani~
by a geological sketch-pla.n of the Bell Mount mining dis-

trict.

The report by til<> writer in 1907 described the oredeposits of Bell Mount, Middlesex, and Dove River. The
conclusion arrived at in that report was that the field on
the whole would probably prove to be one with numerous
small and rich lodes .

•

IlL-PHYSIOGRAPHY.
The several rivers and streams impress upon each part
of this large district distinct physiographic characteristics,
but viewed as a whole, and taking into account only broad
panoramic features, the entire area is an elevated plain
or tableland, dissected by stupendous gorges and diversified by residual mountain ra.nges. Views from the road
round Bell Mount, from the summit of Stormont, and from
Black Bluff tend strongly to support this iuterpretation.
The general elevation of this tableland is betweeI1 2200
and: 2600 feet above sea.-Ievel, being 2200 to 2400 feet
along the road above the Shepherd and Mu~hy Mine and
about 2600 feet from the Caledonian Mine westward
through the Middlesex Plains block. The track along the
Stormont Valley to Bla.ck Bluff is about 2400 feet.
The mountain summits rise to varying heights above
this general level: Bell Mount to about 2600 feet above
""a-level, Stormont 3400 feet, and Black Bluff 4300 feet.
Broadly speaking, the ranges of Black Bluff, Stormont,
Mts. Claude, Vandyke, and Roland, form a physiographic
block unit with tilted strata along east and west lines of
fault. A great fault-plane exists along' the northern wall
of Mt. Roland, and aJso at tbe east end of Mt. Clau,de on
the road near the turn to the Round Hill Mine. The
junctions at Stormont are not visible, and this mountain
requires further examination before the position of the
line of fa.ulting can be traced.
There is here a great block of country from Mt. Roland
to the meridian of Mayda.y Mt., which embraces stra.ta.
striking east and west, consequently different from the
usual meridional strike of the folded rocks elsewhere in
Tasmania. The pipe-stem rocks in the Wilmot River
gorge north of the Bell Mount diggings strike north-west,
and the ,late and schistose porphyrite, of Bell Mount and
the Dasher Valley have the same bearing. The PreCambrian mica schist south of Lorinna has also a northwesterly strike.
The east and west belt is about 7 miles across from north
to south. It is within this zone, a.nd conforming roughly
with the direction of its linear extension, that the Dolcoath-Tin Spur granite is exposed. This is of significance
in connection with Mr. L. K. Ward's hypothesis of an
east-and-west chain of granitic magma reservoirs across the
island from Heemskirk.

I
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This tahleland is dieeectad hy two large rivers, namely,
the Forth and th. Wilmot with its tributarie. or head
atreams, th. Lea and Iris.
The bead waten of the Forth River descend from nea.r
Mte. Pelion East and West.
The atream at Sloane's
bridge, 15 miles south of Lorinna, is 1200 feet ,above sea.
level; at the Lorinna bridge, 650 feet; and at the Wilmot
bridge, 400 feet. From LorinDa downwards it is evidently
flowing rather fia.tlY.J with rapids at intervals. Its banks
here a.re etaep, the river 100 to 130 feet in width, and the
gorge in which it Bows rises on either side into hills 1600
feet and upwards above the river· bed.
At Bell Mount the confluence of the Lea and Iris Rivers
forms the Wilmot; and at Alma, at about 5 miles from
the sea, the Forth receives the Wilmot River. All these
streams flow in deep gorgee, but near the confluence at Bell
Mount the valley of the Iris expands and the country is
more open.
The minor features of the tableland are not structural,
but are the result of erosion.
Where the present river valleys are young their channels are narrow and their sides steep. The present Forth,
however, may in pa.rts be termed a revived stream, for
in sections of its course it is following the direction of a
former Forth which flowed over a more maturely dissected
land surface. At Lorinna elevated terraces of the wider
and older Forth are still visihle above the rOM. The present river there has intrenched its bed, and is developing
a. freshly graded slope. That is to say, it is in an early
stage of its new physiographic cycle; and by and by, in
the ages to com~, it will cease to cut downwards, but will
continue to widen its valley all through its maturing
period. Finally, in the distant future it will attain oid
age, and if uninterrupted by crustal movements the cycle
will approach its close and usher in once more the features
of the former plain.
The old Forth Valley is old enough to have preceded the
outpouring of the Lorinna basalt. The lavas cover its
terrace-drifts, but the younger channel appears to have
been ca.rved down through the basaltic sheets.
In some of the valleys on Black Bluff two stages in their
past history may be observed: & Pleistocene or glacier
stage, when the wide shallow valleys received their strea.ms
of moving ice from the higher snow field; and a recent
stage, in which the broad gla.cia.l valleys have been deepened, with a consequent change of slope in their sides.
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Evidence to the same effect was collected at the Wilmot
bridge over the Forth River by Professor T. W. E. David ,
who accompanied the writer on a part of this journey.
He relevelled the Forth Valley basalts near that bridge at
their various horiwns, and established the fact that there
is at least one old Forth Valley antedating the latest of
the basalts. He -recognised this as being a more mature
valley than the present Forth, which has been rejuvenated
through comparatively recent uplift. Appended is Professor David's sketch section (Plate III.) showing the relations of the gravels and basalts at this point. The accuracy of his observations received strong confirmation when
later the writer visited Lorinna. and noted the elevated
terrace-drifts of the ancient wide river valley there.
RAINFALL.

There is a Federal weather station at Moina, where Mr.
W. E. Hitchcock, manager of the Shepherd and Murphy
Mine, records temperatures, barometrical readings, and
rainfall. At Lea River, Black Bluff, Mr. W. Malcolm
Black records the rainfall for the Commonwealth Weather
Bureau.
The tables furnished herewith comprise information
received from Messrs. Black and Hitchcock and from Mr.
Watt, the Divisional Officer of the Weather Bureau for
Tasma.nia : -
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?

?

?
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2'89
4'65
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6'73
9'60
2'08

7'20
5'82
5'66

7'14
6'22
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?

6'28

1912
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3'12
2'20
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"51
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~
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<II

~

Z

~~
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~

13'14 11'89 6'00 16'75 11'21 7'25 I 6'09 9'08100'00
4'97 6'93 8'08 4'21 5'72 5'49
2'96 12'40 15'32
5'60 10'12 11 '00 \l'33 6'22 8'99 10'13 6'12 90'09
2'54 ...
.. .
...
..•
...
...
...
. ..
4'19
4'64
1 86
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8'00

...

?
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...
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8'25
'"

4 '45
?
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...

j

...

1'96
1'59

...

8'18 60'41
4'60 68'42

...

...

IV.-GENERAL

G~OLOGY.

A.-THE SEDlllENTABY ROCKS.

The stratified rocks of the area. belong to the following
geological systems: -Pre-Cambrian, Pre-Silurian, SHuriaD 1
Tertiary, and Quaternary. The stra.ta of the first three
divisions have been penetrated by igneous intrusions, which
were responsible for ore-occurrenoes. These bedded rocks
will be described J beginning with the most ancient.
(I) - Pr.-Cambrian.
Rusty micaceous schists compose the country south of the
Dove River belt of granite porphyry. The.. strata ha.ve the
north-westerly strike of the older sedimentary systems.
Lithologically they appear to be quartz-biotite-muscovite
schists, and belong to the Algonkia.n division of the PreCambrian formations. Where not interrupted by intrusions of igneous rock, these beds underlie the whole of the
P alreozoic strata from here to the shore-line on Bass Straite.

(2)-Pre-Silurian.
(a) Dundas Sial, Series.- The Bell Mount and Mt.
Claude slates and schistose conglomerates are crushed be.ds
of sedimentary rock of grey to purple colours, which for
the most part expose weathered surfa.cee in the cuttings on
the road.
The bedding-planes appear to be coincident
with the present stratification-lines. The beds alternate
rapidly from slate to conglomerate, and are interbedded
with bands of the crushed porphyritic igneous rock, which
in Tasmania presents many lithological varieties, all of
which are for the time included under the group-name of
porphyroid.
Slates and gritty quartzite!, presumably of this .series.
a.re exposed in the valley of the Forth at the Wilmot
bridge, where they strike north 60 degrees west, a.nd dip
south -westerly at 70 degrees. The slates on the road at
Bell MO\lnt strike from north 25 degree. to 47 degrees weat,
and dip north-easterly at angles of 82 to 85 degrees. On
the road at the west end of Mt. Claude, where it winds
round to R ou nd Hill, the beds strike north 60 degrees
west, and dip north-<lasterly at 60 degrees.
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Microscopical examination is frequently necesSAry in
order to determine whether some of the apparent sla.tes
are not crushed porphyroids or bedded tufts.
The junction of these slates, both with the Mt. Cla.ude
conglomerate and with the Bell Mount or Moina. pipestem sandstone, is unconformable and apparently faulted,
but from recent observations elsewhere, mentioned below,
it appears that the slates are older than the other two
groups.
On the coast west of Goat Island these slates suoceed
the Pre-Cambrian schists; at Gunn's Plains they underlie
the Silurian limestone; at Dundas and Zeenan their base
is not known. The base of the slate series in the North
Dundas field has also not been ascertained. The identifi·
ca.tion of graptolites in beds on the North-East Dunda.s
tram-line by Dr. T. S. Hall points, however, to Ordovicia.n
or Cam brian age.
The Ben Mount exposures extend (interrupted by pipestem sandstone and granite) south-east to the Campbell's
Reward sections, east of the Forth north of Lorinna, where
they disappear under the basalt or terminate against pipes~m country; and north-westerly the Gunn's Plains and
Leven slates are on the same line.
These slates, together with associated igneous breccias
and schistose porphyrites, belong to what is known in Tasmania as the porphyroid group. The age-rela.tion of this
group to the conglomerates of the West Coast Range has
tong been unsettled. Professor David diagnosed on this
journey the porphyroids at Mt. Roland as the older rocks,
and the accuracy of his view has since been confirmed by
observations made by :Mr. Loftus Hills at Mts. Jukes and
Darwin. Mr. Hills has discovered waterworn pebbles of
porphyroid in the basal beds of the conglomerate there.
This discovery sets a.t rest the doubts which have long
been felt with regard to the true sequence of these strata,
and seems to establisli, notwithstanding many puzzling
sections, the prior age of the porphyroids and their associated slates and breccias. Their lithologica.l aspect is also
in entire harmony with this age-relation , for they are often
intensely schistose, and the interbedded conglomerates
which occur among them are strongly metamorphosed and
bear the impress of a high antiquity. A period of extreme
diastrophism evidently separated the period of the porphyroids from that of the West Coast conglomerates.
The important point is that the true sequence in the
geological column has been settled ; correla.tion with world
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systems can follow as our knowledge grows. At preseot
any reference of these Pre-Silurian strata to European
systems can only he extremely tentative. For the present the West Coast 8uooessioD appears to he as follows : 4. Period of diastrophism accompanied by intrusions
of gabbro and granite.
3. Silurian:
Zeehan and Queen River sandstones.
Zeeha.D and Gordon River limestone.
2. Pre-Silurian.
Pipe-stem sandstone.
West Coast conglomerate.
(Period of diastropbism.)
Dundas slates and porphyroids.
(Period of diastrophism.)
1. Pre-Cambrian:
Quartzites and schists.

(6) lVt'~t Coast Range Confllomu(lft.- This forms the
bulk of Mt. Roland, Mt. Vandyke, and Mt. Claude, and
the central portions of Stormont and Black Bluff.
It is a. quartzose rock of reddish appearance, compoeed
of pebbles" of quartz and quartzite, set in a siliceous matrix
which constitutes a very small proportion of the mlUli.
Occasional stones of quartzite schist occur in it. These
stones do not belong to our schistose porphyroids, but have
been derived from the Pre-Cambrian rockmasses. Colouration by iron oxide is often very pronounced, atnd the rock
becomes at times extremely hematitic. Grits or coarse
sandstones, as well as laminated argillaceous bands, alternate with tbe pebbly beds, but all combine to form one
great series. The alternating sandstones and clay bands
assist in determining the dip of the beds, but where they
are absent it is often impossible to establish this owing
to the lack of visible bedding-planes in the massive conglomerate.
These conglomerate strata. do not show ..ny signs of
intense rock-folding. and in general have resisted deformation. They have for the most part been only gently
arched but have been much tilted bv vertical movement8.
These :novements fl1 bloc have pradu'ced numerous faulted
junctions with the strata of other systems, making the
question of relative age a moat difficult one to determine
from the exposures available.
This oonglomera.te used to be interpreted by successive
geological observers as being of Devonian age, and as rest-

}.'I

iog like a more or less horizontal covering on the parphyraids and sedimentary rocks composing the lower parts' of
the mountains. The resistant conglomerate forming the
cresis of the ranges had an aspect which lent support to
this view. ]'fr. G. A. Waller, a former Government Geologist, noticed that the conglomerate on Mt. Zeehan forme.d
the arch of an a.nticline there, and descended in steeply
inclined beds to the foot of the mountain, where it plunged

beneath the pipe-stem strata. The work of the Geological
Survey has gradually established the Pre-Devonian age of
the conglomerate series in other parts of the island, though
exactly how much older cannot at present be positively
asserted.
It has faulted junctions with the porphyroids at Mt.
Roland, Mt. Claude, Mt. Farrell, and Mt. Lyell, and is
slightly unconformable with overlying pipe-stem rock at
Mt.. Zeeha.n as far as the dip is concerned. At the Gordon
Bend it dips below unconformable beds of Silurian limestone; at the Denison Range it rests upon Pre-Cambrian
schist. At Railton it has a.pparently unconformable junctions with the Cambrian Dikelocephalus beds. The age
determination has always been attended by difficulty, but
it is only lately that serious doubt has been cast on its
supposed pre-porphyroidal age.
Professor David, who
accompanied the writer on a visit to Mt. Roland, was very
doubtful whether this relation obtained there. The absence
from the conglomerate of any porphyroid pebbles has
always been regarded as a strong argument in favour of the
more ancient date, but the discovery of these recently by
Mr. Loftus Hills is another illustration of the unsafe cha.racter of purely negative evidence.
Professor David writes to the author on this subject as
follows : __ fC I think certainly th!" pipe-stem rock succeeds
the conglomera.te. ,T hat may be considered a postulate.
I also think that the porphyroid series a.t Mt. Roland must
be under the conglomerate in all probability. But is it
there intrusive into the conglomerate ~ As far as I know
at present, one ca.n only say that intrusion is not proven.
If the porphyroids are la.rgely contemporaneous tuffs, one
fails again to see how they can intrude anything; and if
they include an intrusively beha.ving member, such a.s
granite, in their series, is not that member aDl intruder
in the porphyroid series itself, and therefore probably
later than the porphyroids in age 1 -One might, I take itl
say that the granites of the Dove River may repreaent
an end series to the por-phyroid group. and that it repre-
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sents a.n emerged batholith which earlier in its career
fonned part of .. reservoir from which the porphyroid tuffs
were drawD, if one were disposed to argue that the whole
porphyroid group with the exception of perhaps its enod
seriee (i) of granitee was older than the pipe-stem strata."
On the !lanka of the Badgen the strata of the conglomerate system are developed as quart&ite, coane feJspathic grit, and sandstone.
Theee are comp.....ble in
every way with the grits which are associated with the
conglomerate on Tim Shea (Mt. Stephens), at the Humboldt Divide, in Southern Tasmania. Their strike is from
295 to 3\0 degrees, with a northerly dip. FoBBils are very
rare in the otrate of this system. The Badgers rock has
yielded an undetennined brachiopod; and in the con·
glomerate on Mts. Lyen ..nd Sedgwick tubular casts have
been found which are identical with the pipe-stem forms
so common in the Middlesex district. A specimen collected
recently by Mr. J. H. Levings on the crest of Mt. Sedgwick shows sma.lI vertical tubes projecting from the Burface of the rock, and recalling the appearance of stuhble
in a cornfield.
The indecisive fossil evidence does not lend much help
in detennining the age of this series of strata. Its difficult stratigraphical relations form the principal guide in
this respect. In the fieM the difficulty is increased by
the mantle of disintegrated rock and fallen boulders which
usually mask the actual junctions on the mount&in-:8a.n.ks.
This great conglomerate group extends from north to
south in Tasmania for about two parallels of latitude, and
is seen strongly developed at intervals from the west coast
to as far east as the Mersey River. The nature and fonn
of its constituent pebbles and the regula.rity of its linear
extensions support the view that the conglomerate was the
resultant of wave-erosion, and is the survival of an aneient
shore-line. The true thickness of the beds. as observed on
Mt. Roland, i8 fully 1500 feet.
(~) Tubtcolar Sandstone (" Pipe-,t"m Rock" }.- Under
this head comes a widespread series of sandstones and
quartzites, generaJly succeeding tbe West Coast conglomerate . In the.. are interhedded bands of conglomerate and
breccia, which at first sight aTe liable to be mistaken for
the older conglomerate beds. The principal dilference6
seem to be that the younger stone (1) is more intenaely
silicified than the older conglomerate; (2) bas .. far greater
proportion of matrix; (3) often contains reddish quartzite
and Mndstone pebbles apparently derived from the older
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formation; (4) has frequent tendencies tc breccia forma-

tion.
The general oolouration of this younger oonglomera.te is
pale-pink tc white.
One occurrenoe of it is just south-west of the Bell Hill,
where it forms precipitous crags of pink quartzite with
white quartz pebbl... This appears tc bear away weetwards tc the angle formed by the confluence of the Lea
and Iris Rivers. The stone is identical with conglomerate
on Hitchcock's and Maddem's lots, west of the Iris, and
also seen on the road near the Iris bridge on A. Hinman's 227 acree. It outcrops in various places on the
latter block, as well as in the valley of the Bismuth Creek.
Some so&tteroo boulders, which seem to have broken away
from these outcrops, are somewhat perplexing until the
80lid occurrences have been located.
Across the track near the Stormont Mine is a. line of
outcrop of white quartzitic conglomerate with pebbles of
quartz. This is unmistakably a pebbly band in the pipestem series.
A belt of white quartz conglomera.te occurs on the southern section of the Lady Barron Mine for 70 tc 100 feet
in width, and bearing from 265 to 275 degrees or approximately east and west. Its continuation is seen across the
valley half a mile to the east, on the settlers' new road
from the Dolcoath Hill.
What may be the eastern. prolongation of the same belt
is the white conglomerate cut through by the new road
to Lorinna, on the east side of the Forth, between th e
Tin Spur Mine and the gI'lan1.te contact.
On the Lorinna-road, west of Round Hill, leading up to
Pa.ton's mark at tlw road point, boulders of hard white
conglomera.te and breccia occur in the soil of the bank .
This conglomerate is full of waterworn .stones and large
angular fragments of banded pink grit and sandstone a.nd
white quartzite.
The lattler attain a size of 3 feet in
diameter. Judging from its position this conglomerate or
breccia must form a band in the pipe-stem series.
A simila.r breccia occurs on the track from Tiger Plain
up to the Devonport sections on the Black Bluff Range.
In the creek-bank are boulders of it containing la.rge angular pieces of sandstone amd seIDe quartz in a matrix of
pipe-stem rock.
It is only on the Lady Barron property that the white
conglomerate is known to carry mineral. On the ,ndg p
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south lof the mine segregations and veins of quartz ramify
through the rock and enclose large crystals of wolframite.
The tubicolar sandstone covers a wide a.rea of country
between Mt. Claude and Black Bluff. It i. the countryrock of the ore-veins at the following mines :-Round Hill,
Tin Spur, Devonian, Oliver's Hill, Packett's Reward.
Narrawa, Lady Barron, Shepherd and Murphy, Wilmot
Silver, Stormont, Golden Hill, Golden CliJI, Thistle,
Union, Caledonian, &c.
It is white (occasionally yellowish), granular, friable to
indurated sandstone, or sometimes even a. quartzite. Its
texture is sometimes uneven, owing to the presence in it
of sman pebbles of quartz.
So far no fossils have been recorded from it. The shells
and other remains which have been col1ect&d from the
Bell Mount diggings and the Five-mile Rise ha.ve evidently
heen derived from some other unidentified beds belonging
to the Silurian system. Some of the remains found at
the diggings have undoubtedly come from the neighbouring
Silurian limestone; and the brachiopods which have been
found on the Five-mile Rise are in a. buff-coloured matrix
which is suggestive of Silurian sandstone.
Numerous indi~a.tions of the existence of former organisms are seen in the curious cylindrical stems which traverse
the tubicolar sandstone . These stems are tubular casts
from 3 or 4 inches up to a. foot in length, giving a crosssection which is mrually cylindrical but occasionally elliptical. Sometimes they are perfectly straight, but when
any length is atta.in.ed, they are slightly curved. For the
most part they traverse the stone at a right angle to its
bedding. Microscopical examination reveals no trace of
organic structure, the stems being composed exclusively of
grains of quartz sand.
From the resemblance to the stem of a clay pipe, these
casts a re locally called" pipe-stems." At one time it was
imagined that they represented extinct fueoid stems, but
although their real nature is not yf't absolutely established,
the consensus of informed opinion seems to be in fa.vour
of them being the filled burrows of some marine worm.
The nearest allied form appears to hI' the pencil-like burrow of Scolithus linear,is (Hall), (3) found in the Upper
Cambrian of North America.
Mr. Robert Etheridge of the Australian Museum, Sydney; has examined the casts, but in view of the structure
(') &'ulithtu, from Gr. CJK~Al)~, l)'IIrm, !tnll
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less character of the material IS unable to express a.ny
opinion as to their origin.
Similar structures occur a.t the foot of Mt. Zeeban ,
above the Oceana flat, in sandstone pertaining to the same
geologica.l horizon. SpecimPDs of these were submitted
to Dr. F. A. Bather, of the British Museum.
These
specimens were better preserved than those usually found
in the Middlesex district. Dr. Bather says that there is a.
certain similarity between them and structures occurring in
the Cam brian sandstone of Sweden, to which the name
ScoUt/tUB linearis (Hall) has been applied. The forms
occur fairly low down in the Cambrian of Sweden, and
Dr. Bather has collected them from loose blocks On the
shores of the Baltic about the region of Oland.
Dr. Bather has furnished the writer with the following
references to Swedish authors:Nathorst, in I I Sveriges Geologi " (p. 117), says: "In
certain parts of the sandstone vertical cylindrical por·
tions are not rare, and remind one almost of closely set
stubble on a. field. These have usually been interpreted as
the filled vertical burrows of worlIlB . In many cases, however, it may well be questioned if the structure has not
arisen in a purely mechanical way without the intervention
of organisms."
N. O. Holst, in "Sveriges Geologiska Undersokning,"
1893 (Ser. C), No. 130 (p. 6), says: "Sanidstone with
vertical tubes, often very long, but varying in thickness
(the thickness of the tubes sometimes as little as 1 mm.),
which have boon regarded as worm tubes, ScolithuB linea·
aris (Hall). This sandstone is sometimes white, sometimes
reddish. It is ha.rd, and is that which is occasiona.lly used
for millstones."
Dr. Bather, however, is by no means certain that the
Swedish specimens are the same thing as the true Scolithu8
lill"(lri~ of Hall.
These forms are met with rather sparsely at the Shep·
herd and Murphy Mine; more plentifully on the Lady
Barron property and north of it; also on Stonnont, Black
Bluff, and the Fi ve-mile Rise; on Oliver's Hill and the
Tin Spur ; on Lemonthyme Hill, south of Gad's Hill; a.nd
at the Round Hill. At the latter place they may be seen
just round the corner of the road above the Falls, showing
white sectional outlines in the dark mineralised rock ; they
would not be noticed at the latter place unless sought for,
owing to the colour of the rock, and tbi, IWcounts for the
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geological horizon of the Round Hill strata remaining 80
long unrecognised. (')
Information is to the effect that this rock continues
west as far as Mayday Mt. It exists also on the flanks
of Mt. Zeehan. Mr. L. K. Ward, B.E., in 1909, discovered
tubicolar sandstone with casts up to 2 feet in length in
the country east of Frenchman's Cap (Loddon and South
Loddon Rivers, and Calder's Pass). (').
The junctions with the conglomerate indicate the grea.ter
age of the latter, and as the rock noticed by Mr. Wa.rd in
Calder's Pass overlying the pipe-stem beds contains peculiar discoidal impressions resembling forms occurring in
the Cambrian sandstone at Caroline Creek, these tubicolar
sandstones have been thought to be of Cambrian age.
This view, too, harmonises with the comparison of the
pipe-stems with similar forms occurring in the Cambrian
strat,a of Europe and North America.

(3)-Silurian.
Limestont'. - The survivals of this formation are found
in disconnected parts of the district, viz., at ~loina and
westwards across the Iris bridge; at Lorinna, ea.st of the
Forth; and at Round Hill on the Claud€ Creek and in
the Round Hill Mine.
The rock is a light to dark bluish-grey limestone, with
a dense texture and massive habit. At the Iris bridge its
bearing is north-westerly and its dip north 35 degrees east,
at angles of from 25 to 28 degrees. It rests under the
bridge conformably on white quartzite which is exposed
for 6 feet above water-level, and which appears to be a
band in the limestone, as limestone is again seen below it.
The width of the limestone area is a little over 1 mile,
for it is traceable as a contaet-metamorphic rock a littleup the hill on the Stormont track, south-west of the
bridge, and to the east as fa-r as the Bismuth Creek in the
township of Moin'a. This area fonus a depressed basin,
which is not surprising, for, as is well known, limestone is
readily attacked by oM'bonat.ed waters, and is perhaps the
most soluble of common rocks.
(4) For flgu1"e~ of S"olifhlllJ see ., North American Index F088ils," A. W.
Grabau and H, W. Shimer, New York, 1910. Vol. II., p.248, fig. 16,'}9;
and "Quarttrly Journal of the Geologiral Society," Vol. XLVI.,1890,
pp. 603-604, figs. 7 and 8.
(i) Weslel'n Exploration: Ueport of the Department of Lands and
Sllrveys for UW8-1909, p. 33.
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Between Bismuth Creek and the Iris River a.re numerous circular depressions in the surface-rock measuring as
much as 200 and 300 feet in diameter. These are sometimes called limestone sinks, and genera.lly indicate the
falling-in of the roof of a subterra.nean cave.
The curious garnetiferous contact-metamorphic J::ock at
the Shepherd and Murphy Mine and west of the Iris River
is apparently a metamorphosed limestone.
In the long adit at the Round ITil! Mine the ground
for the last 150 feet is limestone, a.nd the same rock is
reported as being seen higher up the Claude Creek to the
south-,east. The hill debris above the adit prevents it £.rom
being observed at surface.
The limestone reappears a.t Lorinna, on E. M. Bullock 's
land, south of the township boundary. and is below the
alluvial on G. Sloane's land between the main-road and
the Forth River below the bridge. It here presents a
cliff-face to the river, and strikes north 35 degrees west,
with a. north-easterly dip at an angle of 50 degrees.
The fossil evidence is not on an entirely satisfactory
footing. On the present visit Professor T. ,V. E. David
identified the hydrozoan Stromatopor(l, in the limestone at
tbe Iris bridge. Mr. R. Etheridge, of the Australian
Museum, determined some Bell Mount fossils for ~fr. G.
A. Waller, but these appeared to have been obtained from
alluvial, and their parent rock is uncertain. They were
Pha('op,~ or FTausmannia, Rhllncho1tella borealis, var.
sclilotheimii, OrtMs of the type of Ortlt-is calligramma (Dalman), and a monticuliporid coral. It is probable that all
these were derived from the limestone. They suggest a
Silurian age.
For a long time the older limestones in Tasmania were
considered as situate at the very base of the Lower
Silurian, or in what would now be called Ordovician, but
owing to the accumulating evidence the various limestone
beds at Zeehan, Queenstown, Gunn's Plains, Bell Mount,
Lorinna, Mole Creek, Wink leigh, and on the J a.ne, Gordon, Franklin, a.nd Florentine Rivers, are at present
regarded as belonging to one system- the Silurian proper.
The distribution of the limestone in the Middlesex and
Forth district denotes plainly the relatiollS' of its horizon to
that of the pipe-stem sandstone. It clearly succeeds the
latter in the Shepherd and Murphy Mine, at the Round
HiB, and a.t Lorinna. This sequence accords with that a.t
Mt. Zeehan .
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(4)-Tfrtiarll and Quaternary.

The sediments of these two p~riods belong to the Caino~
zoic era., and cannot always be distinguished from one
another . The drifts below the baaalt fan in the Tertiary,
while the later gra.vels, belonging to the Pleistocene (or
Glacier) and Recent (or Human) epochs, are Quaternary.
The divisions of this group of strata commonly met with in
British text-books are not universalJy applicable.
The
epochs were local, and not general j and in using the term
Tertia.ry " in Tasmania. a comparison with the local sub~
divisions in other parts of the world cannot be implied.
The ·tenn should simply denote the earlier deposit6 of the
Cainozoic which succeeded the Mesozoic, and without any
implication of a threefold subdivision.
The Tertiaries in the districts at present under review
appear everywhere to be a.lfSOCiated with the basins of exi&t~
iog drainage systems. Righ~level terraces of shingle and
drift extend along the road at Lorinoa. A yellowish-white
friable sandstone is very frequent as wash-stones, apparently the result of the breaking-up of Tertiary beds. Sediments of this age are found 300 or 400 feet above the pre ~
sent river, and seem to · indicate a great age for the present drainage-lines. A wide valley exists at Lorinna, and
this has evidently been filled at one time with river deposits
which have sha.red the subsequent movements of the land.
On York's al1uviad section, on the west side of the Forth,
and below the cage, is a flat which shows a boulder-wash,
probably a river-terrace of the older Forth. The preeent
river has made a deviation, and now flows further to the
east in a na.rrow gorge.
ProfesaoT David's observations in the river valley near
the Wilmot bridge show the existence of river~drift, tenned
by him .. plateau gr&vels," at a height of between 400 and
500 feet above the Forth, but still more or less associated
with the drainage-line ma;ked out by the present valley.
Towards the floor of the valley Qnaternary gravel. "'Ppear,
the oldest drifts lying at the highest levels.
Similar occurrences may be noted in the valley of the
Dasher River, between the Sheffield b .....ltic pl&teau and
the foot of Mt. Rol&nd.
The writer also observed deposits of gravel and Tertiary
clays north of Sheffield, fringing the basalt which coven
the two lots of 320 acres, 4718 and 4008, in the name of
Jaa. Bennett. On Chaa. Gould'. oM map of the Meraey
field (1861) coal i. marked as reported here. No Permo(j
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Carboniferous measures are visible, and the geology makes
it rather probable that the coal belongs to the lignitic and
brown coal series of Tertiary age. These Tertiary beds are
on the watershed between the basins of the Dasher and
Don Rivers, but their relations to the river systems have
not yet been worked out.

B.-

IGNEOUS ROCKS.

(I)- l'orphyroid Group.
The most ancient rocks of an igneous nature are the
porphyrites and fragmental schistose rocks of Bell Mount,
Forth, Mt. Claude, Mt. Roland, &c., and the Dovt: River
granite and granite porphyry. All these belong to the
porphyroid system. The granitic rocks are possibly the
end term of serieS'.
The series includes tuffs and
igneous breccias.
The granite at Reardon's Mine is a granular reddish
rock, consisting of pink orthoclase, quartz, and green chloritic pseudomorphs after biotite and hornblende ( 1) Micropegmatitic or graphic structure is present. It is not so
fresh-looking as the Devonian granite, is less quartzose,
and has a red and green appearance, due to the felspar and
chlorite.
The granite porphyry of the Dove River at the Devon
Mine is a hard siliceous rock, with a holocrystalline
quartzo-felspathic grourulmass, in whic_h are porphyritic
crystals of biotite and turbid felspar, and the usual crystals
of quartz with rounded outlines.
The felspar is tQO
clouded with decomposition products to show twinninglines. The granite porphyry at the base of Bond's Peak
is essentially similar to that of the Dove River.
Interbedded with beds of sandstone, slate, grits, and
intensely altered conglomerate are schistose and shattered
porphyries and porphyry tuffs. These underlie, or are in
faulted juxtaposition with, conglomera.te or pipe-stem
at Bell Mount, Mt. Roland, Mt. Claude, Thomas' RoaP,
and Oliver's Hill, near Lorinna.
The porphyries and
porphyrites are effusive acid and sub-acid eruptives,
strongl y deformed by diastrophic agencies.
These igneous schists represent a great suite of eruptives
varied in form, and embracing an assemblage of rocks
perhaps of equa.l valency with the calcic and alkali diviSiODS. In Tasmania this large group comprises granite,
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granite porphyry, keratophyre, quartz keratophyre, .pilite,
baaaJt, porphyroid, tuBa, and ign60uI breccias. The kera·
tophyres are not normal andesite. and quartz porpbyri..,
but dynamically metamorpbosed repreaentativOB of tboee
rocks, and largely cbaraoteriaed by tbe presence of aJbite
as a porphyritic constituent as well as a replacement mineral in the groundmas&.
Professor Rosenbusch, after examining the schistose
porpbyroids of Mt. Read (wbicb are id.ntical with those
of B.n Mount and Mt. Claude), informed the writer:
Undoubtedly we have here strongly dynamically altered
form. of the acid eruptive rocks. The typical porphyritic
structure, the n.a.ture of the phenocrysts, the still recognisable fluidal structure, the nearly entire absence of dark
constituents, the occasional spherolitic forms still recognisable in th.ir replacement products (quartz, albite)all point with certainty to members of the quartz-porphyry
family, and with great probability, not to quartz-porphyry
in the narrower seDse, but to quartz keratophyre and keratophyre
The rocks greatly reaembl. our German
occurrences in Westphalia, the l"ichtelgebirge and
Thiiringen, and especially the occurrences in Wales. These
are the forms which in Germany were originally called
porphyroids and ft .... rporphyri ••. " (0)
The writer's synopsis of the microscopical characters of
the Mt. Read felsites, prepared in conjunction with his
collaborator, the late W. F. P.tterd) (') may b. r.produc.d h.r. &8 applicabl. to the porphyroid. and Haserporphyries of this di.trict:" As the aspect of the rocks differs in the field in different parts of the same mass, so their microscopical structure
varies to a.n equal extent. Sometimes they are typically
porphyritic, though the crysta.ls are never very large; or
the porphyritic crystals are set 80 closely tor'tber as to
resemble somewhat a plutonic rock like granite; or they
are broken and mutilated, giviD1l a fragmentary appearance to the rock. The mineral constitution, too, variea.
There i. a set in which quartz phenocrysts accompany tboee
of felspars, and another series from which they are &beant.
Neverthelese, despite all theee variations, the observer
recogni ... that he i. looking at one group- the .cid and
sub-acid eruptive..
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f t The mineral constituents of ODe or other of the members of the group may be classed as under:-

E!sential.

Orthoclaae.
Oligoclase j
Albite
Quartz

Secondar·y.

ACCe!!QTY·

Magnetite

Albite
Chlorite
Epidote
Sericite
Calcite
Limonite
Sphene
Zoisite
Quartz

<I The changes are aU rung on these minerals, the secondary ones replacing or obscuring the essential constituents
in varying degreee'.
<I In
addition to orthoclase, a felspar of the albite or
oligoclase-albite series appears as a porphyritic constituent,
a.nd is sometimes very abundant, becoming the prevailing
felspar. This shows us that these are not the ordina.ry
orthoclastic felsites."
Mr. G. A. Waller, in his report on the Mt. Farrell
field, prop06ed to adopt the name <I porphyroid" for
this group of rocks. The Geological Survey has incorporated this name in its literature, using it to designate
the entire group, though in its narrower sense it is a.pplicable only to certain members of the group.
Some of the rocks of the group are represented in the
Heathcotians of Victoria; and Dewey and Flett have
recently called attention to a similar suite in Great Britain (') (spilitic), which according to them comprises a
great variety of types-picrites, diabase, minverite ('),
quart.z-diabase, spilite, keratophyre, quartz-keratophyre,
soda-felsite, a.nd albite granite, ranging from ultra-basic to
acid in composition , and characterised essentially by an
abundance of soda.-felspar and the remarkable frequency
with which they have been albitised.
The common purple qua.rtz-porphyrite on the road round
Bell Mount is a. rock with a.ngular and fragmentary quartz
and polysyntheticadly twinned lel,,!,ars, much albitised
and dynamically flex"" in a highly devitrified and albitised
fclspa.tho-qua.rtzose groundmase. Another variety at the
south end of the mount consists of a. coaI"lS!ely cryptocrystal-

(I) Gool. Mag., June, 19L1, pp.

:l".-M.

See 8180 May, 1911, H. Dowey

and J. S. Flett.
C-) = proterobase, with brown primal'Y hornb1enrle.
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line groundmass, in which are set crystals of quartz (~r~
roded), multiple-twinned lelspars (oligoclase-albite 1), and
chloritised crystals of mica.
A quartz-porphyry which crops out on the new road to
Thomas' farm beyond Mt. Claude shows the usual corroded
crystals of quartz a.nd decomposed porphyritic crystals of
felspar and a ferro-magnesian mineral in a holocrystalline
quartzose groundmass.
Quartz-porphyrites are also fr~quent along the Lorinnaroad between the Tin Spur and Campbell's Reward huts,
forming varieties of a. hard siliceous bluish rock used for
the road-metal. One variety shows microscopically clusters of small crystals of biotite replacing decomposed
phenocrysts which possess the outlines of felspar crystals.
Some of the rocks along this road are fragmental, containing felsitic or other siliceous inclusions. Such may
be called c1asto-porphyroids. Tufted actinolite and epidote are occasional minerals.
On Mr. G. Sloane's farm at I,orinna, overlooking the
Forth, is awhitish quartz-porphyry occasionally looking like
a granitoid rock. It contains crystals of fresh-looking quartz
and decomposed felepan in a felsitic groundmass. The
proba.bility is that the rock belongs to this series, and not
to the Devonian ~ranite j consequently tin ore need not be
expected in it.
Some porphyroid rock has been reported from the Iris
R.iver by Mr. W. E. Hitchcock, who discovered it in situ
west of A. Russell's 100-acre hlock. Mr. Hitchcock staAie9
. that it occurs for a considerable distance along the bed
an.d banks of the river going south.
o

,
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(2)-Devonian Granite.
This granite, which is the home of the tin and wolfram
ores of the district, is not often to be seen in its normal
and unmodified phase. The least a.ltered variety may,
however, be found along the new road between the Tin
Spur and Lorinna, where the eastern prolongation of the
Dolcoath stock crosses the Forth. It is here a pink granitite or biotite (magneman mica) granite, composed of felspar, mica, and quartz. The felspars are orthoc1aee &Dd
plagiocLas tic felspar in about equal proportions j the former
is devoid of the idiomorphism which characterises the
plagioclase, and is often striped with perthitic intergrowths
of albite. The plagioclase belongs to the oligoclase-andesine series. The mica is brown and dirty-green in thin

t
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section, and a little fluorite is occasionally associated with
it.
The central seat of deposition of the tin and wolfram
ores is in the granite on the western side of the Forth,
and here it is greatly modified in consequence. Its habit
is largely aplitic J with a tendep.cy to greiaenisa.tion, and
it is traversed by veins and bands of pegmatite.
The aplitic form is well shown in the rock in Sa.yers'
No.1 adit below the main sbaft. It consists there of an
even-grained mixture of quartz and felspar with a sma.ll
proportion of bleached biotjte. The fe]spars are potash
felspar (orthoclase with microcline and microperthitic
intergrowths) and. an acid plagioclase (oligoclase), the
latter in the isometric forms characteristic of aplite. The
quartz is not interstitial, as in Donnal granite, but in
grains, which frequently have outlines approaching crystal
forms. Some of the larger graans give the rock a pseudoporphyritic a.ppearance. Fluorite is also present. The
rock in Urquhart's aldit is also an aplitic granite.
The greisen form of granite, in which quartz is the substitute for felspar, and a. white mica (most frequently
lithia-bearing) is present in lieu of biotite, is illustrated
by the rock in the adit of the Dolcoath Mine. Topaz is
also associated with the rock here. Greisen is always an
alteration product of granite, and in some form or another
is an invariable companion of tin and woHram deposita.

(3)- Basalt .
The tablelands of Moina, Wilmot, and Sheffield are
covered in pa rt by remnants of lava-sheets, accompanied by
basaltic agglomerates and tuffs. The latter a,.re frequent
at Moina, the cliffs of knobby rock denoting agglomerate.
These fragmentS' of lava. are sometimes mixed with shreds
and patches of volcanic glass (tachylyte), the whole indicating showers of ejectamenta. The varieties of basalt la.va
range from pure tachylyte to normal olivine- and olivineaugite basalt. The deroruposition of these 1avas has produced a soil celebrated for ita fertility. Their age iSi Tertiary.
C.-

TilE SEQUENCE OF GEOLOGICAL EVENTS.

The bare framework or material of the geology of the
district has been described in the preceding, but to ensure
an intelligent a.ppreciation of its meaning the historical
sequence must be explained. In doing this, a resort to the
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deductive faculty becomes noc..-ry, for geology haa to he
interpreted as the geography of the past.

(I)- The Earl...t Sedimentation.
The most ancient rocks in the entire district are the
Pre-Cambrian mica schista which emerge in the valley of
the Forth about a quarter of a mile south of the Dove
River. These are the earliest rocks which are found anywhere in Tasmania. The floor on which they rest has
nowhere been observed. The crystalline nature of lOme
of these foliated rock. is apt to be misleading when con·
sidering their origin, for there is reason to believe that
they are &ltered s.rumente.
Rosenbusch in diBcusainj:
several analY8efJ of mica-schiste mentioDs that their chemical relationships with many sandstones, clay slates, calcareous slates, and marls are unmistakable, and analogies
with the chemical cpmposition of eruptive rocks are entirely
lacking. (")
If Mr. L. K. Ward' s subdivision of the Algonkians into
an upper and a lower grou p is to be a<:cepted (U )- and
tbere are strong grounds for doing 9()-the upper Forth
..,histo must be regarded as belonging to the Lower Algon.
kian.
These deposits were laid down, were metamorphoaed, and
convert:.e.d into the present foliated and crystalline strater. 88
a consequence of crustal movements ; were then raised
again , depreased below ....level, and covered with the piles
of Upper Algonkian sands, which were suhjected to
continued defonnation, though far less intense than pre·
viously, and brought up to form land·surface&, the waste
of which was in its turn deposited on the Boor of the
Cambrian ocean.
The earlier Pre-Cambrian (Arohzan) land which con·
tributed to the forma.tion of th ... Upper Forth sediment.
has completely vanished. Perhaps it existed further west
helow the Southern 000&11. The Algonkian, in it. turn,
covered one-balf of the pregent area of Tasmania from
north to south, and from the western shores to as far _
as the Badger Head range.
In the north it is seen at
Ulverstone, Hamilton-on-Forth, and near Latrobe and
Kimberley.
In the south it spreads all over South·
Western Tasmarua in a tumultuouB sea of snow-white serrated mountain ranges.

---ae.'...

( ,e) K1emflnte tier
lflh .... 1910. p. OSi.
(") Contribution to the GfIOIOlY of TutUIIOiit , by L. Keith
(Proe. Uoy. Soc. Tu J 1909, pro. 140.141.)

Ward.

I
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(2) Th. l'orphyroid Dia.ll'Ophism. (")
The time-interval between the elevation of the Pre'Cambrian strata and the deposition of the W ..t Coast conglomerates was dominantly ODe of igneous activity and
crustal movement. Sheets of lava and accumulations of
fragmental volcanic ejectamenta are interbedded with sedi.
ments, while the deepseated or plutonic phase in the
igneou& cycle is represented by the Dove River granite.
The crustal movements at the close of this epoch were
intense, as shown by the crushed porpbyrites of the Bell
Hill, Forth River, and Dasher VaUey. Tbese porpbyroids or porpbyrites are the dynamically altered quartz
porpbyriee or dacites of the period.
.
Whether a metallogenic epoch was created in association
with the consolidation of the Dove River granite porphyry
is debatable, but certainly Reardon's quartz-hematite lode
in the granite-porphyry south of Lorinna seems to belong
to this period.

(3)-Tlu P"st-Silurian or Devonian Diastrophi8m.

On the worn edges of the porphyroid stra.t.a. were
deposited tbe beavy conglomerates of Mt. Rola.nd, Mt.
Claude, and Black Blul!, the pipe-stem sandstones, and the
limestone beds. The conglomerates fonned the littoral
zone; they were the pebbles on the sea-shore. They extend
from the western coast of the island to the meridian of the
Mersey River.
They must have heen laid down on a
slowly sinking continental sbelf, alJ4(i possibly fringed a
north-and-south shore-line.
Succeeding the conglomerate !lore the stra.ta of pipe-stem
rock. The materials of this sandstone are the producta
of & more mature decomposition, but many of the quartz
and quartzite pebbles of tbe older conglomerate have
apparently been utilised in forming fresh conglomeratic
belts of rock. The deposition of tbe calcareous bed. followed on a subsiding ocean floor.
The Post-Silurian diastrophism comprised tbe earthmovements which aJJected the Rilurian strata and was connected with the oon80lidation of the granite magma. The
action of the rock-deforming agencies was much lees intenee
than that of tbe poot-porphyroid diastrophism.
('., Diutrophie ~...elUell'. embrace 1111 mo,·ements flf the crulOt of the
earth, whethf'r of eubeidellce or elf'vatl"n.

The uprising of the granite magma was probably coincident with the relief of crustal stress. On ite consolidation it expelled ita metalliferous gas-6Cfueous contents
into the surrounding strata, where they were deposited in
appropriate channels as the orcs of tin, tungsten, lead,
&c.

The belt of Devonia.n granite including the granite
porphyry at the Iris is 2t miles from east to west and a
mile from north to south; another mile and a half may
be added to its length if it is assumed to underly the Moina
field. It is therefore here a rockmsss with linear extensions, as far as regards its upper pa.rt.. The limits of its
bounding surfaces downwards, however, are problematical.
Any statement with regard to its essential shape as a whole
must be highly hypothetical, and will depend upon what
one's opinion is in respect of batholiths, lacco1ites, and
chonoIites in general. There are indications of its infiuence as far as 2 miles south-east of any known exposure
of it in the form of tin-bearing porphyry in Machinery
Creek, near the old Devonian Mine.
This exposure of granite represents a. part of one of the
many intrusions of acid magma which occurred in different
parts of Tasma.nia during this period.
The period of
oocurrence cannot be fixed more definitely than the time
between the Middle or Upper Silurian and the Lower
Permo-Carboniferous.
The consolidation certainly took
place prior to the la.tter, because the Penno-Carboniferous
basal conglomerates contain stones a.n·d boulders of gr&nite ~
Again, it took place subsequent to, or synchronously with,
the folding of the Silurian strata, for this granite throughout the island is uncrushed, and beaTS no impress of
dynamic action. The date, therefore. would correspond
broadly with the Devonian period. In this respect the
Tasmanian granite consolidations differ from most of thosf'
of Eastern Australia, which occurred in the Permo-Carboniferous period. The east and west warp-lines, called
"Bassian lines IJ by Professor David, (1') are probably of
Devonian age in this pa.rt of Tasmania. as indicated by
the trend of the granite outcrops. ('-') The forces responsible for the earlier north and south tectonic lines were,
however stilI active on the East Coast, as shown by themarginal belt of granite from Schout.en to Flinders.
(Ij) Pre8,dent.9J Adllre88. Royal Soc.. N. S. Wales, 1911, p. SO.
('~)

Also pointed out by I, K. Ward. ViM" The Heem8kirk Maasif,'"
by L. Keith Wllrll ( Proc. Sectiun C. Amilt. ~. A. Science, Sydney, 1011,
p. 172).
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Rock-folding in Tasmania ceased with the SiluroDevonian period.
La.ter sediments are horizontal or
moderately inclined.
(4)- .Thf' Cainozoi<: Oscillations and Eruptions.

The intrusions of widespread diabase sills and laocolites at the close of the Mesozoic era must have produced
-some effect on the general eleva.tion of the land, hut any
a.eeociated disturbances were platea.u~buildiDg movements,
and Dot orogenic. They were not related to the deposition
of ore in any respect. No signs of these intrusions exist
:in the area. now being dealt with.
The terrace or plateau gravels, some of them carrying
gold and tin ore, were succeeded by eruptions of baaalt
lava, which choked the river-channels and buried the leads.
After this the land oscillations are difficult to follow.
There appears to have been an uplift of the whole of the
island, with block-faulting and downthrow fractures to the
coast-lines. La.nd connections with Australia still existed.
Glacie", sculptured the valleys on Black Bluff. Suhaequent events in Northern Tasmania. were the immigration
of the aboriginals, the subsidence which hroke down the
land bridge to Australia, and the slight coastal elevation
forming raised beaches along the sea·shore.

".-ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.
Economic geology is that br&nch of the science which haa.
the most important bearing on the ore-deposits of the
area under review. The principal object of the preaent
investigation is to apply tbe principlee of geology to the
elucidation of the existing mineral occurrences, and to
bring the resulting ezpoeition before the notice of the puhlie. This constitute. what F. L. Ransome has called
"applied geology." (")
The p~8ent cbapter, therefore, will include the discu.·
sion of matters relating to the minerals, oree, and metals
of the di,triet.
A.-THE

MINERALOGY 01'

THE ORE-DEPOSITS.

As may be readily supposed, over such a wide area. th&
metallic contents of the depoeits vary and the vein-types
are also variable.
The deposits may be grouped as (1)
tin-tungsten-bismuth deposits, (2) gold deposits, (3) lilver-lead deposits.
An aberrant form is furnished by
hematite-pyrite lodes.
(1) Tlu Tin-Tungsten-R1"sm1/th Of posits.

These metals are usually wholly or partly companions in
the same lode, as at the Shepherd and Murphy, the Lady
Barron, and Sayer's mines; all three being present in the
lode of the firstnamed mine, tungsten and bismuth in the
L~dy Barron and Gurr's, and tungsten and tin in Sayers'
mlne .
Ores of these metals.are distributed throughout the mass
of granite (with its greisen, aplitic, and pegmatitic modifications) which forms the Dolcoath Hill, aDd in the aureole
of sedimentary strata which surrounds it.
The deposits of the Shepherd and Murphy and Lady
Barron Mines a.re in veins which traverse the fringing
sandstone strata.: the Tin Spur deposits on the east side
of the Forth are also in the sa.ndstone. On the other
hand, the lodes and formations on the Dolcoath, Gurr's,
Sayer's, and Urquhart's occur in the granitic rock.
Cassiterite, woHramite, and bismuth ores (biamuthinite
and, in a lesser degree, native bismuth and bismutite) pos-

e')
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sess an economic value, and are those which are worked.
Molybdenite is widely disseminated, but not in commercial
quantities.
Cassi t f r i ft'.- This mineral, as occurring in the Shepherd
and Murphy lodes, is black a.nd of adamantine lustre, in
crystals of medium size, sometimes stout and square, sometimes with the form of sparable (If sparrow bill ") tin; or
in twinned and repeated twinning fonns.
On the Tin Spur the ore is of .extremely fine grain, a.nd
is disseminated through the sandstone, which used frequently to be referred to as porphyry.
Singularly enough, tourmaline appears to be absent
throughout the region.
The min erals associated with the cassiterite of the d istrict are as fonows: At Shepherd and Murphy Mine; in the JodeRock-forming minerals: Quartz, topaz, fluorite,
monazite, mica, beryl ( Secondary: Stilbite) .
:Metallic miruerals: Wolframite, scheelite, bismuthinite, bismutite, native bismuth, pyrite,
arsenopyrite,
chalcopyrite,
molybdenite,
magnetite ( ¥).
Galena, in crystal -c lusters,
has recently been recorded by Mr. Hitchoock
from the coarse jig concentrates.
At Lady Barron MineHock-forming minerals: Qu.a.rtz, topaz.
Metallic minerals: Wolframite, scheelite, bismutite. native bismuth, monazite, topaz (7) ,
molybdenite.
A t Gurr 's MineRock-fonning minerals: Quartz, mica, monazite, topaz, beryl.
Metal1ic minerals': Wolframite, bismutite, molyb denite.
At Sayer's MineRock-forming minerals:
Quartz, mica, beryl,
topaz, fluori t e.
:Metal1ic minerals: 'Volframite, tungstite (¥),
manganese, iron oxide, pyrite, bismuthinite,
bismutite, molYbdenite, specular hematite,
chalcopyrite. At York's MineRock-fanning minerals: Quartz.
Metallic minerals: \Volframite.
I(
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At Pochin's Mine--Rock-fonning minerals: Quartz.
Metallic minerals: Wolframite.
At Urquhart's MineRock-forming minerals: Quartz.
Metallic minerals: \Volframite, iron oxide.
At Dolcoath MineRock-forming minerals: Quartz, mica.
Metallic minerals: \Volframite, molybdenite,
arsenopyrite.
Ores of Tungsten: Wolframite [(Fe, Mn) WO,], tungstate of iron and manganese, occurs in the Shepherd and
Murphy and Lady Barron Mines, and in the mines of the
Dolcoath granite stock as a primary mineral of the veins
and greisen formations. It is in the form of tabular a.n.d
bladed crystals, sometimes also granular with a tendency
to a massive habit. It has a perfect cleavage in one direction only, is brittle, and has an uneven fracture.
Its
lustre is sub-metallic and sub-resinous, colour brownish
bJack, with streak dark-brown to nearly black.
The following complete analysis of wolfr.a.mite from the
Shepherd an<l Murphy Mine has been made by Mr. Loftus
Hills, M.Sc., Assistant Government Geologist:PI>r ("I'nt.

WO, ...
FeO
MoO .. .
Si 0, .. .

H,O, ........ ..... .

75'3
18'0
6'0

0'8
0'2

•

100'3
Ratio, Fe 0, MnO = 3, 1.
Its specific gravity is 7'2 to 7'5, approximately that of cassiterite, and its hardness 5- to 5-5,
It is consta.ntly being mistaken on this field for cassiterite. It may be readily determined in camp b;r dissolving
it in sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, and addlllg metallic
zinc or tin,
T he sol ution assumes a blue colour, which
disappeavs on contin ued dil ution; or when decom posed by
aqua regia, tungst.ic acid sepa.rates as a yellow powder.
It crystallises in the monoclinic system: wel1-formed
crystals have been found at the Shepherd and Murphy
Mine.

•

Schalitt. (Ca WOol)' tungstate of lime, occurs in small
quantities in these lodes. Colour, white to pale-yellow.
Streak, white.
Tramslucent.
Specific gravity 5'9-6'1.
The test for tungsten above described will distinguish it
from barytes. Dana mentions the alteration. of wolframite to scheelite: other writers adduce instances of the
converse.
There is no evidence to prove that wolframite and scheelite are not primary miner3lls in these mines. The only
signs of any alteration of wolframite is the presence on it
of what is poooibly yellow tungstic ochre.
Ores of Bismuth--Bismuthinite (Bi:! S3) or trisulphide of
bismuth; bismutite, ca.rbonate of bismuth; native bismuth.
The three WLrieties occur at the Shepherd and Murphy
Mine; native bismuth and the carbonate at the Lady Barron; the carbonate at Gun's; and bismuthinite at Sa.yer's
and across the Forth.
At the Shepherd and Murphy Mine the bismuthinite
occurs both in massive form and handsome specimens of
acicular crystals with bright metallic lustre. At the Lady
Barron Mine carbonate of bismuth was found as' a thin
selvage to the lode. It occurs also in numerous places all
over the granite area.

Jloiybdn,ite (Mo S,), disulpbide of molybdenum. Tbe
most common form of this milJ.eral is that of basal laminre,
soft, sectile, flexible, with metallic h,l stre and lead-grey
colour.
Small flakes like tinfoil are found in the mines of the
granite area (Gurr's, Sayer's, Dolcoath, and across the
Forth), but the concentrations a.re nowhere sufficient to
be payable. It is perhaps most abundant at the old Dolcoath Mine, where it seems to be disposed on the joint faces
of the ~ranitic rock.
M01Ul zite. ~This mineral is a phosphate of cerium,
lanthanum, and didymium, with variable proportions of
thorium. On the latter the value of the minera.l depends.
Its specific gravity is 5, thus somewhat lower than that of
cassiterite. Its colour is light brown~sh·yellow or reddish, and it has a resinous appearance where fractured.
It can be readily scra.tched with a knife.
In the Moina field it is a.pt to be confused sometimes
with scheelite and garnet, a.nd passes locally under the
latter name, but its cleavages disting-uish it. and its tint
is deeper than that of the scheelite of the district. '
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Althougb it is easy to pick out small stones of monazite from the Lady Barron concentrates, the mineral is
not present in commercially payable quantities.
T\te other metallic minerals in the lodes are unimportant (pyrite, arsenopyrite, chalcopyrite, galena, manganese) .
Rock-forming minerals in these looes are for the most
part such as are met with in pegmatitic veins, e.g" topaz,
fluorite, beryl, mica, and quartz.
Stilbite is present
loc..lly.
l' fin Topaz occurs at the Shepherd and Murphy Mine,
Lady Barron, Gurr's, and Sayer's Mines. At the Shepherd and Murphy a paJe-green mineral decomposing to
soft, massive, olive-green material forms a. faiT proportion
of the vein-matrix. This was formerly thought to be a
variety of spodumene, but is now recognised as topaz.
What the soft green matrix is precisely has not yet been
determined. Dr. C. Anderson, of the Australian Museum,
has been kind enough to examine some of the topaz crystals embedded in this matrix, and reports that he was
able to extract one and measure it on the goniometer, with
satisfactory results. These .crystals, he says, are quite
brilliant an.d hard, and perhaps the matrix is not altered
topaz, as bas been supposed, for if so, he would not expect
to get perfectly defined unaltered topaz enclosed. In a
preliminary ana.lysis which he made, he estimated the ignition loss provisionally as water only, but tater he tested
the water given off on ignition, and found it to be distinctly acid, presumably from fluorine.
He reports the results of crystallographic measumenb &9
follows :- "b (010), AI (110) (0560 I), on< (230), 1(120),
g (130), f (021), 11 (041), u (111), 0 (221) [Dana's letter·
ing and indices]. Thus the crystal i. fairly well developed.
The prism faces b, M, m, l, g, are striated vertically, as
is usual in topaz. but the measurements were quite good
and convincing."
Pluoritf, another characteristic pneuma..tolytic mineral,
is an element of all these tin and tungsten ore-bodies. It
is singular that while the fluorine-bearing minerals are
present, tourmaline is absent.
Beryl has been found in tbe Shepherd and Murphy
lodes, and is freely developed in the main vein on Sayer's
property. Here it appears in tbe form of pale bluish·
green prismatic crystals' up to i-inch diameter an,d 3 or
4 inches long, a.nd is associated with woiffl&mite. Beryl
is e.entially a. pegmatitic mineral.

•
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Mica.-A white to light-green secondary mica, allied
perhaps to gilbertite, occurs in the Shepherd and Murphy
lodes; and the yellow mica of greisen is: common in the
ore-deposit. of the Dolcoath granite.
QuaTtz.-This is a constituent of a.ll the deposits. The
combed crystals in the Lady Barron lode are well form~,
and the lode vughs in that mine and the Shepherd and
Murphy yield bunches of crystal., both smoky and transparent, of grea.t size and beauty. Specimens occur with
enclosures of the metallic vein-minerals.
Stilbite.- A reddish-zeolite mineral occurs in the Shepherd and Murphy lode in the northern part of the mine.
It has a ra.diating habit, and ramifies through the veinmatter after themaIlDerofaninfiltratingsolution.Stil.
bite is .a. zeolite which is found in basalt and other eruptive rocks, and rarely in metalliferous veins. Here it may
be acoounted for by assuming its derivation from overlying basalt.
Mr. L. L. Waterhouse, B.E., Assistant
Government Geologist, has submitted it to examination,
and reports as follows:H
Note on a Mineral occurring in the Lode Material of
the Shepherd and Murphy Mine.
" The minera.l occurs in masses of radiating crystals up
to 3 millimetres in length, and in strings and threads
throughout the lode ma.terial; al90 as an encrusting coat.
iog on crystals of quartz, &c.
"The colour varies somewhat, from light salmon.pink
to reddish·orange. Lustre, pearly.
Hardness, 3 to 3'5.
Streak, white.
Tenacity, brittle.
Mineral apparently
translucent. A pure piece of sufficient size could not. be
obta.ined for specific gra.vity determination.
I f Flame,
reddish-yellow; b'right".red after moistening
with hydrochloric acid.
"On heating in closed tube, much water is given off .
" Before the blowpipe it intumesces and fuses to a white
-ename1. After heating, moistening the white 8ubsta.nce
with cobalt nitrate, and reheating in the oxidising flame,
the residue is blue.
"Borax bead, colourless j microcosmic salt bead shows
an insoluble residue.
"On treating with hydrochloric acid the powder is
decomposed with the separation of slimy gelatinous silica.
/. The mineral is a. zeolite, and answers the description
of stilbite, hydrous silicate of lime and alumin&. Sodium
is present, probably replacing some of the calcium.
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stilbite is associated with some calcite.
The
occurrence of stilbite in lode-material (bere consisting of
cassiterite and pyrite, with quartz, topaz, fluorite, and
some muscovite) is unusual, but is proba.bly to be expla.ined
as having been introduced, with the associated calcite, by
solutions filtering into the relatively porous lode material. ,,.

(2)-The Gold Depos;ts.
Some of the iron and lead sulphides of the district are'
auriferous.
Thus pyrite a.t the Shepherd and Murphy
Mine has been found to be slightly gold-bearing; galena
from the Round Hill Mine has yielded from traces to
13 dwt. per ton; galena from the Thistle Mine has assayed
up to 19 dwt. 14 gr. per to",; concentrated pyrite from the
Golden Cliff has yielded as much as 6! oz. gold per ton.
Galena from the Devon Mine has assayed upwards of
5 dwt. per ton.
We may take it that these auriferous sulphides are the
vehicles of the primary gold in this region. The free gold
met with at certain points in the district is for the most
part in all probability derivative from the decomposition
. of the sulphides . Thus the moss and wire go~d found at
Campbell's Reward and Stormont; the gold in micaceous
iron ore at the Lea River; the free gold on the Five·mile
Hise; the fine gold from rusty bands in porphyroid on
Oliver's Hill; and the alluvial gold a.t the Bell Mount
diggings-are all the result of secondary depositions. Vein
gold occurs in kaolin at the Devonian Mine and Camp~
bell's Reward, in veinlets of quartz in sandstone at Packett's Reward, in the lode-formation at the Narrawa Mine,
in quartz and hematite lodes at Black Bluff, in bismuth
carbonate at the Lady Barron Mine, (16) in veins of cellular silica at the Great Caledonian Mine and ersewhere in
the district.
The wire gold at Stormont and Campbell's Reward presents the a.ppearance of short hairs. and dendritic mosslike aggregations, showing all the signs of incipient crystallisation from an aqueous solution. At Stormont thin
facings of gold occur between thin leaves of quartz. At
Bla<:k Bluff gold exists both in veins of quartz and in micaceous iron ore. As regards its occurrence in the latter,
it has probably been derived from auriferous pyrite. The
gold is described as being light and flaky, almost like bran.

- - - - - - - (ll!)

Up to 11 dwt. per ton.
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At the Devonport sections the gossan is auriferous, and at
ihe Golden Cliff claim on the Black Bluff Range residual
gold occurs in rusty cavities in quartz, suggestive of
original pyrite.
The Petterd collection of minerals in the Tasmanian
Museum, Hobart, contains the following specimens of gold
from this district :-(1) Gold crystals, very rare, from
Middlesex; (2) wire gold in quartz, Stormont.
The gold of the district is not a'S a rule associated with
the cassiterite and wolframite deposits. An exception perhaps is the gold on Paekett's Reward, where it has been
found with tin and wolfram ore in disintegrated, friable
sandstone. It is associated also with copper pyrites in the
lode-formation on the N arrawa Reward sections, where
samples, assayed in the Government Laboratories, have
yielded as much as 4 dwt. per ton.
Hematite is in some instances the host of gold. This
is particularly the case at Black Bluff, where the precious
metal is not confined to vein quartz. Although at Rear.
don and Day's Mine a.t Lorinna. minute proportions of
gold have been detected by assay, it has not been determined whether its source was the hematite or the pyrite.

(3)- The Silver-lead Deposits.

•

Argentiferous galena. occurs in veins oil'the Wilmot near
Bel] Mount, on the Lea River near Stormont, at Round
Hill, Mt. Claude, at various mines on the Five-mile Rise,
.and at the Devon Mine on the Dove River. Some crystals
of galena with octahedral habit have been found as mineralogical rarities in the Shepherd and Murphy lod"". The
'Silver content of the lead ores in the district is variable.
A range has been observed of from i-oz. to 3 oz. silver
per unit of lead, the higher ratios being yielded by ore
verging on fahl ore. Gold contents range from a. trace to
5 dwt. per ton.
Zinc blende is occasionally associated with galena..

B.-

THE GEOLOGY AND GENESIS OF THE ORE-DEPOSITS.

It seems reasonable, in attempting to account for the
presence and distribution of ores in this district, to connect them with the Dolcoath intrusive mass of granitic
rock. Ores of tin, tungsten, molybdenum, and bismuth
are freely present within this mass, and exist also in veins
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traversing a stratified zooe which surrounds it. This zonEt
is composed of sandstone, limestone, and claeto-porpbyroids, extending to beyond the Iris bridge on tbe weet
to the Tin Spur &1ld Devonian Mine 01> the east. It is
natural to expect the most intense contact-metamorphism
adjacent to the actual border of the exposed granitic rock,
but at the Shepherd and Murphy Mine the profound
alteration of the limestone extends as far as 2 miles west
from the nearest granitic exposure south of the Lady Barron. The inference to be drawn is that the intrusive rock
exists at no great depth below Moina, and consequently
that the horizontal surface distance referred to above gives
an exaggerated idea of the true thickness of the metamorphic zone.
The conditions of ore-deposition are not easy to realise,
and it does not seem quite possible at present to ,.determine in what proportions aqueous solutions and gaseous
emanations participated in t.he process, but the critical point
above which water cannot exist as a liquid being 365 0 C .,
it would apparently be in the gaseous fonn that tbe aque·
ous constituent of the consolidating granite magma would
be transported into fissures in the already cooling parts of
the granite and the immediately surrounding sedimentary
rocks.
It i. generally held that the heated vapou11l emitted
during the cooling and consolidation of rock-magma contained the metals of the magma as volatile compounds.
These vapours, having extracted the metals, proceeded to
deposit them in fissures as a.foresaid.
This process is
known by the name I I pneumatolytic." All round the
periphery of granite masses, therefore. is a contact-metamorphic aureole, within which pneumatolytic conditioDs
prevailed.
The tin, tungsten, bismuth, and molybdenum ores of
this field are pneumatolytic, and are consequently confined
to the granite and the granite aureole.
Pneumatolytic conditions came to an end when the rock magma fina.lly consolidated and the emi.ion of va.pours
ceased.
Magma.tic waters, carrying metals in solutions,
then took the place of gaseous emanations. These solutions, becoming cooler in their upward course, gradually
unburdened themaelves of their metallic load.
Ores
deposited by this process are known as hydatogenetic, and
neceaaarily they will be found outside the pneumatolytic
zone, and at some distance from their magmatic source .
The boundary-line between the two zones is probabl y
indefinite.
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The hydatogenic outer zone is m&rked in this field by
the galena. deposits on the Wilmot River near Bell Mount,
on the Lea River near Stormont, at the Round Mill Mine,
and possibly by the various galena and zinc blende veins on
the Five-mile Rise and the Dove River. It is not absolutely clear yet whether the latter are genetically related
to the Dolcoath granite or to the Dove River granite
porphyry.
Both within the granite and in the surrounding aureole
the bulk of the ore-deposition is related to pegmatite
(aplite and greisen) and pegmatitic veiDR. The main lode
at Sayer's with its beryl and topaz crystals, is pegmatitic j
the combed quartz lode at the Lady BarroD, with some
monazite and topaz, is also pegmatitic j Gun's lode, with
quartz, topaz, mica, monazite, topaz, beryl, is pegmatitic j
the lodes at the Shepherd and Murphy, with quartz, topaz,
fluorite, mica., beryl, are undoubtedly pegmatitic veins.
The metamorphism of the sandstone immediately SUfrounding the Dolcoath gr.a.nite stock consists, for the most
part in its conversion to quartzite. There is, however, a.
sma.ll development of green quartz-pyroxene contact-metamorphic rock between Gurr's and Sayer's.
The most
important development of this class of rock, however. is at
the Shepherd and Murphy, where the lodes pass from the
qua.rtzite into thickly bedded garMt-magnetite rocks, CODtaining diffused fluorite and veins of pink unstriated fel-spar.
These rocks consist for the most part of magnetite, :fluor
and garnet, the garnet being sporadic, a.nd consequently
aibsent from many specimens.
The garnet is yellowishgreen, colourless in thin section, and does not occur in
visible crystals, or at least rarely. It is massive, but under
the microscope is seen to exist as formless grains. Optic.
ally it is difficult to distinguish andradite garnet from
grossularite, and the isolation of the garnet mineral in
this rock for quantitative analysis would also be attended
by difficulties.
The magnetite. bearing andradite·heden·
bergite skarn rocks in the Kristia.nia district in Norway,
which have resulted from the metasomatic conversion of
limestone, a.re perhaps the nearest relations to the Shep.
herd and Murphy rock. (11) There is some pyroxene in
tbe latter 'r ock, but again its determination as diopside or
hedenbergite is optically difficult.
(") ClDAu!t" Die Knntaktmetamorpho.e 1m Kri.tlllDlagebiet," by
Goldaehmidt, KrilUania, 1911, pp. i1S ,1 Irq.

,~.
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Dr. V. M. Goldschmidt, of the University of Kristiania,
who has examined this rock for the writer, says: /1 Rocks
similar to this, consisting of fluorite and iron ores, occur
also in the Kristiania region, and originate from limestone
through pneumatolytic contact-metamorphism. They are
genetica.lly related to the skarn rocks."
A light-brown splintery and hornstone-like rock from
the trenches east of the creek at the Shepherd and Murphy
Mine consists of idocrase (vesuvi~nrite), pyroxene, and garnet, and belongs evidently to the lime-silicate hornstones.
Professor Dr. U. Grubenmann, of the University of
Zurich (the leading authority 011 crystalline schists), has
favoured the writer with the following diagnosis of this
variety: ,/ The slides from the specimens of rock from the Shepherd and Murphy Mine received from you permit a. diagnosis to the effect that we have to deal with a nearly isotropic mineral, which in a few places gives a faint light
between crossed nicols. This weak birefringence, together
with very strong refraction, indicates vesuvianite (idocrase). \Vhether any gaJI'Mt accompanies the idocI"ase
could not be determined from the thin section. Besides
idocrase, aggregates of diopside could be identified in
association with a carbonate probably of the nature of a
relict, and in some places a litt.le green epidote."
The garnetiferous magnetite-bearing, skarn-like rock is
traversed in all directions by thin veins of pink potash
felspa.r (orthoclase) which appear to be anterior to the
mineral lodes, as the felspar is absent from the lode-matter. Fluor permeates the veins of felspar, and probably
vitiates the analysis. The Government Analyst (Mr. W.
F. Ward) has assayed the materiM, with the following
results :-Pe l" :·cnr.
Silica
56'5
Alumina
IN
4'7
Peroxide of iron
5'6
Lime ...
0'7
Magnesia ...
Potash ", .. , ,
12'0
1'1
Soda .. , .. ,
2'0
Loss at red heat ........ .
100'00

He reports that I I the rock fuses before the blowpipe,
bubbling slightly, and forming a somewhat blebby white
gl,ass. It appears to consist ma.inly of felspar."

•
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The ore·veins at this mine traverse sandstone or quartz.
ita as well as the garnetiferous rock, and the economic
minerals are consequently not those of a. contact-meta.morphic deposit. The contact-metamorphic minerals, in
their turn, are absent from the lodes. The gangue of the
veins is quartz-topaz-mica, in which the ores are pegmatitically set. One is shut up, therefore, to the inference that the metaa:nol'phosis of the limestone was a stage
quite distinct from that of the filling of the lode-fissure •.
It .we. not follow tha.t these stages were separated by a.ny
considera.ble interval of time, but the two moments were
distinct. An apparent exception is that of bismuth ore,
which has been found in the No.3 .dit at 672 feet from
the entrance in the form of disseminations in the hard
garnetiferous rock, without any apparent connection with
ore-veins. In the west drive on No.4 lode the grey garnet.
rock between the ore-veins has been observed to contain
minute quantities of the same mineral; but it is a little
doubtful whether this is not due to impregnation from the
lode-channel.
In addition to this, bismuthinite in
splashes has been found in the grey lime-silicate hornstone
(pyroxelle-ganlet-idocrase rock) east of the creek, and
quite ull&8Sociated with any vein or lode-channel.
In
this connection it is interesting to note that Beyschlag,
Krusch and Vogt draw at.tention to the fact that bismuth
figures as a constituent of contact-metamorphic oredeposits. This question assumed a practical aspect here
when it was desired to know whether the presence of the
bismutbinite was indicative of the. proximity of a lode.
The garnetiferous zone in the limestone strata.. appea.:rs to
be roughly parallel with the borders of the latter. There
must therefore have been some process at work which
brought the margins of the limestone more pa.rticularly
within the range of the granite influence. Signs of such
a process are visible in the existence of the felapar veins
alluded to above, though it is difficult to account for their
absence from the underlying sandstone, unless they entered
the limestone a.t some point now concealed.
C. -THE PERSISTENCY OF THE ORE-DEPOSITS.

The Tung8,en-Bismuth. - Natura.lly the owners of these
properties are anxious to know whether their ore-bodies
are merely superficial phenomena or may be followed with
confidence to deeper horizons. The owners of tin mines
are aware of the frequent tendency of tin ores to disappear

in depth: and wolfram miners know very well how capricious such ore-bodies are apt to be, often giving out
abruptly and showing every appearance of being isolated
occurrences, possessing no continuity on which mining
work can be based.
While tin ore undoubtedly occa."iona.1ly descends togreat depths, it has constantly been observed, especially
in association with wolfram occurrences, that deposits are
frequent in the upper parts of granite masses. The Dol~
coath massif has obviously not been subjected to much
erosion in its highest po~ions, as may be seen by the thin
cover of sandstone stil1 surviving towards the summit of
the hill. The mines are therefore in the ideal zone for
ore~deposition.
The same conclusion holds good for the
mines in the metamorphic aureole (Lady Barron and Shep~
herd and Murphy). These mines are a fortiori in the
upper part of the ore~column, and, geologically speaking,
have reasonable prospects in depth.
The Tin Spur field is on the same metalliferous horizon,
but the structural conditions are somewhat different. The
ore here appears to have dispersed itself in diffused chan. .
nels, so that it is not quite easy to form a conception of
its behaviour in depth.
Gold. ~ In other parts of this bulletin the writer has
laid stress on the probability that many of the rich occurrences of gold met with on the Five-mile Rise, Black
Bluff, &c., are superficial, and that in every case deep
mining would result in tracing the metal down to sulphide
ores. Some of these suI phi die veins might prove payable
if of sufficient size .
Silver~lead.-The two properties possessIng signs of per~
manence are the Round Hill amd DeVOll ~ines.
The
Round Hill deposits have structurally much in common.
with those of the Tin Spur, but appear to be more p1'O~
nounced. There is every likelihood that the present ore~
bodies will continue downwards to a depth sufficient for
mining under ordinary conditioIl3.
Reasons, however,
have been given for believing that finally (at an uncertain
depth) lead will give place to tin.
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VI.- THE MINTNG PROPERTIES.
A.

-TIN,

TUNGSTEN

(1) THE S. AND M.

BISMUTH

SYNDICATE LIMITED:

397

•

AND

MINES.

No. 3849-)(,

ACRES.

(a) Description of the Jfine.
This is the pioneer mine of the district, formerly known
as the Shepherd and Murphy Mine, and long familiar to
the inhabitants of this prurt of the country, and to prospectors generally, as the Bismuth Mine. The several sections have now been concentrated in a consolidated lease
of 397 acres, No. 3849M, south of and adjoining the boundary of the new township oJ Moina.
The Bismuth Creek flows through the property in a.
north-westerly direction, and continues for another mile
until it flows into the Iris River. The southern part of
the lease is high ground, rising 400 to 500 feet above the
township, and is largely covered with basaltic lava and
tuff. The fragmental tuffs are readily recogni"'d by the
lumpy, uneven weathering of the rock. The basalt covering above the mine workings attains a thickness of about
100 feet, and a good thickness is also noticeable where the
road crosses .t he creek on the northern boundary of the
property. The centres of eruption have not yet been
located. There were probably more than one of these, but
the main source seems to hme been to the south, aoo the
lava-stream in flowing north apparently entangled in its
flow the tuffaceous products of explosion. The basin of
the three rivers (Iris, Wilmot, and Lea) into which the
lavas descended must have been a valley already in late '
'l'ertiary times .
About two-thirds of the property is covered with basalt
and basaltic soil. In places the latter forms only a thin
layer covering the older strata, which emerge to view
both eastwards a nd westwards.
These older strata ar e traversed by the metalliferous'
veins on which mining at Moina is carned on. The strata
are: (1) Sandstone or quartzite belonging to the •• pipestem " series j (2) lime-silicate rock (allied to or identical
with the Swedish <f skarn "), consisting of garnet, pyroxene, and magnetite (with fl uorite, vesuvianite, and bismuthinite), evidently an alteration product resulting ·from
the contact of granite with limestone.
•
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At least seven mineral lodes traverse the lease for some
distance roughly parallel with one another in an east-west
direction. The country-rock through which they pass is in
the eastern portion of the mine quartzite or sandstone, and
in the western part the lime-silicate rock alluded to
above. The latter is generally dark from the presence of
much magnetite, and is intersected everywhere by veins of
flesh-coloured felspar, which run in all directions, sometimes parallel with, sometimes transversely to, the course

of the lodes.

The quartzite rock in the mine has a north-and-south
strike, with a dip of about 20 0 to the west, and passes
below the lime-silicate rock, which is so massive amd blocky
in habit as to make observation of its dip difficult, though
appearances point to this being also westerly. This block
of strata between the Bismuth Creek and the Iris River
has a different strike from the oountry east and west of it,
and is appa.rently a disturbed area. -East of the creek the
quartzite beds course within a few degrees of east and
west, with a northerly dip. On the Wilmot River, west
of Bell Mount, they run north-west--south-east. At the
J ris bridge the limestone strikes north 55 degrees west.
On the northern slopes of Stormont the strike of the
fjuartzite is north-north-east.
The garnet-pyroxene rock, with veins of felspar, occurs
again west of the Iris River, up the hill, south-west from
the bridge, ann between this and the mine the dominant
rock is evidently limestone. Consequently we have here
a basin of limestone with metamorpbosed borders. The
Shepherd and Murphy lodes ha.ve been worked so far in
the eastenl metamorphic zone of this basin, but work
is stea.dily continuing westward, and it will be a matter
of interest and importance to the syndicate to see how far
the lodes in this direction continue metal-bearing.
In the mine the junction between the fjuartzite and the
lime-silicate rock is a faulted one, the lode being heave:l
about 3 feet north. Near the junction the quartzite and
lime-silicate rock become softer.
The latter assumeS' a
greenish tint, further off it is grey and hard, and still further it is hrrurd, bluish-black, a.nd highly ferriferous.
The lodes continue for great lengths (upwards of 1200
feet), preserving a. pretty uniform width without bulges,
generally from 15 to 18 inches wide. The maximum width
attained is 2 feet. This width is either the width of a
single vein or the aggregate width of several veins, for tho
lodes are in the habit of dividing here and there, while the

•
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Lotal width remains the same. A pronounced drawback
results when the bra.nches separate too widely, otherwise
they can be profitably worked even when not much more
than an inch wide, provided they are entirely filled with
ore. No shoots of ore occur; the lodes always carry ore,
although its distribution is not quite uniform. The lodes
have no walls, but represent the filling of simple fractures,
and the adjoining rock is also sometimes metalliferous.
The bismuthinite occurring in the form of scattered
splashes in the lime-silicate rock, and having no visible
connection with the lode· fissures, may have been deposited
during the same phase of the pneumatolytic process, the
v.aJpOurs permeating the rock at a dista.nce from the lodechannels.
The gangue minerals (quartz, fluorite, topaz, beryl, a
greenish hydrated mica, monazite) indicate- the nature of
the lodes as being that of a facies of pegma.tite. The veintexture is heterogeneous and miarolitic, comparatively
loosely aggregated, with frequent vughs in which there is a
tendency for exceptional minerals of more or less perfect
crystal forms to collect. The metallic minerals contained
in the lodes form a somewhat long list (cassiterite, wolframite, bismuthinite, native bismuth, molybdenite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, arsenopyrite, galena). The lastmentioned
is a mineralogical rarity, but has recently been detected in
the form of clusters of crystals in the coarse jig concentrates. Besides the above, scheelite and bismutite occur,
also calcite and a reddish zeolitic mineral (probably stilbite), which seems to have been introduced into the lodechan~els in the skarn rock by infiltration from the basaltic
covermg.
The tin, wolfram, and bismuth minerals are the economic
components of the lodes. These minerals exist in the mill
concentrates approximately in the following proportions: Cassiterite, 5; wolframite, 3; bismuthinite, i·
The mineral contents of the lodes have not varied unfavDurably with increased depth, except that la.rger patches
of bismuth are (carbonate) were met with near the surface. Sometimes a. bunch yielding a couple of tons would
occur; and veins of mixed bismuthinite and bismutite
existed in the higher levels. The carbonate is more rare
in the lower levels, but the quantity of bismuth sulphide
remains about the Mme. In the other minerals there
&ppea.rs so far to be no change as depth is ga.ined.
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No.3 Ad;l.

The adit (No.3) is a crosscut which bas been driven
south into the hill for a distance of ] 200 feet, intersecting
in its course four main lodes, Nos. 6, 0, 4 and 2.
No. 6 Lode.- This lode has given large quantities of
ore, and has been driven upon east and west. The east
drive is in 430 feet from the crosscut, and the lode is being
stoped and prospected in this direction. IIere, however,
it is split and poor. In the west drive a branch of the
lode coursing north-westerly has been worked to its limits
in that direction, where it is cut off by a bed of sub-basaltic
alluvial, which show's in the leading stol?e a few feet back
from the face, and shelves off to the west. Softened limesilicate rock continues to the end, which is only 30 or 40
feet helow the surf",e. This bMdlch of the lode carried
high bismuth values, but the ores were frequently intermixed with massive pyrite to an exceptional extent.
The m&in drive west shows that the lode ultimately
divided and the veins grew irregular. The backs at this
point a.re 80 small that "dead" work has been relin.
quisbed, and further underground exploration towards the
west will be carried on by pushing forward No. 4 level
west.
No.5 Lodt'.- This has been cut in the No.3 adit, and
driven on east for 12 feet and west for 66 feet. Where it
was intersected in this adit it was about 15 inches wide,
but this proved to be a junction of veins which diverged
in driving in both directions; and short cro8BCuts at the
end of the west drive faillld to locate anything further.
Above the east drive a rise was put up through quartzite
for 75 feet, and then for 43 feet through lime-silicate rock,
when it encountered &Iluvial drift with 8 inches of mineral.
bearing wuh. A connecting winze was BUnk from surface
for 96 ·feet through decayed basalt alld basaltic debris.
No.4 Lode.- This haa been driven on east aM west.
In tbe eaat end at 352 feet from &<lit the face i. 8 feet
wide, with a 10·inch vein on the BOuth side, a 4·incb vem
on the north side, and a 3·inch vein in the centre. The
drive is going below the creek drive workings, 150 feet
overhead, and will, it is anticip&ted, open up a. fine block
of lode.
In the weat drive the lode p..-J out of qua.rtzite coun.
try into lime-silicate rock at 150 feet from the &<lit, and
the latter rock continues as rar 88 driven. In the face it
i. block, with much magnetite, &nd io banded, with v.ina of
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felspar. The lode at this point is somewha.t pyritic, and is
divided into several metal-bearing quartz veins, with a
width of 5 feet over all. Bismuth sulphide is here found
scattered through the lime-silicate rock , which in this drive
is seen dipping west at an angle of 50 degrees.
No. 2 Lode.-This has been cut just behind the end of
No.3 adit at 1215 feet from the entranee. It has been
driven on east for 25 feet, but the rock here is hard a.nd
the lode val ues low. The lode is represented by two veins,
2 or 3 inches and 6 inches in width respectively. It is here
237 ~et below the level of the upper workings on the same
lode, a.nd 400 feet west of them, and will be worked
upwards in a block 300 feet in height.
No.1 Adit.
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This intersects No.5, No.4, and No.2 lodes in their
westerly extensions.
No.5 Lode.- -Divided lodes ha.ve been driven on 21 foot
and 30 feet east, and at 44 feet west both branches unite
and form one lode. The width of each vein before uniting
was about 7 or 8 inches, and the combined width after
junctioning was 15 to 20 inches. Above this length of
driving the lode has been stoped to surface. It has been
driven on for 200 feet west, averaging 10 inches in width,
beyond the crosscut from the creek drive.
In the face
4 or 5 inches of veinstuff is on . the north side of drive,
with another inch on the outside edge; on the south side is
some micaceous veinstuff. The country.rock is still quartz.
ite. All has been stoped out above, and alluvial wash is very
close to this face. At about 90 feet west of the crosscut
an.d 40 feet above the level alluvial drift was met with in
the form of a terrace, 35 or 1.0 feet below the surface.
This terrace is distinct from the main sub-basaltic va.lleydrift further west.
No.4 '-ode has been driven on in this adit for 170 feet
east a.nd 70 feet west, and has been stoped out above this
to surface.
NQ. 2 l.Qdr has been driven on east for 163 feet a.nd
west for 63 feet. It has been worked out in stopes above
the level, and runs out west inoo shallow ground. Eastwards it divided and became irregular.
Ita aggregate
width was from 8 to 10 inches. The va.lues in conoentrates are not so high from this lode as from some of the
oth~rs, but it carries higher bismuth contents.
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No. 4 Crf'ek Drive .

..Vo. 4 Loue.- The drive east starts on a branch vein,
but at about 90 feet in, the main portion of the No.4 lode
is met with, which has been driven on to ROO feet, when
alluvial wash appeared over the roof of t.he level. The
wash dipped westwa.rds gradually for 57 feet along the
drive until the whole face was in wash-dirt. The wash is
of good quality, lying below la.yers of bedded quartz-topaz
sand, which contains a little monazite. The wash is mainly
tin-bearing, but bismuthinite, woJfram, and gold aloe present in small quantities.
The sann itself is poor.
Pieces of bla.ck coniferous timber lie in the wash.
The workable gI'B.Jvel forms a bed 1 foot thick, above which
is sandy drift of no value for 4 or 5 feet below the covering of basalt.
The lode has been stoped to the upper workings and
surface for a length of over 400 feet, with an average width
of 18 to 20 incbes.
At 200 feet in is a rise 110 feet to the surface at the
approach to the old intermediate level, and a small amoun,t
of stoping has been done round this riS{' on a narrow lode
and in hard ground.
East of Creek.
Some surface-prospecting bas been carried on recently
on the east side of the creek opposite the entrance to No.4
creek drive. Some trenches have been opened in quartzite
and lime-silicate rock , exposing some veins which ha.ve
a general north-westerly course. The band of lime siIicat.e rock is about 150 feet wide, and also strikes north·
westerly. In one of the high-l!3vel trenches in the ga.rnetiferous silicate rock is a. small mica-quartz vein, near the
apparent quartzite contact, ca.rrying a little cassiterite,
bismnthinite, and gold.
This contact-metamorphic rock is composed essentially
of garnet and pyroxene with idocrase. The pyroxene is
not hedenbergite i its granular appearance in microscopiC"
slides resembles the variety frequent in limestones, and
known as « co('.colite." The rock is greenish to pale-brown
in hue, is tough and splintery, with a hornswne-Hke fracture. Its position at thi9 spot-between bounding masses
of quartzite-----is i:lifficult of explanation. It must owe its
present position to faulting, but the latter ca.nnot be connected yet with the fault system existing in the mine west
of the creek. Veinlets of bismuthinite intersect the rock ,..

but seem to be independent of a lode-rhannel J wh.ch it w&s
hoped would be disoovered by work on this patch of rock.
The veins met with so far, both in the garnetiferous rock
and the adj<>ining quartzite, have not proved important.
The occurrence of these veins and of splashes of bismuthinite in the lime-silicate rock seems to SUgg8'1t that a larger
lode exists somewhere in the vicinity J but the probabilities
of finding it easily do not appear to be strong e""ugh to
warrant expenditure on intermittent prospecting work. If
an adequate sum could be set apart for thoroughly exploring this mineralised block to the south-east up the hill,
it might be good policy to carry on the work of searching
in that direction. At present too little is known of the
relations of this curious block of ground to the surrounding country to ••y much about its prospects. Although
only & comparatively small shred of the lime-silicate rock
may be preserved, the surrounding quartzite is always a
good rock in which to prospect for mineral lodes.
Cow:t'ntrating .:.lLill.- This is situate above the creek
below the miM. Its arrangements were designed by Mr.
W. E. Hitchcock, the general manager. The building has
recently been entirely renova.ted, and tbe old timber
replaced by celery-top and concrete.
Tbe mineral is easily crushed, and being loosely compacted, the bulk of the values can be recovered without
sliming. Sizing tests with the trommels show that not
much over 1 per cent. of the stuff consists of smalls or
slime. The crude ore received from the mine averages
2 per cent. of concentrates. The Srsts contain 70 per
cent. metallic minerals of value and the seconds 40 per
cent. The concentr&tes are furnace-dried upon an iron
tray, in a compact drying-room attached to the mill , with
an open brick flue. The drying process saves cacriage costs
and improves the concentrates for the subsequent magnetic
separation. The present coet of cartage to Railton station
is 358. per ton.
The wa.ter-supply for power and dres:;;ng purposes is
provided by a water cace, 5 miles 57~ chains, from WeMling Paddock Creek, a tributary of the Iris River. Of this
4 mil .. 7H cbaina are conatructed; the balance of the old
race has beEm regraded and enlarged. The race 18 18 inches
deep by 18 inches wide at the bottom, and is excav&ted
~n earth and rock in m&inly basa.ltic country.
The work
w . . completed in 1907, and it furnish .. a bountiful supply
of water for nine months in the year; a abort stoppage of
milling operatioDl is Dece8B&I"J ooly in extra dry aummeN.

Since the sta rt of the mill by this syndicate about
32,000 tons of crude ore have been raised and coneen·
trated; and for this output 6200 feet of ground have been
driven, risen, sunk, &c ., i.e., 1 foot of development work
per 5! tons orestufi in six years.
The scale of work at the mine has been limited of late
by the amount of labour available, and this bas not been
forthcoming in sufficient quantity to allow the full develop.
ment programme to be carried out. The work planned
fOT the present year is to continue the drives in the main
adit on the No.4 and No.5 lodes and on No.2 lode both
east and west.
The output of crude ore has been on the increase for
the last year or two, and the ore reserves are in a. satisfactory condition, being weB ahead of production. The
writer is indebted to Mr. W. E. Hitchcock, general rnauager, for the following figures showing the tonnage milled,
conCt'ntrates, and development footage for the last five
years : Picked Iliekf>fl
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The following description of mining methods, mill plant,
and milling procoos has been kindly supplied by the man·
ager:-

(b)-~ILLING

AND MINING

~{ETBODS AT THE SHEPHERD
W. E. HITCHCOCK, GENERAL

AND MURPHY MINE (BY
MANAGER).

The lode is broken down by blasting on. to shovellingboards laid on the filJing r a layer of sacking is! laid down
undei' these boards in"'o rder to prevent 1089 of l i nnes . n
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Not ha.ving amy "dig " or defined parting, the lode
does not leave the walls easily, but rather has a. tendency
to I f freeze" on. The tin values occur mainly along the
walls, and it is therefore necessary to break a certain
amount of the country~rock on each side of the vein or
lode in order to include all the lode-matter.
In big
" heady" ground, such as usually obtains in the mine,
the width of stope iB often much wider than required for
working purposes.

The waste rock is hand-picked in the stope and stowed
for fillin g. Ground is good. for standing and can usually
be taken out up to 12 or 15 feet in height, with, where
required, occasional stuBs. Waste rock nearly suffices for
filling, and where there is a shortage it is usual to put in
a line of stulling and decking, on which the filling is
again started, leaving an open space between this and the
filling below. Filling is also obtained from Cf dead" ends
and from surface, as is most convenient. The broken are
is trucked to the mill-bin by hand in trucks of 12 cubic
feet capacity and reckoned as t-ton. Road gauge is 18t
inches, and lO-inch steel wheels are used on trucks. Ventilation, where not available by natural currents, is provided for by means of 24-inch diameter blower driven by
a small Pelton wheel. The water for this is piped down
from surface. and a nozzle of i-inch diameter, with head
of 100 feet, suffices for this work. A similar contrivance
is used for the smithy fires.
Air is conveyed to the workings in 6-inch galvanised
pipes of 26 B.W.G., rivetted ,and soldered with telescope
joints.
A 2-stage belt-driven air-compressor of enclosed type is
being erected w provide air for machine-drills, and is
located at mouth of main adit.
A main 4 inches in
diameter is being put in along the adit to convey air to
drives.
Power for compressor is provided by a 40-inch diameter
Pelton wheel, the head of water being approximately 350
feet. Auxiliary power, either suction gas or steam, will
be required during summer months; estimated power water
required is 112 cubic feet per minute.
Ore from mill-bin is hand-fed into 9-inch by I6-inch
Blake pattern rock-breaker running 275 revolutions, and
driven by 36-inch Pelton wheel with i-inch diameter nozzle
under head of 375 feet.
Nozzle is fitted with deflecting shield, which cuts off
part or whole of jet, and a lever is attache!).. to this' enabl-.
ing the feeder to adjust the speed to suit.

Era. manganese steel liners are used, costing ·146d. per
mill ton, ·as against ·152d. for chilled cast-iron. In addition, a saving is made in cost of changing liners. The
steel liners crush about 4143 tons, against 1877 tons for
cast-iron.
The desired maximum product is below It-inch cube;
but difficulty is experienced in getting this, especially when
liners are worn, and it is proposed to put in am intermediate breaker of rotary type, by which it is expected
to obtain a I-inch maximum, which is more suitable for
rolls.
The product from breaker passes through a conical
trammel 5 feet long, slope 1 inch to 1 foot, and punched
with ,-inch round holes. Oversize from this trammel goes
to rolls, and undersize to main set of trammels.
Rolls are 26 inches diameter by 10 inches face, and rUn
at 35 revolutions.
Shells used on rolls are of special
toughened steel, and last for about 5500 mill tons, as '
against 4300 tons for chilled cast-iron. The former wea.r
much better than cast-iron, and do not 1/ pit."
Wear
on shells is regulated to a certain extent by distributing
the feed to suit. Cost of shells is approximately Id. per
ton of are milled.
The product from rolls is elevated by bucket-elevator,
consisting of 8-inch U BalIata" belt with life of 5600 to
6000 mill tons, mounted with buckets 7 inches by 5 inches
by 3~ inches, spaced 15 inches, head and boot pulleys 24
inches diameter, and flan~ed both sides. Revolutions per
minute, 64.
The elevator delivers to trommel with i-inch round-hole punched screen j oversize is returned to rolls, and undersize passes with that, from breaker trommel to main trommels.
Reduction is completed when are passes !-inch round
hole. Main trommels: these are arranged in 2-screen sections, the first being i-inch a.nd i-inch round holes, a.nd
of these undersize of i-inch passes to next section, a.nd
under and over size of i-inch pass to i-inch a.nd !-inch
jigs. The jigs are of ordinary Hartz type, and each has
two working compartments.
The t-inch jig first compartment gives firsts product on
sieve, and a specimen product is taken off by gate discharge. Second compartment gives seconds product and
a small amount of specimen from gate discharge.
A cerlain amount of sand and fine mineral is obtained
from hutches uooer sieves, and is retQrned to mill.

"
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From the ~-inch jig a " firsts" product is obtained from
hutch in first compartment, and "seconds" from hutch
in second oompartment.
Sieves on this jig are i-inch
square-hole punched.
Hutch products contain a small
amount of fine sand, a.nd are hand-sieved, the oversize
being fit to bag and the undersize returned to mill.
'Vhen bedding other than ore is required for coarse
jigs, steel punchings are used. Undersize from i-inch
trommel passes to double-screen trommel with i-inch and
1/l6-inch round holes. Undersize of 1/16-inch passes to
classifiers, and the undersize and oversize of i-inch pass
to respective jigs.
These jigs have three working compartments, and from
the first a <I firsts" product is obtained, from the seconds
a "seconds" product, and from the third the product is
returned to the second compartment.
Both firsts an.d
seconds contain a. small amount of fine sand, and it is
necessary to sieve them to obtain a finished product. The
aIm is to obtain "firsts" containing practically no silica
or pyrite. Jigs are made of 2t~inch celery~top pine, cut
by mine saw~bench. Sieves are 36 inches by ]8 inches, and
plungers 34 inches by 16 inches, with strokes of length
and number to suit each jig. Clacks are at times used in
plungers, but in this mill do not appear to be a necessity.
Undersize from l / I6~inch tro!llmel passes to two Rit~
tingsr Spitzlutte classifiers, each of which provides a feed
for Wilftey ta.hles. From head of these tables a product of
clean fine mineral is taken off by adjustable chute. ThIs
requires finishing off in buddle or tub. Second product
is sent to a dressing~jig of three compartments. This jig
gi'ves excellent. grades of firsts and seconds in the respective
hutches.
Tails from WilHeys go to tail~jig, from which a small
amount of seco nds is obtained.
Overflow from Spitzlutten goes to Spitzkasten of two
compartments, the spigots of which feed two Frue vanners.
Vanner concentrates are huddled and tossed, yielding
firRts and seconds. Tails from vanDers go to canvas strakes.
Strakes are 24 feet long by 3 feet wide, made with
bardwood framing and celery~top pine decking. Canvas
costs lId. per yard, and is laid across tbe flow of pUlp.
Strakes do not produce much concentrate, owing mainly
to the fact that they do not provide any better means of
s'avinC1 than the vanners wbose tails they are handling.
Rolls; trommels, elevator, and coarse jigs, together with
second rolls, are driven by 60~incb diameter Pelton wbeel
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with i -inch nozzle, under head of 390 feet and speed of
360 revolutions per minute.
This wheel has deflecting
shield fitted to nozzle, in order that the wheel may be
slowed or stopped without closing down the stop-valve .
Fine jigs, Wilfleys, and Frues are driven by 36-inch
diameter Pelton at 54.0 revolutions, under head of about
394 feet. Nozzle is i-inch diameter . A 2-inch centrifugal
pump is also driven at times off this PeltoD, for returnr
iug water for dressing purposes. The extra power for this
necessitates a. 9/16-inch nozzle being used. This is equal
to about 1200 gals. per hour extra, and the water pumped
amounte to 5500 gals. per hour, the height forced being
25 feet.
Provision is made for further reduoing the tails of jigs
by a set of IS-inch by IO-inch rolls and a set of trommels
and elevator.
So far it is found that the mineral is ~asily freed from
the gangue, and that the tailings from the Co&ne jigs are
low in value. It is also found tha.t the country-rock, which
forms a very large proportion of these tails, is impregnated
with pyrite, and the product obtained by reducing these
tails is very pyritic, and, being fine. difficult to dress up
to standard. The leading feature of the dressing is the
production of firsts and seconds.
Firsts are practically free from silica and pyrite, and
contAin tin oxide, wolfram, and bismuth (usually as sulphide).
Seconds contain mainly pyrites, with up to 40 per oent.
metallic values in the valua.ble metals, and are also practically free from silica. It is found that a better !tepara.tion can be obtained J such as firsts and seconds, witlr a
fine Jig than with a ta.ble; probably in this case the varia·
tion in amount of feed anid mineral contents is against t\te
table.
Capacity of mill is from 4 to 5 tons per hour, or 200 to
220 tons per week of 48 hours when milling one shift.
The minimum water consumption for power required is
60 cubic feet per minute, and for dressing purposes, includ .
ing jets for chutes, from 32 to 38 cubic feet per minute.
The minimum power required is 37 h.p . It is found
that in cold weather a little more power is required to
obtain de.<iired speed for the first hour or SO after starting,
and on the concentrator Pelton. drivin~ tables. vanners,
and fine jigs it is usual to put a nozzle shghtly larger than
required under normal conditions, ..nd with the deflecting
shield to cut off part of the jet as the bearings warm up.

•
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. Concentrates after being finished off are drained a.nd
dried.
Bags holding 1 cwt. are used for bagging, and for slimes
a calico bag is used inside the ordinary jute bag.
Bagged concentrates are despatched by teams to Railton,
a distance of 30 miles by good metal road, and from there
railed to La.unceston. Water-race is 5-f miles long, and
has a fall of 16 feet per mile. This fall is found necessary owing to race traversing forest country, and consequently much debris, in the shape of leaves, barks, &c.,
is dropped and blown into the race. The soil (basaltic)
does not cut with this fall, but rather tends to wear a
rounded surface in contact with the running water.

A.lluvial Workings.

Up tbe hill soutb 01 the mine is some alluvial drift which
has been worked for tin are. The surface drift consists
of basaltic soil and rubble carrying a. little streamtin.
This layer is 15 feet in thickness.
Below it
is a bedded stanniferous drift, 25 feet thick, dipping to the west, and resting on quartzite.
It
was not payable as a whole, but a layer of rubbly wash,
8 inches to a foot, immediately above the bedrock was
payable.
Large boulders of white, hard conglomerate
carry crystals of cassiterite and topaz:
the tin ore is
arranged in these in lines of coarser and finer grains,
evidently the result of concentration by water.
The
boulders. a.pparently represent silicified and cemented
drift.
All this drift is a part of a sub-basaltic deposit which
has been broken up by the weathering and removal of the
lava-sheet. Fragments of various drift-terraces have been
found underground in the course of mining. All these are
of Tertiary age (probably Pliocene). Payable portions
are likely to be restricted to some buried gutter yet undiscovered. This would probably ri.se in a southerly a.nd easte"rly direction, and fall to the west.

(C)-

CARSWELL'S TRTBUTE ON

S.

AND

M.

LEASE.

In the eastern portion of the lease, between the main
road and the eastern boundary, Mr. Carswell is working
on an alluvial tin-bismuth deposit.
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The bottom is soft quartz porphyry carrying veins and
nests of tin ore associated with a yellowish !llica. On this
floor rests a wash from 6 inches to ClI foot deep carrying
coarse black crystalline cassiterite and a little bismuth and
wolfram ore.
The product is consigned to Launceston.
AIagnetic Treatnld'nt oj Ort'S in LaunC:e.<:ton. - A plant
was erected at Messrs. Hinman and Wright's in Lamnceston in 1908 for treating the Shepherd an.d Murphy concentrates of tin, woHram, and bismuth ores, and has successfully dealt with not only the ores from this mine, but
also with other ores from the Moina field.
Mr. Loftus IIil1s, who was in charge of the works, has
prepared the following paper on the electro-magnetic
separation of tin, wolfram, and bismuth ores, and the
application of the process in the above plant. His remarks
are applicable up to the date of his communication: -

•

(d)-ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SEPARATION OF TIN, WOLFRAM:
AND BISMUTH ORES.

By

LoFTUS HILLS,

M.Sc.

(a) The History of the Process.
It had been known for many hundreds of years that a
certain black minera.l possessed the power of attracting
pieces of iron. This mineral was known for many years
as lodestone, but now bears the mineralogical name of magnetite.
No serious attempt was made to study this phenomenon
until Faraday by his brilliant investigations laid the
foundation of our knowledge of the science of ma.gnetism.
The knowledge he gave us, together with the additions
made by subsequent investigations, made it possible to
evolve, from this physical property of matter, a practical
metallurgical process.
It has been customary for many YeaJrS to employ thie
property of magnetism in machines for separating adventitious particles of iron from the raw materials used in
mallY trades, where the presence of iron would be injurious. The miller, for instance, often uses a primitive mag. netic separator for holding back the nails and other ferric
particles occurring in the grain as it passes into the mill;
the glassmaker submits the charcoal which he employs to

I
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the same process, while the machinist uses 8. similar appliance for separating iron turnings from brass turnings.
All these earlier appliances were constructed of permanent steel magnets, and it was found that they were capable
of separating some minerals from others, particularly the
mineral magnetite from gangue material.
In 1896 John Price Wetherill, of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania (U .S.A.), demonstDated by practical trials that,
on employing a field saturated with magnetic flux of a
density Dever before applied to such purposes, it was possible to separate a great number of minerals that were
formerly considered to be nOlll- magnetic.
It is to this man Wetherill, therefore, that we owe the
modern process of electro-magnetic ore-separation.

(b) The General Principles of the Process.

•

(1) The Elect1'0-magnetw Separators.- All modern ma.gnetic separators use , as their basic principle, the electromagnet. This consists essentially of a cylindrical core of soft
wrought-iron s urrounded by coils of insulated copper wire,
through which an electric current is passed. The iron core
becomes imbued with magnetic properties having north
and south polarity, and remains in this condition so long
as the current flows; but immediately loses all such propert:.ies on the cessation of the current. This behaviour of
soft iron is in contrast with that of steel, which when once
magnetised retains its magnetic properties for considerable periods of time, and thus gives us what are called permanent magnets.
The region surrounding the electro-magnet, and through
which its influence is felt, is known as the "magnetic
field." This magnetic field is traversed by what are called
/ / lines of force," which really represent the lines that
would be traced out by allowing a small compass-needle
to travel in the direction in whi~h it points, when placed
in successive positions in the field.
The unit of magnetic field is represented by one line of
force per unit of area of the field, and its « intensity " by
the number of lines of force per unit of area.
The absolute measure of magnetic at.traction is given by
Maxwell's law, which states that I I the magnetic attraction varies as the square of the number of lines of force."
It will be seen, therefore, tha.t the maximum efficiency
from a given number of lines of force is obtained by concentrating them into the smal1est possible area..
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The intensity of the magnetic field, as defined above,
depends on the size of the magnet, the form of it, the
position of the north and south poles relative to each other,
the distance between the body to be attracted and the
magnet, and the number of ampere-turns in the magnet
coil; that is, the number of amperes of current flowing in
the coil multiplied by the number of turns round the core.
In a good magnetic separa.tor the intensity of the field
should he capable of being accurately regulated.
From what has been said previously it will be seen that
this can be accomplished by the regulation of two factors,
viz., (1) the distance between the magnet and the particle
to be attracted, aDid (2) the amount of current passing
through the coil.
There are severa.l systems upon which electro-magnetic
separators e') are constructed, and these may be arranged
in four classes, as follows:_
(a) Separation of the particles while falling in air-

or de8ection separators.
(b) Separation while travelling upon belts- or lifting
separators.
(c) Separation by adhesion to magnet or roUer-type
separators.
(d) Separation in the presence of water- or wet
separators.

(2) The Magnetic Propert'ea of Min.ral •. - All substances are either attracted or repelled by a magnet.
The attractability of a substance is indicated by
the number of lines of force which pass through it; the
larger the number of lines of foroe, the greater the attraction. This is due to the fact that the pasaage of the lines
of force through the substance converts it into a temporary magnet, with north and south poles. SOIDe substances seem to attract the lines of force, and compel them
to pass through their bodies in preference to the surrounding medium, whilst other substances compel the lines of
force to pass round them.
Since air is the common medium of passage of lines of
force, it follows that .a. substance which is more "permeable" to lines of force tha.n air will be attracted towards
the strongest part of the magnetic field, whilst substances
(II) For com plett' descriptlon8 (If modern electro· magnetic 'Apar.tord
the reader it referred to ., Blectro-magnfltic OI'~HleparlttloD." by C. Godfrey Guntber (Hili Pub. Co.). pp. ~l!- 18; and Rlcb&J'(lil' ., Ore-dr8l8ing,"
Vol. II., pp. 107-8]3, and Vol. IlL, pp. 1[,21.15.3.
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which are less permeable will move in the opposite direction. The" permeability" of air is therefore taken as
1 J and the permeabihties of other substances are referred
to it as unity.
Substances which have permeabilities greater than 1 are
called" paramagnetics," and those having permeabilities
1(>88 than 1 " diamagnetics."
All minerals are either paramagnetic or diamagnetic,
but the latter have permeabilities so near unity that they
may to all intents and purposes be regarded as non-magnetic .
For practical purposes, therefore, all minerals may be
classed under two heads, viz.: -

(a) Magnetic minerals.
(b) Non-magnetic minerals.

•

Many attempts have been made to determine the specific
magnetic permeabilities of minerals, but with very indifferent results. The writer's experience shows that no safe
or reliable forecast can be made as to the magnetic permeability of a mineral, from its chemical composition. In
addit~on, if one mineral has its magnetic permeability
ascertained, it cannot be taken for granted that the same
mineral from another locality will act in exactly the same
way towards a magnetic field.
Iron has a very high magnetic permeability, but it certainly does not follow t,hat any mineral containing iron
will be magnetic. An illustration of this is given by the
fact that pyrite, which contains 46'6 per cent. of iron, is
generally found to be non-magnetic, although the writer
has had experience of fresh unaltered cubical pyrite and
marcasite varying from non-magnetic to very highly magnetic. There is no apparent explanation of this anomaly.
In the greater number of cases, however, the presence of
iron in a mineral will give it some magnetic permea.bility .
Another striking instance of the va.riable magnetic
beha.viour of the same mineral is that of galena. This
mineral is ordinarily non-magnetic, yet at Gem, Idaho
(U.S.A.), there Ocell,.. a galena which is highly magnetic.
Still another instance is given by zinc blende, which
varies from highly magnetic to absolutely non-magnetic.
The paramagnetic meta.ls are iron, nickel, cobalt, manganese, chromium, cerium, palladium, platinum, Vd
-osmium, and, in general, any minerals containing one or
more of these meta.ls may be expected to be susceptible to
treatment by magnetic separation. From what has been
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said previously, however, it will be seen that the only aatisfacOOry way to determine the applicability of electro-magnetic separation to any ore is 8 preliminary teet of a smaJl
parcel on a suitable machine by a capable operator.
Some minerals, which ordinarily have a magnetic penna·
ability of unity or thereabouts may he rendered highly
magnetic by heating or roasting. Thus pyrite may be
rendered highly magnetic by a short roast j the mineral
chalybite by simple heating ia converted into bighly mag·
netic oxide of iron; and !Orne varieties of zinc blende when
warm are highly magnetic, while they are almm non-magnetic when cold.
A condition essential to successful magnetic separation
is, that the several minerals must exist 88 separate and distinct particles. To bring this state of things about it may
be necessary to crush the material down to a state of comminution where each mineraJ is free from the other.
All material for m~etic separation would he accurately sized, as the uruformity of the size, fed to the
machine at one time, and under certain conditions of
adjustment, ia one of the determining facOOl'8 of a good
separation.
The first three classes of separat<l1'8 mentiooed above
require the ore to he perfectly dry, but the fourth cl ....
of machines is used in the presence of water.

(c)

Thr S('opr oj th,. Pro('('8s.

The application of this process to ore-dressing falls under
two heads: (0) Magnetic concentration, and (b) Magnetic
separation.
(0) JIa(Jtlrtic Concentration. - Magnetic conoontra.t.ion
finds its chief application in the treatment of magnetite
ores, and in general may be described as an operation which
serves to increase to a maximum the percentage of any
valuable constituent by eliminating the valueless material.
(b) .1faflndic Stpnration.-It is in thia field th ..t the
process has its most numerous and complex applications.
The wet methods for the separation of mineral. from
each other become more and more difficult &8 their specific
wavities converge, so that when the difference in density
lietween two or more minerals is lIDIall it is practically
i'!lpossible to induce an.y separation, even with the most
improved forms of jigs, tables, or vannen.

•
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In practice we meet with many minerals .90 intermixed
in mass that they are industrially of little value, seeing
that one or other of the constituents is often given awa.y
in order to realise the other. Not only 80, but the value
of the second mineral is often reduced owing to the penal.
ties imposed for the presenoe of the deleteriou9 mineral,
and in some cases is redu~ to nil. It will thus be seen
that if these nunerals can be separated from each other a
great improvement in the net value of the ore will result.
Not only maya magnetic mineral be separated from one
which is non-magnetic, but two or more minerals of difler~
ent magnetic permeability may he separated from each
other.
The object of an electro-magnetic separation of an ore
may be: either to remove a minera.l or minerals whose
presence is not actually deleterious to the valuable mineral,
but merely acts as a diluent j or ('omplet,. separation of
one or more minerals from each other, the presence of any
of which with another is deleterious, and would cause
penalties to be imposed.
The former operation is usually ca.rried out by machines
of relatively high capacity, capable of treating laTge quantitiee at a small cost. The latter operation is generally
performed by machines designed to give high-grade extraction with a sacrifice of capacity.

(d) The .·1ppii('ation 0/ th~ PrOct3S to th~ Treatment
Tin, ·IV ol/ram, and Bismuth Ores in Launctston.

•

0/

(a) The Plant.
The electro-magnetic separator plant was erected in
March, 1908, for the purpose of treating the concentrates
from the Shepherd and Murphy Mine, Moina, near Wilmot, Tasmania. It was arranged and erected by the
writer, who has been in charge of it since that date. There
have been severa'! alterations and additions during the
four and a half years during which it haa been in:. operatiOD, and the installation as now constituted is described
helow. It is the only pla.nt of it.. kind &t preaent working in Australia.
There are two electro-magnetic separators, which belong
ro Class (b) mentioned ahove. They were made hy the
Humholdt Engineering Work. Company, Kalk, Germany,
which has control o( the original Wetherill patent. for all
<:ivilised countries other than the United States. These
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separators belong to that type of machine referred to previously as being designed to give as nearly perfect an
extraction as is possible to be obtained.
The method adopted in these machine. of obtaining &
concentration of the lines of force is by the juxtaposition
of a V-shaped pole of north polarity and a nat pole of south
polarity, or vice versa; the sides of the V are protected by
brass, the magnetic permeability of which is less than
unity, leaving only a bare strip of -iron i·inch wide at the
bottom edge of the V_The lines of force are tbus concentrated along the bottom edge of this V-shaped pole,
which is placed above the Bat pole. There are four pairs
of these poles and four coils.
The distance between the poles is adjusted by raising
or lowering the coil carrying the V-shaped poles.
The ore is conveyed into the magnetic field on an indiarubber main conveying-belt, which passes between the
upper and lower poles. The paramagnetic minerals travel
towards the strongest part of the field, and thus actually
jump towards the bottom edge of the V. They do not
reacb tbe iron edge, however, as travelling tranavel'8ely to
the main conveying.belt are smaller rubber bands, which
just slide along the edge of the V. The paramagnetic
particles, therefore, do not rise any furtber than the under
surface of tbese rubber bands, and, being carried trans.
versely out of the magnetic field, are dropped into suitably-placed hoppers. Indiarubber has a m~gnetic permeability of unity, so that the presence of these belts does
not in any way affect the ma.gnetic field. The non.mag.
netic portion, being unaffected by the magnetic fields,
passc.;; onwards, and falls into an appropriate hin.
The coils of two pairs of poles are traversed by a cur.
rent varying from 2 amperes to 10 amperes, and these are
called the weaker fields, wbilst the coils of tbe other two
pairs carry a cnrrent varying from 10 amperes to 16
amperes. and are called the stron~er field's.
The clirrent for the two separators is supplied by two
D.C. shuut· wound generators of the totally enclosed type,
having a cl'Ipacity of 3·7 R.W. each- one generator for
each separator.
The current from these generators passes into a switch.
board consisting of three panels. One of these panels con.
taills the controlling gea.r for the CUTl..Jnt from tbe two
generators, distributing the current to eitber of the other
two panels, each of which supplies one separator. Each
of these latter panels is fitted with two regulating rheo-
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stabi, one for each pair of coils, which vary the current by
i-ampere differences between the limits mentioned above.
The whole switchboard was made by the Electric Light
Department of the Launceston Municipal Council, and
contains all the necessary gear, such as amperemeters, voltmeters, switches, cut-outs, &c" which give complete CODtrol of the whole system.
The ore is screened on a specially designed bumping
screen, which gives the following sizes :- On 6 mesh;
through 6 aud on 10 mesh; through 10 and on 20; through
20 and on 40; and through 40. Each of the four latter
sizes is fed directly to the sepa.rators, but the oversize, i.e.,
the ma.terial remaining on 6 mesh, is fed to the rolls.
The latter aTe crushing rolls (supplied by the Humbolt Engineering Works Company), ttte special feature of
which is the attachment of the driving-pul1ey on the shaft
of the swinging roll , an arrangement which minimises the
effect of shock due to the presence of hard particles of
metallic lron, &c.
The power is supplied by a 14 b.p. three-phase A.C.
motor, which is driven by current supplied by the Launceston Municipal Council.
The roaster department contains a muffle roaster specially designed by the writer for use in the treatment of
portion of the Shepherd and 1\1:urphy ore, together with
the necessary ore-bins.
There is a cooling-floor in conjunction with the roaster
department, for cooling the roasted product.
In addition, there is a dressing-shed containing appliances for the elimination of light non-metallic minerals,
by water concentration , from certain products from the
other departments.

(e) The Ores Trf'fltl'd and th,. Results Obfained.
(1) The Shepherd and Murphy Ore.
(a) The First-grade roncentratt's.- It was to convert
these concentrates into saleable products that the magnetic
separator plant described above was erected.
They are
produced in the mill at the mine, where it is found impossible to separate the different constituent minerals by
ordinary water-concentration.
The minerals present a.re cassiterite, wolframite, bi5muthinite, magnetite, iron pyrites, and a small amount
of scheelite, with quartz and fluorspar as gangue material.
A 11 these minerals exist as separate and distinct particles.
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An average assay would bePer ct'nt.

Tin ...
... ... ...
Tungstic acid... ... ...
Bismuth
... ... ... ...

40
22
6

corresponding to a mineralogical composition ofPel' ceut.

Cassiterite ..
Wolframite.
Bismuthinite
Pyrite ........... .
Magnetite
Silica and fluorspar

53·3
29·5

7·0
2·0
1·0

7·2

Magnetite has a high magnetic permeability, and is
tberefore attracted by a relatively weak field; while wolf·
ram has a low permeability, a.nd therefore requires a highly
concentrate~ magnetic field in order to ensure ite rise
against the force of gravity. The pyrite, as mentioned
above, varies in permeability from highly magnetic to non·
magnetic, but the greater portion is non.magnetic. The
cassiterite, bismuthinite, and scheelite, together with quartz
and fluorspar, have a permeability of unity or lesa than
unity, so that they act as non.magneti'c minerals, and
are unaffected by the magnetic fields.
The three valuable metals in this case are tin, tung·
sten, and bismuth, and the presence of any of these with
another is decidedly deleterious. The object aimed at,
therefore, during the whole process is to obtJa.in the high·
est possible degree of separation, as this enables far bet·
ter prices to be obtained for the finished products.
The product from the first magnetic field, as adjusted
under our conditions, consists of magnetite and a small
amount of pyrite j that from the 96Cond field consists almost
These two products are removed
wholly of pyrite.
together, and, containing under 1 per cent. of the three
valuable metals, are dumped as waste material.
The ·third and fourth magnetic fields ..re adjusted to
produce clean wolfram. The finished product, however,
contains some pyrite and a little cassiterite, and aaeays on
the average--Pe-r cpnt.

Tungstic acid
Tin ........ .

•

70·0
0·7

•
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The non ~magnetic product consists of the non~magnetic
constituents mentioned above, and assaysPe;' cent.

Tin ... ... ... ... ...
Bismuth ... ... ...
Tungstic acid ... ...

•

56'3
8·0
0·7

This product is shipped to England, where the bismuth
is extracted by a chemical process, and the remaining tin
residues, which are sold to tin smelters, assayPf'r cent.

Tin ... ... ... ... ... ...
Tungstic acid ... ... ...

69·0
0·8

(b) The Second~grade Concentrates.- This concentrate is
a very complex one, and has only been produced since the
mine workings have descended below the oxidised zone.
The products obtained from the ordinary magnetic treat.
ment are unsaleable, and the process used in converting
them into saleable products has been worked out by the
Writer.
The constituent minerals are cassiterite, wolframite, bisllluthinite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, magnetite,
monazite, scheelite, and molybdenite, together with the
gangue minerals, quartz, fluorspar, and topaz.
The valuable metals a.re the same as in the first.grade
concentrates, namely, tin, tungsten, and bismuth.
The average assay is-

Tin ..... .
Tungstic acid
Bismuth ..... .

20·0
10·5

7·5

and the mineralogical composition approximately is-Pel' cent.

Cassiterite ... ... ...
Wolframite ... ...
Bismutbinite ... ...
Pyrite, chalcopyrite, and
arsenopyrite...
Magnetite
Monazite '"
Scheelite
Molvbdenite
Quartz, fluorspar, &c...

26· 6
14·0
8"4
32'5
1'0
2'0
1·2
O· 8
12·5
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The minerals exist as separate and distinct particles,
with the exception of the pyrite and bismuthinite, which
to some extent occur intimately associated, besides the
occurrence of some of the qua.rtz in intimate association
with the cassiterite and wolframite.
The magnetic properties of those minera.ls, which also
occur in the first·grade concentrates, are the same as
already described; monazite has a permeability slighUy less
than wolframite, whilst the molybdenite is non-magnetic.
The chalcopyrite is mostly n on-magnetic, while arsenopyrite varies in permeability from that of wolframite to
unity.
In view of wha.t has been said, it would seem that, by
giving this ore a magnetising roast, three products could
be obtained, viz., (1) a highly magnetic product, containing all the magnetite and the pyrites which had been rendered magnetic by roaming j (2) aI clean wolfram product;
(3) a non-magnetic product, containing the tin, bismuth,
and gangue minerals. In practice, however, this fails
utterly. The roasting was carried out under varying conditions of time, temperature, .&c., but in all cases it was
found impossible to bring about a satisfactory separation
on subsequent magnetic treatment. A typical result would
be the production of three products, as foIlow:-

•

(1) Product from weaker magnetic fields assayingPur cent.

Tin
Tnngstic acid ...
Bismuth .. ' ..... _ ... ...

3'0
7'0

5-0

(2) Product from stronger magnetic fields assayingPer cent.

Tin ...
. ....... .
Tungstic acid ... ... ... .. .
Bismuth ..... .

•

(3) Non-magnetic product assayingP .. r cent.

Tin ......
Tungstic acid
Bismuth ...

50'0
6-0

5'0

It will thus be seen that this procedure brings about no
improvement of the ore for selling purposes. As it is
impossible to attempt any discusion of this problem in the
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space here available, I will now merely give a rough outline of the process which haa proved IUOOO8llful.
The ore is p ....d through the magnetic separato,.., aud,
as in the treatment of the firata, three producta are ohtaiDed,
that from the first two fields being similar to that obtained
from the first grade conoentratea. The product from the
other two (stronger) fields conaiata of wolframite, pyrite,
arsenopyrite, and monazite, together with & little quartz,
and assay!rPel' Cf'nt.

•

Tungstic acid .............. .
Tin ...
. ..... ,_, ........ .
Bismuth.. . ............. .

42'0
1'0
2'0

The non-magnetic product contains cassiterite, bismuthinite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, scheeiite, molybdenite, together with quartz, fiuorspar, &C.
The average assay would bep .. r cent.

Tin ..... , .. , , .... .
Tungstic acid ... ... ... ... . ..
Molybdic acid ........... .
Biamuth ................. .
Copper ................ .

23'7
1'5
0'9
9'0

0'34

corresponding to a mineralogical compoeition of approximatelyPel' Ct'ot.

Cassiterite ... .. .. . ...
Scheelite
Molybdenite ... ... ...
Biamuthin;u ... ... ...
Pyrite, chalcopyrite, and
arsenopyrite ... ... ... ...
Quartz, eke.... ... ... ... ... ...

31'6
1'9
0'9
10'0

36'6
19'0

Both the wolf...." product and the non-magnetic product are then roaoted, with the object of converting the
pyrite, chalcopyrite, and arsenopyrite into highly magnetic compounds. This opera.tioD is rendered a very delicate one owing to the preaenco of the biomuthinite, and is
carried out with extreme ea.re in the apecial furnace mentioned above.
After roasting, each of the products is cooled, screened,
and given a aecond magnetic treatment. In the ..- of
the wolfram product the fields are adjnated to give (1) •
product containing .11 the pyrite, carrying all the bU-
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muth contents, and a little wolframite, (2) a wolfram prodllet still containing some monazite, and (3) a non-ma.gnetic
product carrying most of the quartz and practically all
the tin. The final wolfram product is readily saleable, and
a.ssa'Ys-Per cent.

Tungstic acid ,.' ... .., ...
Tin ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

64'0
Trace.

The magnetic fields are adjusted, in the case of the
roasted tin-bismuth product, to produce a. magnetic portion carrying the pyrite, chalcopyrite, and arsenopyrite,
and leaving the remaining minerals as a Don-magnetic product, which assays---

•

Per cent.

Tin ........... , ... .. .
Tungstic acid ... ... ...
Molybdic acid... ... .. .
Bismuth ... ... ... .. . ...
Copper ..... , ... .. . .. . ......

39'0
2' 5
1'5
11'0
Nil

corresponding to a mineralogical composition of roughlyPel' cellt.

Cassiterite ... .. .
Sebeelite ..... .
Molybdenite .. .
Bismutbinite .. .
Pyrite ........ .
Quartz, &c.

52'0
3'3
1'5
12'2
2'0
29'0

This product is then treated in tqe dressing-shed, with
the object of elimina.ting the quartz, &c .
The final product assays-PCI'

Tin ...... '" ... ,-,
Tungstic acid ...... .. .
Molybdic acid ........ '
Bismuth .............. .

cent.

51'5
2'9
· 0'5
12'5

This is sold in the same way as the corresponding product from the first-grade concentrates.
Both of the magnetic products carrying the roasted
pyrite, &c., also carry appreciable bismuth values, due to
the intimate association of some of the latter mineral with
the former, but are saleable as bismuth ore, being very
low in tin.

•
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(2) The Concentrates from the Iris Mine.
These concentrates consist of a clean mixture of c&s-siterite and wolframite in separate particles, and is ideal
material for magnetic separation.
The tin product assays, on the arveragePer ceDI.

•

Tin ...... '" ... ... ... ...
Tungstic acid ... ... ... ...
The wolfram product contains-

73"0
0'1
Pel' cent .

Tungstic acid ........... .
Tin ........... , ..... .

73'0

Trace.
Both these products are high-grade, a.nd are eagerly
bought.

(3) Concentrates from the Lady Barron Mine.
These consist of wolframite, native bismuth, and bismuth carbonate, together with a little monazite, ill' separate particles. The bismuth minera'ls are both non-magnetic.
The average assay i&-Per cent.
Tungstic acid ... ... ... ...
68'0
Bismuth ... .. ... . .. .
3'5
The wolfram product assa.ys-Per cent.

Tungstic acid ........ .
Bismuth ........... .
The bismuth product assaysBismuth ........ .
Tungstic acid ...

74'0

Nil
Per cenl.

...

'"

...

56'0

Trace .

(4) Concentrates from Story's Creek, near Avoca.
These consist of cassiterite, wolframite, and pyrite, but
.are not very high-grade. A peculiar feature is that the
cassiterite, which is usually a non-magnetio mineral, is
pa.rtly magnetic, ha.ving about the same permeability as
wolframite. The result is that the wolfram product contains tin, and assays-Tungstic acid .. .
Tin ........... .

Per cent.

67'0
3'0
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The tin product assays-

Tin
Tungstic acid ..... .

Pf'r cent.

66-0
0-3

(5) Low-g"ade Tin Concentrates from North-East Coaet_
These concentrates contain cassiterite, ilmenite, pleonaste, zircon, monazite, with quartz, &C. They are generally below the tinsmelter's minimum of 30 per cent. tin
when they come to us, owing to the impossibility of elimina.ting ilmenite and pleonaste by ordinary methods of
streaming.
The zircons are non-magnetic, but ilmenite and pleonaste, which toge,ther are called by the tinminer "Black
Jack," va.ry in permeability from highly magnetic to very
feebly magnetic. These two minerals, therefore, can be
eliminated together with the monazite, by a. suitable
adjustment of the magnetic fields. The tin contents of the
resulting concentrate depend on the relative amount of the
non.magnetic material; if the amount of quartz and zir·
cons is small, the tin assay will be high. and vice versa.
In one case the ore before treatment contained 10 per
cent. tin, and the resulting concentrate assayed 65 per
cent. In a.nother case the original assayed 20 per cent.
and the co;ncentra.te contained 67 per cent. metallic tin.
The treatment of these ores may be regarded rather
as an example of magnetic conoent:ration than as one of
magnetic separation, and the resulting tin concentrate
may be subsequently dressed by water..conoentration if it
contains an excess of quartz and other gangue minerals.

(6) Concentrates from the X River Alluvial.
These contain cassiterite and chromite, the la.tter mineJ'laJ
having magnetic properties similar t,{) ilmenite.
The original ore assayed in one case 8 per cent., and
the resulting concentrate 70 per cent. metallic tin.
(7) Bismuth-Wolfram Concentrates from
Wales and Queensland_

New

South

These concentrates vary widely in character and composi.
tion, but generally may be said to contain wolframite and
bismuth carbonate and oxide. In the greater Dumber of'

•
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cases the wolfram is ooated more or less by the bismuth
minerals, and thus a. near approach to perfect separatior
is impossible.
However, as the result of very careful
work, a.n a.verage extractiolli of over 90 per cent. of both
metals has been ma.intained.

(I) Conclusion.
It will thus be seen that an economical process has been
evolved, from an application of the principles of the
science of magnetism, making it possible to work deposits
which were previously unpayable owing to the impossibility
of obtaining satisfactory markets for the complex ores
raised.
As in most modern inventions, so in this case also, the
actual inventor was preceded by a pure scientist, who put
into the hands of the former all the materia.l necessary for
the carrying out of an operation which the exigencies of
practical experience had shown him to be vital to a certain industry j the inventor adapting, in a. unique manner
aurl with a. definite end in view, the principles evolved by
a worker in pure science.
The number of ores to which the process is applicable is
seen, from what has been said in the preceding pages, to
be large, but there a.re possibilities, a.t present untouched,
which promise a bright future for this method of treat·
iug mixtures of minera.ls. It is impossible, with the present limited space, to attempt any discuSBion of these
future possibilities.
It will also be seen that there are certain matters con·
tained in the previous pages which require 80me explanation. These are : the behaviour of the Shepherd amd
Murphy second·grade concentrates under heat, giving the
anomalous results mentioned j the exact beha.viour of pyrite
when heated with or without access of air j the cause of
the conversion of cassiterite into- a more or less magnetic
mineral by heat. The writer has investigated these ma.t·
ters, but must defer their discussion to a subsequent paper
because of lack of space ber. available to adequately discuss them.
LOFTUS HILLS, M.Sc .
Laune.ston, 16th July, 1912.
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LADY BARRON PROSPECTING SYNDICATE,

No

LIABILITY.

Oonsolidated Lease-5986-M, 235

aCTt!/L

This mine was formerly worked under the name of the
A 11 N stions Wolfram Mine. The lease is bounded on the
west by the Shepherd and Murphy property, and on the
south by the Iris claim. The main-road from \Vilmot to.
Middlesex passes through the north-western part of the
property at about 2200 feet above sea-level.
Aneroid
readings show the mine as about 500 feet a.bove Moina.
township.
The former lessees opened upon the lode on the eastern
or Narrawa fan by a deep open drive along its course (E.
100 S.) for 12 chains. A few shafts were put down along
the line to depths varying from 20 to 60 feet. The owner.
sluiced off the loose upper part of the lode, and left the
harder quartz (which they had stripped) for subsequent
treatment. The present proprietors have extended the
drive underground at about 50 feet from the surface, and
have treated several hundred tons of stone left a.t grass by
the former lessees.
The lode varies in width from 10 to 20 inches, and con·
sists of combed quartz crystals, some of which are 3 or 4
inches in diameter. The quartz is either absolutely clear
and colourless, or again of the smoky variety. Vughs are
apt to occur in the lode, and some have been met with
several feet in length, generally filled with water, and
sometimes with wolfram ore.
The economic mineral is wolframite principally. Some
auriferous carbonate of bismuth and native bismuth are
present. A few flakes of molybdenite occur in the lode
occasionally, and small pieces of reddish monazite (local1y
called garnet) can be picked out of the concentrates.
The country-rock is sandstone, belonging to the pipe·
stem series, and has a northerly dip, while the lode under·
lies steeply to tbe south.
The drive has been extended to a distance of 329 feet
in an easterly direction. At the entrance to the drive th e
lode has been stoped out to surface. At a hundred feet
in, a winze has been sunk 15 to ] 8 feet on ore 18 inches
wide, but terminating at a slide. At 200 feet a slide
crosses the drive, and displaces the lode 8 feet. For 130
feet beyond this the drive is in slide country, and is poor
for mineral, t.l¥lugh at surface there was fair ore. The
end of the drive shows rather hungry.looking quartz.

•

•
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At surface the open-trench drive has been carried about
3 chains further than the present end, and shows a strong
quartz lode fully 20 inches wide, carrying wolframite in
encouraging quantities. The end will have to be driven to
come under this. In all, the ground sOOped is about 100
feet in length, and at most perhaps 30 feet in height.
Trenches have been cut ahead 6f the open drive up to
the eastern boundary exposing vein quartz, and the lode
seems to pass into the adjoining 20-acre section in that
direction .
The ore is being concentrated by means of a small steamdriven plant, consisting of crusher, three two-compartment jigs, and two trammels, with a portable engine.
The concentrates are carted to Devonport, and conveyed
thence by steamer to Launceston, where the wolfram is
magnetically separated from the bismuth ore at the treat·
ment works of Messrs. Hinman and Wright.
According to assays by Mr. Loftus Hills, M.Sc., the
-concentrates average 68 per cent. tungstic acid, and the
tungstic acid content of the wolfram product obtained
goes as high as 74 per cent. This is a very high.grade
product.
A few hundred tons of the dumped material raised by
the old proprietors have been treated at the mine with the
orestuff broken subsequently. Being already mined, it
paid to put it through with the current output. During
the last three years about 14 tons of concentrates have been
sent away from the mine. These concentrates contain
between 3 and 4 per cent. of bismuth, and occasionally a
little more, which would probably fully pay the separation
~harges.

The insufficiency of backs on this fall is a great disad·
vantage. Forty or 50 feet additional depth can be readily
obtained by driving from the creek below the lode, and for
further depth sinking must be resorted to.
The mine cannot acquire any permanency of character
without being opened up. As usual in wolfram deposits,
the ore is bunchy, but there has been a sufficient quantity
of it obtained to justify deeper work.
Some attempt has been made to trace the lode west·
wards in the part of the property situate east of the Wilmot..road, and a few trenches seem to indicate the trend
of the lode· line in that direction. It must be borne in
mind, however, that the lode has a tendency to split into
branches, and systematic trenching is necessary if reliable
results are aimed at. There is a great field here for such
prospecting work, as the ground is virgin between the
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Lady Barron Mine and the Shepherd and Murphy work·
ings. The line of the Lady Barron lode, if constant, and
allowing 130 feet horizontal deBection due to it. southerly
underlay in a vertical of 500 feet, would coincide in position with the No.6 lode on the Shepherd and Murphy
property.
But the distance between the two workings is about
three-quarters of a mile, and a good deal may happen to a
lode in that distance. Some careful prospecting is requisite to establish the identity of the lode systems of these
two mines, and the western fall of the Lady BarroD
ground below the Wilmot-road affords appropriate sites
for such work. The full development of the property, in
fact, may be said to depend upon how the lode behaves
on this side of the hilL If it is followed into the hill, the
are can be raised with comparative ease, and either works
placed lower down the Bismuth Creek or milling arrangements made with the neighbouring mine. At the same
time work could be oontinu~ cautiously on the eastern
falL On that side any deeper adit.driving could only be
tentative and temporary. Serious development of the lode
in its most promising section would have to be by shaftsinking.
Although the bearing of the Lady Barron is identical
with that of the Shepherd and Murphy No.6 lode, the dip
is not the same, &8 the No.6 is vertical, or if any underlay
exists it is slightly to the north. The tin ore, too, which
is characteristic of the latter lode, is absent from the
former.
The previous owners of t,he IJady Barron property
searched up the hill south of their workings for the CODtinuation of the No.4 Shepherd and Murphy lode, which
normally might be expected to cross the lease 600 feet
south of their lode. Small vems of quartz carrying a
little wolframite and bismuth carbonate exist, but there
iii DO indication of the No.4 lode. In connection with this
it must be borne in mind that the. No.4 lode·line on the
Shepherd and Murphy property has been interrupted hy
faulted country on the east bank of the creek opposite the
entrance of No. 4 drive, and to pick up ita continuation
on the Lady Barron property may prove troublesome.
On the crest of the hill, towards the south part of the
Lady Barron lease, is a bed of white quartz conglomerate,
which strikes east and west, and outcrops over a width of
about 100 feet.
It is traversed by irregular veins ot
quartz carrying a little wolframite . This ridge descends
on its !c uthern slope to the south boundary of the pro-

•
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perty, and the ground between the crest and the boundary-line consists of quartz porphyry, in which small disseminations of tin and wolfram ores are visible. These can
be detected both in veins and Oil the joint-faces of the
rock. The porphyry appears to b. the fine·grained peri.
pheral portion of the Dolcoath granite mass, and this part
of the section merits close prospecting. Some of the alluvial ore which is being worked on the Iris claim to the
south has doubtless been derived from this rock.
The Narrawa Creek in the north-eastern part of the
lease has yielded a little alluvial tin ore at times, which is
singular, considering the absence of that metal from the
lode now being worked . Tin is known, however, to occur
in wash west of the creek, and it is possible that some tinbearing veins in that direction still await discovery. The
alluvial is not of any other value than as an indication,
and can only be worked in winter, or when there is sufficient water .
.
This enterprise possesses the disadvantages always characterising wolfram-mining in connection with the capriciousness of tungsten ore deposita; that is to say, the
shoots of ore may be expected to occur at intervals, with
intervening unprofitable blanks. But the existence of one
good shoot, which has yielded & fair quantity of high.grade
ore, and which apparently, though disturbed and somewhat irregular, is still unexhausted, should stimulate the
owners to further development and exploration of their
lease. A considerable amount of scattered prospecting
work has been done on the properly, but, evidently from
lack of funds, it has been of a superficial nature and
unsystematic j and the mining work, for the same reason,
has been of a hand-to-mouth character.
Geological conditions are favourable to the occurrence
of other sboots of ore, as the property contains the junction of the igneous acid porphyry with the sandstone
st.rata. It is in the neighbourhood of such junctions,
pither in the granitoid rock itself or in the adjacent
bedded sedimentaries at no great distance from the CODtacts, that deposits of tin or wolfram ores characteristically occur.
(3)-SECTIDN 1037·)(, 20 ACRES (POCBIN'S MINE).

This is situate east of and adjoining the Lady Barron
lease, and was formerly in the name of E. W. Clar],afterwards W. L. Pochin, but is now vacant.

7il
The Lady Barron lode enters it at ita western boundary,
and has been exposed by various trenches and open drives.
In one of the latter & quartz vein 6 inches wide carries a
little wolframite along the wall of the drive. The sand.
stone enclosing the lode is white and gritty. The country
here falls away towards the Forth. No deposit of value
has been discovered, but the section merits prospecting,
though it does not offer any great scope for operatioDs.

(4)-IRI8 MINE:

SECTION

950· ... 78

ACRES.

This section was formerly leased by H. Conder, and
previously was one of the sections worked by the Iris Tin·
mining Company.
It is now being worked as an alluvial tin and wolfram
sluicing claim by Messrs. Adam and Davis. It is situate
on the high plateau south of the Lady Barron Mine,
between the Iris and Forth Rivers.
The workings are in the northern part of the section,
and approacb the northern boundary to within 5 chaios.
Tin and wolfram bearing veins in quartz porphyry have
probably supplied most of the mineral which is heing
won. In the wash are stones of white quart& porphyry
containing combed vein quartz with wolframite. Much of
the quartz met with in the gravel bas evidently been
derived from barren veins in the porphyry.
The trend of the lead is north·westerly. About 5 feet
of stripping has to be taken 011 in the northern workings,
and from 1 to 3 feet of wash are worked, worth from 2 to
3 oz. ore per dish on the main lead. The upper and bottom layers of drift are the best for metal, and the stripping itself carries a few colours.
The proportion of wolframite in the ore bagged varies
from one·fifth of the total to half wolfram and half
stream-tin. Operations in summer are usually confined to
stacking dirt.
The ore produced is sent to Messrs. Hinman and
Wright's magnetic plant in Launceston for separation of
the wolfram from the tin ore, and high-grade tin and wolfram products are obtained, assaying for tin 73 to 74 per
cent., and tungstic acid aJso from 73 to 74 per cent.
The enterprise at the Iris is a small but payable one ,
and is eminently suitable for work as at present by a
co-operative party.
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(5)-SECTION 5221-101, 50 ACRES (B. J. GURR).

•

This is an elbow-shaped section on the Narrawa Creek
fall, traversed by the track leading from the Wilmot-road
to the cage at the Forth. The track passes through the
property at an elevation above the Forth varying frOID
1400 feet at the mine to 1700 feet at the junction with the
road to the selections.
The section generally is in the white sandstone of the
pipe-stem series, but this on its eastern boundary is
intruded by the stock of granite which extends eastwards,
over Sayer's a.nd Urquhart's sections, and crosses the
Forth to the Lorinna-road. At the junctions of the Igneous and sedimentary systems stones of a greenish contactmetamorphic rock are plentiful. This rock is composed
of quartz and pyroxene, and is traversed by narrow veinlets carrying wolframite. The eastern side-line of the property crosses a trench which has been cut just below the
track, exposing a floor of greisen rock traversed by narrow
veins of wolframite-bearing quartz. The tungsten mineral
is also in the greisen itself, scattered among the crystals
of mica. This formation courses north 30 degrees west,
and south 30 degrees east.
About 4 chains west of this boundary B. J. Gurr and
party have driven a short crosscut tunnel for 30 or 35 feet
into the hill across an oxidised greisen formation, which
seems to be from 15 to 20 feet wide. On entering the
formation short drives east and west were put in on a lode
which crossed the tunnel, and which is the main leader or
\'ein in the formation. It was about a foot wide, but
divided into two 5 or 6 inch veins, with mineralised greisen between them. The formation, with its leaders, continues throughout the tunnel. The quartz lode contains
some large patches of wolframite, and the small leaders are·
also wolframite-bearing. The formation material enclosing these leaders is being taken out for treatment, and the
main lodestuIT appears to be payable with the present
hand·jigging appliances. In the end of the tunnel another
vein of wolframite is appearing in the face. This would
seem to be beyond the formation, for the hanging-wall
of the latter is seen just behind the end dipping southerly
at an angle of 40 degrees. The material of which the
formation is composed is considered as worth 1 oz. wolfram to the dish, and produces concentrates said to contain
68 per cent. tungstic acid and 3 to 4 per cent. bismuth.
A little monazite is present, but the only eoonomic ore
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besides the wolframite is bismuth carbonate. The wolfram
ore is exported to Sydney.
The formation at present is perhaps soft enough to be
sluiced out hydraulically, and it is intended to bring in
water from the upper part of the N arrawa Creek by means
of a race under a mile in length. It is probable, however, that as work proceeds the lode-matter will be found
to contract in width or to become .harder. For the present
the owners seem to be doing fairly well.
The foot-track which leads past the mine ought to be
improved, so as to allow material to be readily horsepacked to and from the Wilmot-Moina road.
Sparks' Drive.- West of Gurr's workings is Sparks'
drive, which has been driven for about 150 feet into the
Dolcoath Hill in a south-westerly direction (220 degrees),
in what appears to be a soft and decayed granular finegrained granite. Veins of quart& intersect this rock, and
these show coarse wolframite. A little molybdenite and
carbonate of bismuth also oocur. The tunnel is now uood
for a dam, and cannot be inspecUKl. It is situate at the
junction of the granite with the pipe-stem sandstone.
(6)-

PACKETT ' s

WORKINGS .

About 15 years ago this ground , which is now in the
south-western part of Gurr's section, was worked for gold,
which was obtained by " dollying" the disintegrated and
cemented sandstone. The workings are at the head of a
small gully descending to the Narrawa Creek.
A deep open drive has been put through friable , ferruginous yellow sandstone. Vemlets of quartz traverse
the sandstone. carrying smaH quantities of wo)fram and
tin . The drive shows a quartz-wo)framite vein a few
nnches wide on the footwall of a 4: to 5 feet formation
which carries a little tin all through and an odd colour of
gold. This is just below the old hut, and where the
worken last stopped working for gold. An old shaft was
sunk about 25 feet in sandstone carrying some gold and
tin ore . The sandstone about here is travened in places
by a network of vein lets of wolframite ; and there are BOme
veinlets, also, of grey tin ore. A sample of material
teken by the late Mr. J. Harcourt Smith from the bottom
of the drive or trench across a width of 6 feet yielded
6 dwt. 12 gr. gold per ton; but a favourable estimate as
regard. quantity cannot be formed. About halfway dowD
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the shaft pyri~ appeared, and was pretty prevalent at
the bottom. This auriferous pyrite was probably the source
of much of the gold won in " dollying." The pyrite itself)
according to Mr. Smith, assayed only 1 dwt. 15 gr. per
ton. The fall to the Narrawa Creek is steep, and aditworking would be easy; but the country is wet. In depth
the free gold will without question be replaced by the
auriferous sulphide, and the principal possibility of any
improvement in values would be that the wolframite veinlets might coalesce and offer something remunerative .
GUIT'S section mounts to the top of the Dolcoath Hill
on the south, which in that direction overlooks the valley
in which the Dolcoath Mine Ii.. in the depths below the
precipitous crags of the hill. Wolframite-veined ~and
stone crowns the summit. On the crest 80rne trenching
was done at one time with a view of cutting Packett's
lode. The sandstone here strikes 260 degrees, and dips
it 40 degrees to the north. An extensive view is obtained
irom the top of this hill, embracing the gorge of the Forth
and the country as far as the Cradle Mountain.
(7)-

NARRAWA REWARD:

SECTION 35-93G, 20 ACRES.

This has been idle for a long time j the tunnel is full of
slurry. and was not visited on this occasion. On the
writer's previous visit he found that on the north side of
the Narrawa Creek, and 30 feet above the stream, a tunnel had been driven north 25 degrees west for about 150
feet on a siliceous formation, which consists of a dark-grey
quartzite permeated with vein silica, and carrying disseminated pyrite and arsenopyrite with a little copper pyrites.
Some of the sulphidic ore is auriferous and argentiferous,
selected pieces assaying up to 4 dwt. gold and 3 oz. silver
per ton. The impregnated quartzite shows no defined
boundaries, but it is probably connected with some veinchannel which has supplied the mineral.
Near the
entrance is some topaz rock, and on the tip some vein
quartz has been found carrying a little wolframite; and
this ~eems to indicate that the whole occurrence is related
to the wolfram ore-veins so common in the district.
A discovery of the schistos. porphyroids of the Bell Hill
waa recorded by Mr. Waller on the N arrawa property,
and this would point to the existence of some junction of
the pipe-stem aandstone with the porphyroids. The thick
scrub. however, haa prevented this from being found.
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.Future work here would be entirely exploratory, and
would consist in driving the tunnel further with frequent
crosscuts west.

(8)- DoLCOA1'H SECTION: 5430.M, 79 ACRES.

This was last held by Messrs. Smith and Thomas, and in
the old days was Section 1333 of the Dolcoath Company.
It is on the southern slope of the Dolcoath Hill, which
falls into a profound valley
The rough nature of the
ground and the growth of timber make it difficult to
travel through the property, and ther.e is not much to see
in the little mining work that has been done. The summit
of the hill is composed of quartzite and sandstone belong.
iug to the pipe·stem series, containing numerous little
veins of quartz in which a little wolframite occurs. Lower
down in the southern part of the section granite emerges
from beneath the sedimentary rOCk. The marginal part
of the granite is porphyritic, and extends apparently westwards as far as the Iris and Shepherd and Murphy leases.
This Dolcoath granite is genetically related to all the tin
and wolfram deposits previously described in this report.
Towards the margin it shades off into a fine-grained quartz
rock, with or without felspathic matter. A good deal of
topaz is present in parts of it. The rock is very variable,
but on the whole it characteristically resembles the siliceous
modification of granite which is frequently met with in
association with tin and wolfram deposits. The work which
was done on the prpperty 19 years ago showed that tin
could be traced at surface in this granitoid rock for about
100 feet in width, and bunches of that mineral were found
in the trenches and tunnel now and then, though on the
whole the stuff was poor. These excavations cannot now
be properly examined without being prepared and cleaned
out. and little or no tin can be seen at present, AI!- opencyt above the tunnel shows a vein of quartz bearing northnorth-wesr, and dipping to the south. From this cut
vughy quartz has been obtained showing some specks and
need~es of wolframite. Some tin is said to have shown
here. The tunnel has an approach of 20 feet, and has
been. driven 25 to 30 feet in a direction north 15 degrees
east III a fine-grained quartz-mica rock (greisen) containing a good deal of topaz. Arsenopyrite is disseminated
iJ?rough the rock, and the joints are occasionally faced
with molybdenite.
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East of the tunnel are some alluvial workings on soft
yellow granite, and some nice stream-tin is reported to
have been obtained. The creek heads from the north-west.
The state of things in the tunnel is not very encouraging, and further underground work in this unprofitable
stone is simply blind prospecting. The best plan would be
to clear and strip the hillside with a view of locating the
deposits. The geological conditions are favourable for tin
or wolfram. If a run of ore were discovered, the adjoining
rock, unprofitable by itself, would be probably so impregnated that it could be worked with the richer stone, and
the whole form a payable proposition . A machinery site
would have to be chosen on the Forth River.
The prospecting work on the property has not been at
.all adequate. The section is covered with fallen logs and
fern, and requires burning off and cleaning before anything can be done properly in the way of search.

(9)-

SECTION 5499-M,

80

ACRES

(W. H.

SAYER

AND

OTHERS).

This is situate to the north-east of the Dolcoath Hill,
with its eastern boundary a mile and a quarter west of the
River Forth. At its western boundary it is 1400 feet
.above the river, down to which the granite surface plunges
in a succession of steep slopes. A track passes through the
property from the 'Vihnot-road 1~ mile to the west, and
.crosses the river at the cage, giving access to the new road
from Mt. Claude to Lorinna. From the mine westwards
the track can be used by horses, though it needs some
attention to make it quite safe for packing; down to the
.cage and up to the Lorinna-road on the opposite side it
is only fit for tolerably expert climbers. The crossing conditions are none too good, as the cage works stiffly. Its
use is rather avoided on that account.
Several lodes exist on the lease . The principal one is
represented by a long lode-line coursing for 2000 feet in
an east-aud-west direction. This has been cut across at
surface by about 15 trenches at irregular inter.vals, exposing in nearly all of them signs of lode-action, though not
always evidences of ore .
At about 400 feet north-east of the camp an underlay
shaft has been sunk to a depth of 36 feet on a greisenised
.or pegmatitic blow of quartz-topaz lodestuff. 'Vben the
writer was there the water-level in the shaft was 20 feet
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below the surface . At the surface the formation is 3 feetwide, at water-level the width has increased t;Q 4 feet, and
at the bottom (now concealed by water) it i•• aid to be
5 feet or over. The composition of the lode-filling at thebottom of the sbaft is stated to be soft ferruginous quartzmica material for over 3 feet in width. and mineralised
granitic matter for 2 feet on the hanging-wall. The dip
of the lode at the shaft is rather Bat, in a direction of
south 10 degrees west.
The writer was informed that the outcrop of the lode
where sunk upon was formed by a nice-looking mass of
boulders of gOBsan carrying rich tin and wolfram ore.
There is no reason to doubt that there was a very promising outcrop: some of this material is still visible near the
mouth of the sbaft. The rich ore continued down forseveral feet; then the values fell off, but it is reported
that in the last 7 or 8 feet mineral began to make again.
Thirty feet below the shaft an adit has been driven for
a distance (including the approach) of 50 feet, but not farenough to intersect the lode. It would do this in another
50 or 60 feet . At the entrance a small quartz vein 2 to
3 inches wide was cut carrying mica and coarse wolframite, and dipping steeply into the hill to the south. Wolframite-bearing stones of quartz from tbis vein are seen at
the entrance to the adit. The occurrence is as under : -
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The country-rock is pale in colour, even-grained, and
predominatingly siliceous. Its components are felspar)
quartz, and a little mica, and it may be regarded as an
aplitic modification of granite .
.At a few feet in a 2-feet· quartz formation has been
passed tbrough, but where cut is apparently barren. It
dip. 15 degrees to the south. The approach to this adit
i~ a chain south of the northern boundary.
Forty feet ea.t of the shaft a trench (No.4) 10 feet
long has exposed the main lode, containing black tin ore
and wolframite in nests and veins of quartz as well as .
scattered through the altered granitic rock. This trench
was rather better than the shaft for tin ore.
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The trenching in this direction bas been carried to

within about 4 chains from the eastern boundary, exposing
the lode for a distance of 700 feet east of shaft.

The No.2 trench on this line (500 feet east of the shaft)

•

shows a formation 3 feet wide, 1 foot of which carries
some wolframite associated with coarse crystals of quartz.
No tin ore visible. The lodestuff is siliceous and of a
reddish-purple colour.
Trench No.1 is the most easterly one, 200 feet east of
the preceding, and shows the same hard siliceous formation-here a little over 2 feet wide- with wolframite scattered through it. No tin ore.visible. There are, in addi-

tion, three veins in the trench, on the north side, also
containing wolframite, which are spread over a width of

•

6 or 7 feet.
West of the shaft four trenches have been cut in a distance of 100 feet (Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8).
No.5 trench was driven 100 feet without disclosing any
parallel formations of importance, though one or two
indications were met with.
Nos. 6, 7, and B trenches are across the line of lode.
They expose soft micaceous granitic rock. Hexagonal
Ilakes of dark-green mica occur. Veins and nests of
quartz are present, enclosing wolframite. The formation
is 3 feet wide, and radiating blades of wolframite are
scattered through it. A vein of beryl in crystals 3 or 4
inches in length exists in the No.8 trench, and the same
mineral apparently persists throughout the distance from
the shaft. ,]he crystals are closely set in a more or less
parallel direction at right angles to the vein. They have
no terminations, and are of a very pale bluish-green tint.
The prisms are striated vertically, and are from a sixth to
a quarter of an inch in diameter. In colour and translucency they are inferior to aquamarine, the pale-green
varietv of beryl. Entangled in this coarse aggregate of
crystals is coarse wolframite.
"The lode is evidently a pegmatitic one, traversing rocks
which represent the aplitic and greisen modifications of
granite. The section of the lode from No.4 trench westwards through the shaft to No. 9 is the best that is disclosed on this line. This part represents a length of about
200 feet. The trenches further west have not disclosed
anything payable, and judging from appearances the oreshoot has pitched into the hill in that direction, and will
only be recovered by underground mining. This is a point
which might be considered in future work.
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No.9 trench is 59 feet west of the beryl trench, and
shows the lode in the form of a quartz vein with beryl,
and containing a fair quantity of wolframite. The forma.
tioD is split into bands of 2 feet and a foot and a half,
with 4 feet of granite between.
No. 10 trench has cut the lode-capping 40 feet further
west.
The formation here consists of greenish-yellow
quartz-mica rock traversed by bands of harder ferruginous and siliceous stone without any visible wolframite,
though this mineral is said to have been obtained while
prospecting . About 2 feet of formation are exposed, and
from its position it would correspond with the lode at the
shaft.
No. 11 trench is in soft, light-coloured, greisenised rock,
but does not show any lode. It has perhaps been cut a
little too far to the north. This is 350 feet west of the
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preceding trench.
Eighty feet further west is No. 12, a large excavation
25 feet by 8 reet and 10 feet deep. It shows a 6-inch
vein and a 2,-inch one, with 4 inches of soft greisen
between, and the whole dipping south at 55 or 60 degrees
and enclosed between two heads of granitic rock. The
lodestuff contains a little wolframite.
No. 13 is a deep trench 100 feet west of the preceding,
cut into soft ground about 15 feet deep, and showing the
veins which were cut through in No. 12. Here one is
ascending the hill to the west, and there is an overburden
of softened rock for about 5 feet he fore the solid bedrock
is reached.
No. 14 is a small trench 300 feet west of the above, but
it has not passed through the overburden.
No. 15 trench is 100 feet further west. At the south
end it has been deepened through 4 feet of red soil, and
then into 7 feet of soft ferro-manganese ore, which still
persists downwards. The granite country has been left,
and the manganese formation is conformably overlaid by
sandstone, the whole dipping north. Crossing the manganese is a quartz vein 5 or 6 inches wide, which underlies southerly. It carries a little wolframite.
One hundred and fifty feet further west a small trench
(No. 16) has cut a 6-inch vein of clean quartz containing
a little coarse wolframite.
Forty or 50 feet below this trench a crosscut adit (No.
2) has been driven for about a chain in a southerly direction. It passes first through quartzite, then through a
ferro-manganese formation for 40 feet, which dips to the
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north at a low angle, and finally into bedded and blc,.ky
dark quartzite or hornstone. In the end of the tuuuel
is a small vein of quartz containing fluor, mica, and specular iron ore. A trench has been cut just below the tip.
Wolframite is said to have been obtained from it, but the
earth has fallen in, and the vein is not visible .
It is not absolutely certain that all these trenches arB on
veins identical with the lode in the sha ft. This applies.
more particularly to the veins cut west of No.9 trench.
There are so many joints and veills which intersect the
mountain that it is difficult to be surB of their continuity
when the trenches exposing them are any distance apart.
West of No.9 some doubt is apt to arise when on the
ground whether the same vein has always been followed in
the trenches, as it is very easy to get astray when attempting to pick up lengthy continuations of lodes which are
not expected to pursue a mathematically straight line.
From the survey made by the writer, however, it is probaBle that the trenches are on one and the same line of
lode. eveu if the veins are not continuous for the entire
distance. Observation of the woliramite-bearing quartz
veilll:l in the surrounding country leads to the conclusion
that the larger ones are marked physical features persistcnt for great distances, though their values are irregular.
There is nothing unusual in this uneven distribution of
ore, as wolframite is notoriously irregular in occurrence,
making in bunches from time to time and then disappearing quite suddPculy. Ceaseless prospecting is consequently
re-quisite in wolfram-mining, both vertically and horizontally. \Vestwards from the shaft the indications are in
favour of carrying prospecting to some depth, with a view
of following any pitch of the ore-shoot in that dir~ction.
At the shaft when work was started the stone was actually payable, and the prospect for a short time was very
promising.
Between the shaft and the northern side-line of the
property is a parallel lode, across which trench No.3 has
heen cut, showing a quartz lode in altered granite country,
with green and purplish fluorspar, pyrite, and a little
wolframite in the outcrop.
The quantity of pyrite
increases in descendiug. The occurrence is that of a 2-inch
\'~in of quartz, carrying wolframite, which runs parallel
WIth and about 3 feet away from a formation 3 feet wide.
Specks. of molybdenite are scattered freely through the
(orI?atlOll. Without prospecting no opillion can be formed
of, Its value. As the country-rock is hard, the work of
prospecting will be attended by some d ifficu lty.
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Southern Wolff'am Lode.- South-west Ifrom the main
shaft, and up the hill on the south side of the alluvial
creek, is a wolframite lode which has been trenched on its
course for a considerable distance on the steep hillside.
Its bearing is north 55 degrees west, and its underlay is
in a south-westerly direction.
The lowest opening on it is at ahout 100 feet above the
creek, and consists of a drive on its course for half a chain.
The lode-formation is still visible in the end of the drive,
and comprises a series of irregular quartz-mica veins,
separated from one another by silicified and greisenised
rock. The veins in this drive contain wolframite 8S the
dominant mineral in large blades, molybdenite, and pyrite,
the latter being common. Less frequent is acicular bismuthinite in small groups. Purplp fluorite is present,
and also a little chalcopyrite. The greisenisation eflectB
are shown by the presen\,.s of a good proportion of bott
yellowish mica.
A promising quantity of wolfram ore has been met with
in this drive, and rich bunches will very probably be cut
if the work is continued.
No. 1 trench is over the roof of this drive, and shows
some stone with large pieces of wolframite. This is over
~here the best are was found in the drive, about halfway
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No.2 trench is about half a chain west of the preceding
and 20 feet above the drive. The capping ha. been
stripped for 25 feet, showing the continuation of the lode,
which has been cut into a little, disclosing the same greisen vein-matter with wolframite, but poorer.
No.3 trench, a chain and a half further up the hill,
shows a little coarse wolframite in hard vein quartz and
quartz rock. Fluor and mica are 8880Ciated with it. The
quartz is much stained with iron oxide.
No.4 trench is half a chain further west, and about a
Couple of hundred feet above the creek. The overburden
has been stripped and stones on the surface of the lode
exposed, consisting of vein quartz and pink quartz greisen,
and containing some coarse wolframite and a little bismuth
carbonate.
This lode apparently continues down to the creek, and is
sai.d to have been traced across it to the east. A steep fall
eXIsts, and good backs are available. The tunnel i~ the
best place that is known on this line, and should be pushed
ahead to search for rich points. The patchiness of wolrram
occurrences makes it impossible to indulge in predictions,
hut the possibilities in the direction of meeting with
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hunches of ore are pronounced. The present patch halfway in the tunnel is perhapo about payable, but there is
no extent of it at tunnel-level.
For water the Narrawa Creek would have to be
depended upon, and it would have to be conaerved.
Black', Upper 8ha/I.-This is an underlay .haft at the
end of the preceding line of trenches, .ituated on the track
about 1300 feet above the River Forth. It W&B BUnk
several years ago to a depth of 30 or 36 feet by Mr. W.
Malcolm Black in granite country, on a greiseniaed formation bearing north-weot-aouth-eeet, with a southerly
underlay. A quartz vein from 6 inch.. to a foot wide hu
been followed down, carrying some clean wolframite in the
combs of the quart&. The quarts is clean, vitreous, and
brittle. Water is at preaent in tbe bottom of the Bhaft,
hut Mr. P. Bateman, the manager, informed the writer
that he drove little I'roopecting cuddi.. both waya, and
found good-looking vem.tulf with 7 or 8 inch.. of quarta full
of pyrite, The pieoeo lying about at ourface derived from
the bottom of the .haft .how deuae pyrite &IIOCiated with
vughy quartz, which bears out Mr. Bateman'. &totement.
The best wolfram content. were Dear the surface, where
the lode may, in pam, have been payable. A little copper pyrite is present.
The lode haa been trenched upon in a north-westerly
direction by four cuts, in all of which the vein is eeen to
contain a little wolframite; but the .haft appears to have
been .unk at the beet point for ore. In the first trench,
about half a chain from tho ahaft, the vein conaiste of
camby wolframite-bearing quartz a foot in width, an &880C'iated formation 2 feet wide; the vein being in the middle.
Forty feet further is another cut, which shows the formation a foot and a half in width, with wolframite still in
the vein, but in le88 quantity. Half a chain still further
north-west is the third cut, with a 2-foot formation, carrying a vein 4 to 6 inches wide. The,lode contains a little
wolframite, but looks unpromising at this point. The
granite country here is soft and felspathic. A fourth cut,
80 or 90 feet further we.t, .howa 2 feet of greiaen formation, with 4 inches of veinatone charged with a little
wolfram and pyrite. Nothing payable haa been discloaed
by theae cuta. If payable ore can be picked up anywhere
on this line, a croescut drive would be warranted, for
wltich there are great facilities.
About a chain weat from the .hart the granite contactline is met with, the granite rock becoming fine in grai~
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and somewhat laminated, gn'lUg place towards the western boundary of the section to a dense, tough contactmetamorphic rock, of a somewhat greenish hue and CODsisting of pyroxene and quartz. This merges into a
variety compo,ed' of pyroxene and actinolite . The normal
rocks which bound this contact zone are granite and aandstone.

Black's Lower Shajt• .- These are situate on each side of
the track, about 150 feet below the upper .haft, and separate about 40 feet from each other,
The underlay .haft on the eaat .ide of the track haa been
Slink 35 feet, and haa a chamber in it at 20 feet. The
formation on which it has been BUnk is a dark-green micaceou. greisen, with micaceous iron ore. It evidently CODtains some wolframite, 88 quart& veinstuff with that mineral can be picked up on the tip. The lode bean northwesterly . The vertical shaft on the other side of the track
has been 8Unk 40 feet, and a drive BOuth is reported to
have been started to cut the lode which waa sunk on in
the fint shaft. The country-rock is greiseniaed granite
at surface, but tbe sbaft or the drive haa apparently
struck the granite-sandstone contact, for pieces of both
sand.tone and greenish pyroxene contact rock are to be
found on the tip. A little molybdenite is present in quartz
-veina in the granite rock.
Large sloping surfaces of granite, with numerous wolframite-bearing veinleta, rise to the BOuth, and the sandstone country deacenda with a ataep fan northwards to the
N arrawa Creek.
The...hafte do not appear to contain anything of immediate value, and prospecting in connection with the formation mu.t be directed to the discovery of BOme point in it
where the ore is .ufliciently payable to be worked.
Bateman', Lode,-About 3 or 3i chaina north of Black's
line of lode i. a lode discovered by Mr. P. Bateman. It
is parallel with Black's lode., and .trik.. north 30 degree.
west up into a .teep knob of greiseniaed granite, dipping
BOuth-weaterly. The lode con.iste of a greisen formation
22 inches wide, with a vein of quartz on each Bide 3 inchea
and 4 to 5 inch.. wide reapectively. The outcrop carri..
large bunche. of bladed wolframite, both in the greisen
and the quartz veina. The greiaen between the veins is a
hard, ailiceoua rock, which in ita nuty, softened part.
carri.. a little wolframite.
Sixty feet lower down another cut haa been put into the
,hlU, but the lode haa not been reached. Six chain. below
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this a further cut .hoWl the two vein. of quarta and the
.ame featur .. ao the outcrop. About half a chain further
north the metal-bearing capping is Been under BOme large
greiaen bouldero belonging to the rocky knob above it.
Thia lode i. rather too hard for the ordinary wolframminer to tackle. Thi. type of miner requine BOft ground
from which he can get quick returns and move away to
other .pot. immediately the lode lD one place heeomeo
poor. The whole .pur here i. travened by wolframite
veins, most of which have the same general direction. The
vein. are abort diotanee8 apart, but are too omall to work.
Alluvial Worki"11 •. -A littl~ winter work haa been done
in the creek on a BOft granite bottom, with waoh avenging
3 feet ; lower down the creek the wash rUDS to 6 or even
10 feet. Here at the head the gutter is shallow and narrow, but below thia it deepens considerably. The creek is
south of the camp, and runa at lint a little eaot of BOUth,
but eventually bend. eaot, and ftows into the Forth. Some
fine wolfram ore W88 obtained from the wub, accompanied
by a little bismuth ore.
G.... ral.-The work which has been done on tbis property shows wolfram ore to be present in numerous places,
but at only two point. has it been found .ufficiently concentrated to be approximately payable (in the tunnel on
the soutbern or weetem lode and at the main sbaft on the
nortbern lode) . There must no doubt be other pointe
where it exists in sufficient abundance to be workable, but
tbey have not been discovered. Some good coaroe tin ore
was al80 found associated with the wolfram at and near the
shaft, and a similar association may be diacovered .110 in
other parts of the property, but at preoent wolframite
must ~ looked upon as the economic mineral. There is,
however, the poasibility of a development of tin ore taking
place in the course of working . Bismuth, too, is quite.
subordinate; and molybdenite i. disseminated too sparsely
to be of value.
The capricious character of wolfram occurrences has frequently led to diaappointment in the history of mining for
that mineral. Ore-bodies which look promising enough
at surface have a habit of deteriorating when followed
'aown. Thi. has 8Ometim.. induced the belief that wolfram
ore is, like some other ores, amenable to the agency of
secondary enrichment, and conaeqaently that deep-mining
will geaerally disclose only tbe primary lean oreatu!! . As
regards the present property, it happens that beyond an
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occasional incrustation of tungatite the mineral at surface
shows &bsolutely no signs of &Iterahon, &Dd there is really
no ground wh&tever for believing th&t the outcrops contain other than the primary mineral, uDconcentrated either _
chemically or mech&nic&1ly. This being the cue, oreshoote of equal value to any appsaring at or near the lurface may be expected to e"ist in depth. The occurrence
of ore at horiaons IOparated from one another by vertic&!
distanoe& of BOveral hundred feet dispoeeo of the idea that
any temporary disappearanet.> of the mineral is a function
of depth . The phenomenon is rather one of onginal
irregularity in deposition, conditioned by certain readily
conceivable but unproved factoro, and lends no support to
the fear that the ore may be found to be superficial.
Wolfram veins in the granite on this hill occur 500 feet
above Sayer's camp, and down to Urquhart'. arlit 500 feet
below it, and this represents the minimum range of the ore
downward from the upper surface of the granite.
A moderate outlay might be undertaken for the purpoee
of testing the shoot at the main shaft at a somewhat
deeper level, and &Iso proving the southern (weotern)
wolfram lode below the ore in the tunnel. Tb... 180m to
be the principal pointe worth attacking until general prospecting h.. uncovered some frooh ore-body.
A water acheme will requIre careful study J for there is
none too much water available, and if the N arrawa Creek
prov.. insufficient, it will be neceuary to go further afield.

(1O)- SECTION 5320-11, 62

I

I
\

ACRES

•

(D. C. URQUHART) .

This oection occupiea the steep country between W . H.
Sayer'. lease and tbe Forth River. The ground deaoends
to the river gorge in a series of rocky slopes at angular
inclinations varying from 300 to 400 , and is lightly
covered with stringy-bark timber and bracken fern. The
south-eastern corner of the property is on a clift' at the
cage, at about a chain south of which York's Creek BoWl
down a rocky cleft into the Forth. The river be....
Bows in a precipitoUl gorge, 900 or 950 feet below
Sayer's camp and 1800 or 1850 feet below the summit of
the Dolcoath Hill. The river channel is in a tine-grained
biotite granite; the stream is clear, and at the cage about
100 feet in width. Large rocks occur in the river bed with
adjacent water-hoI.. 8 or 10 feet deep,

,
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The lease is in granite country, excepting along the
northern boundary and in the north-west angle, where
sandstone appears.
A wolframite lode discovered by Mr. Warwick Castle.
traverses the northern part of the section in a direction
north 30 degrees west, and has been trenched upon by
Messrs. J. Kenny and T . Murpby on behalf of Measrs.
Urquhart and O'Dea.
In descending the hill, at about 5 or 6 chains from
Sayer's north-east corner, a dark vitreous quartz lode 3
feet wide has been cut in trench No.1, and in granite
country. Its strike here is south 20 degrees east, and
northwards the line passes out of the section 4 chaill8 east
of the north·west corner peg. The underlay of the lode is
,;outh·westerly.
Trench No. 2 has been cut acr088 the lode 70 feet further down the hill. The lode formation is 10 inches wide,
and consista of an ill-defined quartzo-felspathic rock (greisen or aplite) with bands of vughy and glassy looking
quartz, containing, however, very little wolfram. There
is much oxide of iron, and the aspect of the outcrop
denotes strong lode-action .
Trench No.3 is 30 feet lower down the hill in & southeasterly direction. It is shallow, and has merely exposed
the lode-capping.
Trench No.4, half a chain further down in the same
direction, has cut through the lode, showing wolframite
scattered through the capplllg. The formation is about
20 feet wide. A good deal of oxidation h.. taken place in
it, and the quartz veins, which run through it and contain
bladed groups of wolframite, are inclined to be combed and
vughy. This is a promising formatioD.
Trench No. 5 is half a chain lower, and in surface·soil
down to soft felspathic quartz rock. Some stones lying
here with blades of coarse wolframite showing are appar·
ently surface shoad.stones, as the lode has not been cut
into.
Trench No.6, 40 feet further down, is a deep hole cut
into the lode showing some wolframite and carbonate of
bismuth. The formation has been expooed for about 10
feet.
Trench No. 7 is half a chain lower, and over a short
drive. The lode-track is exposed in yellow soil, but nothing very solid is visible.
A short drive or tunnel has been driven below the preceding trench in a direction north 5 degrees weat, and in
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fine-grained quartzose granite. A 5-inch vein showing a
Jittle wolframite in oxidised quartz has been left on the
west side of the drive.
The trenches extend over a length of 6 chains, and have
shown the lode existing at a vertical height of about 100
feet above adit-Ievel; and the adit, if continued, would
come below the large body of lode-matter exposed here
and there in the trenches. Nothing payable has been disc10sed so (aT J hut proofs of the existence of a strong metalliferous formation have been obtained by the excavations
at surface, and facilities for adit.driving are excellent.
( 11)-

YORK'S ALLUVIAL

SECTION: 1521-M, 80

ACRES.

This is a vacant section south of Urquhart's. It was
previously 5470-M, i'1 the name of D. Davies. It is
separated from the Forth River by a narrow strip of
unsurveyed land.
The shingle workings near the old camp contain stones
of granite with little or no quartz. There is here some
indeterminate OCcurrence of bluish rock, too soft and
decomposed for identification, and there is some olivine
basalt, besides quartz porphyry, in the banks of the race.
A boulder·wash 6 feet thick lies below 5 feet of overbur.
den. The present bottom is clay, which probably rests on
granite bed-rock. There is very little fall, and the whole
flat appears to be a terrace of the ancient Forth River. The
large boulders cannot have belonged to the present creek.
If this ground is the old Forth channel, much tin or wolf.
ram need not be expected, as the river above this section
flows through rocks of the porphyroid suite.
Further west are creek workings on a granite bottom
rising into the hill. The stone here consists mostly of
rubble from the hillside. A little wolfram are is said to
have bee n obtained from these workings; but the wash is
not promising, though it may carry smalJ quantities of
wolfram and tin ore.
(12)- TAE TIN

SPUR PROPERTIES

AND B. L.

THOMAS'

MINE.

The Tin Spur properties comprise a group of nearly a
dozen sections east of the Forth on the southern side of Tin
Spur Creek, which flows north·west for a couple of miles
and joins the Forth River a third of a mile below the cage.
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The country.rock is the pipe-stem sandstone, sometimes
indurated, at otber times quite friable. In its white,
granular condition it has been mistaken for an igneous
rock, and has received the local name of porphyry.
At intervals from top to bottom of the spur (a vertical
-distance of 1800 feet), tin ore has been found and prospected at different times. The highest point at which it
has been discovered is Machinery Creek, which flows
through the easternmost section of the old Devonian Mine,
where both tin ore and monazite occur. A small tributary
'of this creek near S. Reardon's hut carries both gold and
tin ore. The creek bottom is of a soft clayey nature, with
veinlets of quartz, and 'appears to consist of granite porphyry rock. At the hut itself sandstone with the familiar
pipevstems is seen. South and east of this is the basalt of
Oliver's Country, beneath which the tin.bearing rock must
pass.
A little north of this is a wide outcrop marked by loose
boulders of ironstone, with which manganese is associated.
A bout 10 chains further north a little work was done on
its continuation, where it is said to have yielded traces of
gold and some silver. It seems worthy of a trial in depth,
though sinking will be necessary, as the country IS too
fiat for tunnelling. The probabilities are that the formation will descend into tin-bearing pyritic lodestuff.
A mile north-west of this, and Oll. the same line of
country, are two SO-acre sections, formerly belongmg to
W. T. York (2209-M) and P. Ashworth. York's section
has been surveyed for Mr. B. L. Thomas, 5429-M.
On these a considerable amount of prospecting work has
been done. On Thomas' section two long tin-bearing
lodes, the main and western lodes, have been trenched
upon in some eight or nine excavations on each lode. The
two lodes are roughly parallel, though somewhat divergent,
the distance between them increasing to 4 chains. Their
direction is approximately north-west-south-east. The
·western lode has been opened upon in eight places, and has
been bored into to depths of 20 and 25 feet. The formation comprises ~ belt of soft yellowish s~ndstone for a
width of 20 feet, containing bands carrying finely-divided
tin ore. These excavations are on a line of 10 chains falling towards the Forth River. The prospects are fair, and
-the best have been obtained from the three lowest openings.
The main or western lode has been shown in nine cuts,
revealing a micaceous iron formation 4 or 5 feet wide,
carrying a little tin ore and, it is stated, some gold .
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These lodes can be tested by adits lower down the hilL
The section is called the "Coronation
by Mr. Thomas.
Formerly it used to bear the name of the Old Stag.
North of the above is a long narrow spur, called the
Razorback , which passes north-west into Ashworth's old
J>

section. This ridge is the Tin Spur. Large blocks of pipestem sandstone are scattered profusely on its crest.
A deep cut on the north side marks the place where tin
was first struck on the spur. The cut has been driven
south-westerly across the beds of white sandstone, in which
are seams and veinlets of finely-divided tin ore. Other
excavations have also shown good tin.
There hardly seems to he any other way of working this
ground than by open-cut, but whether it is payable or not
will depend upon the quantity of dead or poor rock existing between the ore~bands.
The Tin Spur mine workings proper are passed through
by the Lorinna~road on the south side of Tin Spur Creek.
Just above the road, near the head of the old aerial tram~
way, is an open~cut in sandstone striking north 60 degrees
west, and dipping south-westerly. The occurrence seems
to be one of dissemination in the rock, for indications exist
of finely~divided scattered tin ore. There are also veinlets.
of ore~bearing quartz which traverse the rock. Some tin
ore is certainly present, but judging from what is visible
at present, some fresh discovery would have to be made to
convert the mine into a payable proposition. The con~
centrating facilities are none too good, as the orestufi had
tD be sent down to the 5~acre section below the road, and
the concentrates would have to be packed up again. The
power~water was obtained from a little fall in the Tin
Spur Creek a few hundred feet above the river.
OTe

(13)- THE LEWIS

SYNDICATE ' S MINE.

Thpe ground applied for by this Devonport syndicate is
traversed by the new road to LorinDa, on the east side of
the Forth south of the cage.
The rock is · granite, being the eastern extension of the
Dolcoath granite stock, which has been cut through by the
Forth River. Wolframite and bismuthinite veins traverse
the rock , and are attended by greisen modifications of the
original granite. The granite extends up the hill to the
east, where it finally abuts against the undenuded cover
of pipe~stem sandstone. One or two excavations have been
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made below the road, where a. felspathic-quartz granite ie
traversed by veins of quartz up to 4 or 5 inches wide,
carrying odd bunches of sulphide of bismuth. The same
mineral is also disseminated through patches. of the greisenised rock. A little fluorite is showmg. The mineral ia
clean, but not plentiful. A little of it has been sent away
to market.
A little' further along the 'road to the south a finegrained granite shows Bcales of molybdenite on joint faces
of the rock. Further still, outside the boundary of the
granite, a lode formation about 6 feet wide shows some
scattered molybdenite. This is in a blue quartz-porpbyroid, which, adjoining the intrusive granite, has been penetrated by veins proceeding from the granite magma. It ie
such phenomena as this that illustrate the difficulty which
sometimes arises in determining decisively the derivation
of ores met with in the porphyroid series. Here, of course,
there can be no doubt of their granitic origin. but in a few
instances they appear to be authigenic.

B.-OOLD

(l) -FIVE~MILE

MINES.

RISE GOLDFIELD.

This field extends up the hill on the western side of the
Forth VaBey from the Lorinna bridge. The track which
p ..... s through the field is the old road cut by the Van
Diemen's Land Company to Middlesex Plains and thence
to Surrey Hills.
The Forth River a.t the bridge is about a couple of chaine
wide, and in dry weather 3 feet deep. A few chains above
the bridge the bedrock of the stream is hard sandstone,
but 6 or 7 chains below it and east of the ba.nk cliffs of
bluish-grey limestone are exposed, dipping at a low angle
to the north~east. The escarpment rises here to 40 or 50
feet above the river-bank.
This limestone apparently
underlies the Lorinna township to the east. Where concealed by grass and -superficial gravel, its existence beneath
the surface of the farm lands is still shown by sundry circular depressions in the soil. Some of these are seen in
front of Mr. Geo. Sloane's house and on the road.
The Five-mile Rise consists of beds of pipe-stem sandstone, with alternating bed's of shale. The general strike
of these beds is north-easterly and the dip north-westerly.
A few hundred yards south of the track up tbe hill they
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are interrupted by an east·west belt of granite and graniteporphyry (the Dove River belt) half to three-quarters of
a mile wide from north to south, which occupies the country between the pipe-etem strata and the Pre-Cam brianmica schists further south.
The pipe-stem fanns are
plentiful in places on the Rise.
None of the gold claims on the Rise were at work at
the time of the writer's visit. and it was consequently not
easy to see exactly what had been met with in the workings. many of which also were inaccessible.
However,
much information was given by Messrs. J. Crossley, S.
Reardon, and Geo. Sloane.
The creeks flowing through this country into the Forth
yielded a fair amount of alluvial gold in past days, and
numerous auriferous veins have been worked at times,
though not for long at a time, notwithstanding the occurrence of some rich shoots. The richest underground occurrences have been, not in quartz, but in a. sandy pug.
In the writer's opimoD most of the gold ill' the super-ficial occurrences of this field has been derived from the
decomposition of auriferous silver-lead and zinc sulphides.
If the present veins are fonowed down they will, on this
hypothesis, be found to be not free-milling gold quartz
lodes, but galena and zinc-blende lodes. The gold ma.y be
expected to be more a.bundant in the upper parts of the
veins, but .vill diminish with increasing depth, and cease
to be free when depth is attained, and the horizon of theprimary minerals is reached. It may be confidently anticipated that the primary ore will prove to be an auriferous sulphide.
(2)-

THE GOLDEN HILL MINE.

This old property comprised four 10-acre sections, 1475

to l478-G, now vacant, and situate half a mile south-west
from the Lorinna bridge over the Forth.
The mine raised great hopes in the old da.ys, and somestill have faith in it, and consider its prospects equal to
those of anv other mine on the Rise, if work is started on
a proper b-asis.
The writer was informed that £2000 had been spent on
the property altogether; but no great depth has been
attained. An adit has been driven as a. crosscut for nea.rly
300 feet, but it is full of water, and its end could not bereached on this visit. Three or four veins have been intersected in the course of this adit. which has been driven.

,
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south 32 degrees west into the hill, across fiat-lying beds
of sandstone and shale belonging to the pipe-stem series.
The first vein met with has been risen on to the surface.
The secon'Cl was met with about 20 feet further in, and
has been .toped out for 7 dwt. gold per ton, according to
Mr. L. J. Bryant's information supplied to Mr. G. A..
Waller in 1901. Mr. Waller sampled some gossan from
the end of the underhand stopes which (from a. 6-inch vein)
yielded, on assay in the Government Laboratories, 18 dwt.
19 gr. of gold and 1 oz. 19 dwt. 5 gr. silver per ton. The
third vein has been driven on both ways from the arlit.
The south-easterly drive is a double one, following a bed
of ,s andy shale, which was a.uriferous, and has been worked
for a width of 10 feet. The OTe taken out from this seam
of shale was sulphidic, consisting principally of pyrite and
zinc blende. The beds of sandstone and shale are virtually
horizontal, but have been intersected vertically by a narrow vein of quartz filling a joint-fissure, which has possibly supplied the mineral which has impregnated the
adjacent country-rock.
On Mr. L. J. Bryant's authority the statement is made
that two crushing. yielded 12 dwt. and 7 dwt. respectively.
Mr. Waller's bulk sampling of quart. and pug from No.3
vein returned 15 dwt. 12 gr. gold and 5 oz. 19 dwt. 5 gr.
silver per ton, while his bulk sample of sulphide ore yielded
4 dwt. 2 gr. gold and 1 oz. 4 dwt. 2 gr. silver per ton.
Mr. Cundy, of Queenstown, informed the writer from
his experience 16 years ago that the surface stopes 72 feet
above the level were in a format.ion 16 feet wide, narrowing
as it went down; and that 150 tons: were crushed and 50
·t ons partially concentrated, averaging 1 oz. 8 dwt. gold
and 6 oz. silver per ton of concentl'l8.tes.
Mr. J. Crossley showed the writer a recent assa.y note
from Footscray giving 6! oz. gold per ton from ~oncen·
trated pyrite from 1 ton of stuff lately broken out from
shaft (containing 1 dwt. 6 gr. free gold). Some high
assay figures are also stated to have been obtained from
the pug.
The first discovery is sa.id to ha.ve uncovered a lode which
at surface was from 8 to 18 inches wide (quartz, pug, a.nd
gossan). An underlay shaft was sunk 50 feet on this.
From appearances, this is a parallel lode with the one in
the adit, and will be intersected when the adit is con·
tinued. South of the shaft a stope has been gouged out
from the surface, and the stone with free milling ore sent
~ tbe battery.
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The adit has heen driven too high up to have sufficient
backs. It could have commanded more ground if it had
been started from tramway level.
From the small size of the qua.rtz veins, the indic~tion8
are that though rich concentrations of metal may exist for
some depth still, they are likely to be of limited extent
ano disproportionate to the expense of working them. It
may be accepted as almost certain that, in going deeper,
the veins will gradually become preponderatingly sulphidic
and poorer.
(3)-THE GOLDEN CLlFF MlNE.

This mine is on a section half a mile south of the Golden
Hill. The junction of the sandstone strata with the Dove
River granite occurs at the mine, which is situate under
the brow of the hill which overlooks the gorge of the Forth.
The discovery was made by Mr. J. Thomas upwards of
20 years ago, who gouged out a narrow oxidised vein of
quartz in the perpendicular cliff-face of pipe-stem sandstone. The rock at that particular spot shows 8. natuNol
cleft, and along the course of this the narrow oomby vein
runs in a north-north-west direction, with a steep dip to
the south-west.
About 40 feet lower down a tunnel has been driven on
the course of the vein for about 60 feet. A shaft has been
sunk from the outcrop, and t·be tunnel is in about 30 feet
beyond this. The vein in the end does not exceed an
inch in width, and the country-rock at this point is at soft
brown clay slate. Some fair-quality stone was obtained
from the vein in the broken country which was met with
in the first part of the tunnel, when it was being driven in
] 901. The Government Analyst's assay of a sample at
that time returned 1 oz. 7 dwt. 11 gr. per ton.
An earlier tunnel waS' driven about 100 feet lower dawn
the hi11, but with the underlay of 40 degrees which is seen
in the vein higher up, this tunnel would appear to be east
of the lode . It was probably aligned with the outcrop,
where the lode underlies at a high angle. The tunnel has
been driven about 120 feet, and a. crQ88Cut put out west
for 40 feet. From a short drive off this crosscut a. rise
has been put up, apparently in search of the lode. The
latter has not been seen in the adit at all, which is throughout in a granular dark mica granite. The junction of the
granite with the sedimentary strata has not been' reached,
but evidently must occur between the upper and lower
drives. Although the vein appears to have been of good
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quality J it is very narrow, and of course unpayable.
Unfortunately there are no signs of any tendency to
incr ease in size.
(4)- THE

TSISTLE

(J .

•

.

MINE:

SECTION 2444 ~ II J

CROSSLEY AND

40 ACRES

G. M. DAY) .

This old mine is situate on the northern fall of the Five.
m ile Rise, three-quarters of a mile south-west from the
Lorinna bridge. The country-rock is the usual pipe-stem
sandst one or quartzite, with occaeional layers of shale.
The section was pegged for gold for 20 years. The lode
was discovered by the Campbell Brot.hers. In the workings as at present exposed a. vein of galena about 3 inches
wi de t ra.verses sandstone country in a direction north 10
degrees west. It consists of clean cubical ore, which has
been assayed for 75 per cent. lea,d and 20 oz. silver per
tOll. A picked sample taken by the writer wae assaoyed by
Mr. 'V. F. Ward , Government Analyst, and returned
70 per cent. lead. 26 oz. 16 dwt. silver. and 19 dwt. 14 gr.
gold per ton.
No galena appears ever to have been taken away from
the mine. The gold which led to the doing of the work
here was found at surface and within a few feet of the
su rface, facing the stone, which is often coated with
rccrystallised silica. The gold, it is said, could be washed
of! the joint-faoes.
About 40 feet east from this vein is a veinlet, 1 inch
wid e, consisting of cubical galena and a little dark zinc
ble nde, expoeed in a. deep cut. Another small vein exiate
still further e&."it, composed chiefly of zinc blende in vughy
quartz with cubical white pyrite. Stone from the tip, on
being panned of!. showed a tail of 6ne gold .
A crosscut adit has been driven 8Outh-BDUth-weat to
intersect the lode. and the latter was then followed for
about 100 feet north-west. No vein is showing in the end
of th is.
The country is flat on the spur J and it is very difficult
to get backs . The mine is a galena proposition, but unfortunat ely the veins are small. We have here an illustration of the connection which obviously exists between the
occurrence . of gold on the Rise and veins of sulphide ore.
(5)- TIIE UNION MINE.

This old claim was not visited. It is higher up the Rile,
a little over half a mile west from the Thistle. It P08-
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sesses the same essentia~ features &s the other mines of the
district. Over 20 ye;;? ago good prospects of gold were
oblained at the surface, and a shaft was sunk to 100 feet.
A short drive from the bottom of the shaft in a quartz and
sandstone formation showed 80me galena a.nd zinc blende.
An adit was started, but though it cut other veins, it was
not driven far enough to reach the lode-formation.
A few chains north from the Union shaft is MacLean's
shaft, sunk on the underlay to 30 feet. Flair returns were
obtained at surface from auriferous quartz gossall, but the
prospects became poorer in going down.
Some of the Lorinna residents fancy this claim as m1lch
as any on the field.
(6)-O'ROURKE'S HYDRAULIC.

This rome is situate higher up the Rise, on the north
side of the track. It has already been reported on by
hfr. Waller. The owner was away on the present visit and
the section was not inspected. It is apparently worked
intermittently. Sluicing operations ha.ve been carried on
in angular wash, but a. payable reef has not been found.
(7)-THE GLYNN MINE.

This is another of the deserted mines on the rise, and
was not visited. It is situated high up on the Five~mile
Rise, at about 2000 feet above sea-level. Mr. Harcou rt
Smith described the reef as a mul10cky one, consisting of
crushed country-rock with rubbly ironstained quartz, from
3 feet in width downwards. Several small crushings taken
from open-cut and shallow workings yielded about half
an OUllce of gold per ton, but Mr. Smith considered it
probable that below the water-level the lode will contain
.. considerable percentage of pyrites. The gold is highly
argentiferous, and worth only about .£2 lOs. per ounce.
( B)-

GREAT CALEDONIAN MINE.

This abandoned mine is at the summit of the Five-mile
Rise. A crushing or two is saiq to hMTe returned 12 dwt.
gold per ton , but after a little work mining operations
ceased. The battery was eventually removed, and a later
fire wrecked the remaining surface installations.
The
.• haft and levels are in sandeton-e which is sparsely veined

•
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with cellular silica, but in the present inaccessible state
of the workings it is quite impossible to judge what pro.
speet the mine holds out. Nothing can be seen a.t surface, and one can only rely for information on previoua
reports, which state that work was started on a rich vein
of auriferous pug, which passed down into a small reef
of quartz, too narrow to be payable.

•

(9)-

GOLD IN THE FORTH R'VER .

Colours of gold have been obtained near the mouth of
the river a.t the coast, and at more than one place iDJ the
lower reaches.
Some of this gold has probably been
derived from auriferous veins on the banks of the river
in the vicinity, and some, of course, may have found
its way down from the tributary streams near Bell ~lount
and Moina. Auriferous veins, however, exist above the
river between Mt. Claude and Lorinna and on the Fivemile Rise, and it is natural to suppose tha.t a good deal of
the precious metal shed from the hills in that neighbourhood would find its way into the river, and be concentrated
locally in patches rich enough to pay for working. The
lat.e ~Ir. James Smith discovered gold in the river near
Lorinna 50 years ago, and located auriferous gra.vel at
Golden Point, near the Campbell's Reward Mine. He
washed from this deposit fa:ir prospect. of flaky gold. It
is still thought by some that good gold exists in the river
gravels between Lorinna and ~{t. Claude.
On Mr. Forward's farm at Lorinna, 800 feet above the
river, some boulders of loosely aggregated pebbly sandst.one lie on the basalt floor, and grains of quartz accompany
the stones of basalt in the creek. From this creek the
ducks collect small pellets of gold at their feedingplaces. The metal probably had its proximate source In
alluvial drifts belonging to the basin of the ancient Forth.
The drift would seem to be inter-basaltic, above one flow
of basalt and below another one. Some attempts 1 Lve
been made to work ground in a lower drift not far above
the main road.
The beaches in the present river-banks ate of comparatively recent date, and hence the likelihood that they contain payable deposits is not great. The concentrations of
the older river phase have doubtless long ago been swept
away. The narrow channel of the existing river, and. ita
precipitous banks indicate its youthful age, and consequently a short term for the accumulation of deposits. A.
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little gold would find its way into the stream from the
Five-mjle Rise, from the Dove River, from the porphyroid
schists a.bove Campbell's Reward, from the granite on
Urquhart's, Sayer's, and the Narrawa Creek, not to mention Bull Creek. But all this would not a.mount to much
in the aggregate.

(10)

- CAMPBELL'S REWARD

GOLD MINE.

The n~w road to Lorinna on th€" east side of th e Forth
passes through these abandoned sections. The workings
are not in a condition for inspection. The mine is in rock
belonging to the porphyroid division. Mr. A. Campbell
informed the writer that it was origin-aUy prospected for
a couple of years, a.nd was then floated into a company.
The ,l?old was free, and in barbed and wire form, and
occnrr('d in a narrow vein of kaolin, which widened out
and carried a foot to 15 inches of barren quartz. The
gold was accompanied by a good deal of silver, and was
worth less than £3 per ounce.

(ll)-EVENDEN AND REARDON's MINE.

This is on the western brow of Oliver's lIill, 1600 or
1700 f{'('t above the Forth River. There is a junction
here of igneous porphyroid with the pipe·stem rock. The
line of j.unction trends south·easterly up and down the hill,
and the pipe·stem beds dip away southerly. A formation
of quartz is developed between the two rocks, and when the
shaft was sunk on it four years ago by Messrs. S. Reardon
and H. Evenden tests yielded returns of 10 to 15 dwt. The
shaft was sunk 30 feet, and the value fell off to 4 dwt.
Below this, on the slope of the hill, are four trenches or
-excavations, crossing the formation, and showing its
auriferous character t" continue.
The gold which was
panned off from the '«'ndstone and ferruginous bands in
the porphyrv is extremely fine. About 6 chains further
south a bol., outcrop occurs showing thf" junction between
the two sets of rock. The junction evidently marks a line
of deposition of gold. but the values of the stone along
the lines are a.pparently erratic. The pipe-stem beds here
strike west-north-west, with a dip to the nortb·east. They
continue to the top of Oliver's Hill, about 2100 feet above
the Forth.

•
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(12)-DEVONIAN MINE.

•

The sections which belonged to this abandoned mine are
vacarnt. They are situate ou the tableland behind Oliver's
Hill, at an elevation of about 1800 feet above the level
of the Forth River, about a mile east from the river in a
direct line and 3 miles north-north-east from Lorinna.
The country in which the lodes occur is a lamina~d felspathic sandstone belonging to the pipe-stem series: this
passes below the plateau basalt about half a. mile east of
the mine. The lode bears west 20 degrees north. The
shaft is on Section 416-93G, 10 acres. The lode has been
stoped out east and west from the shaft. The surface
excavation west of the shaft shows a main veiIll 4 inches
wide and one on each side of the trench, with other veinlets between them. When sinking was first begun it is
said that a pennyweight of gold per dish could be washed.
Some stuff panned off on the present visit showed rough
gold in the dish.
Further north a parallel lode was sunk on prior to the
Devonian shaft a.t the head of some alluvial ground which
was worked up to that point. The ferruginous quartz
in the outcrop looks favourable, but yields no colours.
(13)-

BELL MOUNT GOLDFIELD.

This old field is situate between Bell Mount and the
river, on Bell Creek and its tributaries, I8i creek system
draining into the Wilmot River, and comprising Bell
Creek, Mosquito Creek, Poverty Creek , Basalt Creek, &:c.
Ridges of wash exist between the various creeks; and the·
present separate ridges, some of which are 50 or 60 feet
high, must have been continuous over the whole areaand the body of drift was then a wide body of material
extending across the positions of the existing creeks. The
latter at a later period excavateg. their channels in it, and
collected part of its gold contents.
It is now 20 years since work was at its height on the
field. At one time as many as 200 men were at work, but
this feverish activity spent itself in about 18 mm,j.hs, as
the yield gradually fell off, and it is now a deserte,d place,
though naturally there still remains work for prospectors.
in the way of exploring the margins of the field and seeking indications which may shed further light On the sourc:e
of the gold of this deposit.
\Vithin a couple of years about 4000 oz. of gold were
won, i .e., as estimated by those who are locally most com-
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patent to calculate it, though the writer is told that the
purchases by the banks account for only a thousand ounces.
The gold was coarse as a gen'eral rule, and quite a number of nuggets were found. The heaviest one weighed 22 oz.
Several weighed 16 oz. each, and . there were a good
many between 8 and 12 oz. Mr. C. F. D. Adam informs
the writer that a IO-oz. piece was obtained from the grass
roots. The gold from Poverty and Mosquito Creeks was
generally fine. Bell Creek is the largest stream, and roIlected in its basin the coarsest gold.
Mr. A. Montgomery inspected the diggings in 1903,
when 80 men were at work, and he described the drift as
consisting of pretty well waterworn gra.vel, averaging from
3 to 8 feet in depth in the lower parts of the le,a ds, but
getting deeper towlaTds the nor:th. The only part of it
found to be worth saving was about 6 inches on a false
bottom, representing an old-surface soil, such as would
have formed in a swamp. He says that a hole sunk in the
eastern branch of the lead struck the bedrock of bIlle limestone dipping westward.
The writer is informed that the diggers never troubled
to sluice more than from 3 to 6 inches of the wash immediately above the pug bottom,
A little waterworn gold was obtained from pot-holes,
and the wash from SQme of these was considered as of an
older aspect than the ordinary drift, and as likely to be
the residuum of the ancient drift in which the gold
'existed.
On the west spur Mr. C. F. J . Adam, who worked a
good deal on these diggings, say they stripped the top
drift off, and he obtained about 30 oz. in about six weeks .
The gold, he thinks, had a narr~w, sinuous track, and the
claims on the track were good.
The gold disappeared
going up the creeks,
The bedrock varies in character in different parts of the
field. In one place, as mentioned above, it is limestone;
in Bell Creek it is blue slate; and at the head of the old
amalgamated claim it is sandstone.
Prospectors ha.ve invariably been baffled in their search
for the source of the gold. Numerous possible sources have
been suggested from time to time, but it cannot be said
that the arguments in fa.vour of any of them are convincing.
Mr. Montgomery was of opinion that the gold seemed to
come from the slopes of Bell Mount, but that it might possibly be derived from the rewashing of older gravels belong-
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ing to the river system obliterated by the basaltic flows .
He considered that the source was as yet quite a mystery.
Mr. Geo. A. Waller contended that the wash came from
the north and probably followed the general course of the
Bell Creek. The most probable source of the gold was to
be sought on the southern and south·western slopes of Bell
1t.lount, more probably in the sandstone than in the schists.
The present writer, in his report of June 17, 1907, was
inclined to refer the gold to veins in the sandstones and
conglomerates of the country. It was thought possible
that there was here a large swamp or lake which was fed
by streams coming from various directions. The country
to the north and west, especially west, would be the source
of the metal. That to the direct south and south~ea.st
would be excluded, as it is tin~bearing country, and would
have shed tin and wolfram ore into the basin.
Ou' one of the sections there is a ferruginous gossan outcrop, with a north~westerly strike, and as it traverses the
country at the head of the leads it has been named as a
possible source. The angular forms of the gold and thesplintery specimens of auriferous quartz make this derivation unlikely.
Mr. Leslie J. Smith says that his father, Mr. James
Smith, thought there was a vein or lode east of Poverty
Creek, and not more distant than a third of a. mile. The
former , with Mr. Packett, sa.nk several shafts east of
Poverty Creek, and bottomed on a dark slaty or chertlike rock, which was veined and carried carbonate of irom
and arsenical pyrites.
The writer thinks that, as far as the quartz spec~ens
are concerneP, they must have come from veins close at
hand. The schistose porphyroids of Bell Mount apprurently do not contain auriferous quartz veins: the fragments of these rocks occurring in the drift are not very
abundant. If the gold originated in the Moina tin and
wolfram area to the south, it is surprising that those ores
are not more abundant in the gravel. Very little tin ore
has ever been found in it (one piece cerba.inly is said to
have weighed a pounP), and wolfram ore is absent. If the
drift had been derived from the Moina sub-basaltic
gravels, these ores would undoubtedly have been plentiful.
On the whole, the specimens have most probably come
from veins quite near- in sandstone and conglom~rate.
The indications are that they have been derived from the
conglomerate belt which extends across the field Irom the·
crags n8i\t' J, I.,e road at Bell Mount to the ofher side of th~
Iris Riv~~
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As rega~ds the numerous nuggets found in the wash,
it is difficult to explain their presence as being due to
mecha.nical transport, either from the more or less distant
auriferous veins up the Lea Valley -In:l on HID.ctt Bluff
or the nearer rocks in the neighbourhood of the diggings.
No nuggets have been recorded from any of those sources.
It appears a.lmost necessary to appeal to ch·,·:ll1ca.l solution
and deposition.
Chemical action obtaining between
auriferous solutions in the alluvial, and ono of two or
three possible solvents could be postulated as a reasonable
hypothesis for the deposition of the gala..
Attempts to loca.te the sources of nuggets, or the veins
from which alluvial gold in diggings has been derived,
have so often proved unavailing that somf' unrealise -; rea.
son for so general a failure must surely eXIst. Over and
over again alluvial goldfields appear to show no proper
proportion between the amount of gold WOn and the gold
contents of the veins in the surrounding rocks, even with
the elements of denudation and time thrown in. Opinions
of miners in such cases do not fa.vour the idea that the rich
contents and large nuggets of the alluvial could have come
from the smaH veins known to them, and urged bv a firm
belier in the existence or und,iscovered rich reers, prospect.
ors have time And again with extraordinary enthusiasm
an.ri tenacity persevered in the search.
It may be, however, tha.t we have yet much to Ie-aT!]
about the migration of gold salts, a.nd about wn.,t woul<1.
happen in a sand or wash permeated with water in which
solutions of gold and natural reducing agents co·exist.
The nuggets found under such conditions :m.a.y conceivably
be altogether independent of the forms in which free gold
is met with in the veins of the surrounding country.
(14)-

STOlUlONT

GOLD

MINE'

545·93G, 10

SECTIONS

535, 585, 536,

ACRES EACH.

This mine is situa.te at the foot of the north·western slope
of Stormont, at the head waters of creeks flowing north·
east into the Iris River and north-west into the Lea River,
and at an elevation of about 400 feet above Moina. town.
ship.
It is approached by a bridle-track from the Iris bridge,
passing through the myrtle forest, and emerging into the
more open country at the mine, where the basal slopes of
the mount bear a. scanty growth of ~um and peppermint On
the button-grass land. The mine 18 reached in an hour's
walk from the bridge over the Iris. Across the track north
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of the mine is an outcrop of quartzite conglomerate with
white quartz pebbles. This apparently is .. band belonging to the pipe-stem series.
From here the view north-west embraces the workings
on the Devonport sections, high up on the Bluff slopes.
All round are desolate uplands, green in the middle of
summer, white with a mantle of snow in winter.
In spite of the certainty that Pleistocene glaciers
descended from Black Bluff and Stormont, no pronounced
indications of glaciation exist. The valley between these
two ranges must have been intrenched, destroying glaciation effects.
Stormont (1') is an east-aud-west ridge rising to about
1500 feet above Moina (= 3500 feet above sea-level). Its
crest consists of conglomerate and quartzite belonging to
the conglomerate series, dipping to the north. A fine
panoramic view is obtained from its summit, including
the lofty eminences of Cradle Mountain and Barn Bluff.
The ease with which the top 9f this mountain may be
reached from Sheffield, and the wide panorama of the
nortb.western highlands which opens itself to view, ought
to make it a favourite item for visitors to the town men·
tioned. For those who are fond of climbing and explora·
tion, the trip may be extended with advantage to Black
Bluff (4381 feet).
The Stormont lode was discovered by C. F. D. Adam.
Information concerning the work done was furnished to
the writer by Mr. Adam and Mr. A. Campbell. The
mine was Boated by the late R. ~Iitchell, with a moderate
amount of capital. The original shaft was sunk 35 feet,
and a short drive put in; a little underhand stoping was
done north and south from the shaft.
Recently A. Campbell and S. York sank small sh&fts
to 14 feet, 22 feet, and 50 feet, and drove about 30 feet
at the 50-feet level.
The work done showed some free gold, sometimes in
wire and crystallised forms, occurring between thin leaves
of quartz in pink pug. Several narrow veins were met with
at times--a vein now on the footwall, now on the hanging·
wall. Pyrite also appe&red, and this will probably be
the characteristic mineral in depth.
The lode strikes
north, and the shoots pitch also in the same direction.
(19) Stormont, orifidn'llly Stono Mount, from its ,.,ind-8wept flurf..ce.
The hhrheat pnlnt of the mOllot was atated by R. C. Gllnn in 1800 as 4000
feet above sell-level.
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Work proved unremunerative, and was suspended at the
end of 1911. An, attempt was tben made to raise capital
for it under the name of the Golden Acres Mine, but Was
unsuooessful.

(15)- LEA

RIVER MINE (BLACK BLUFF):

10

SECTION

532-G,

ACRES.

10 ACRE, (W. M. flLAOK).
This is one of a group of gold leases situate on the north
side of the Lea River. about 6 miles west-south-west of
Moina, or 7 or 8 miles by track. They are at the foot of
the Black Bluff Range. A poorly-graded pack-track leads
to the sections from the Stormont Mine along the lower
slopes of Stormont . These slopes are in pipe-stem sandstone, but occasionally the conglomerate of the summit
descends as low as the track. Within a couple of miles of
the leases Stormont Lake is passed- a shallow sheet of water,
about 400 yards long, witb boggy margins. The surrounding rock is basalt. The surplus water of the lake is said
to drain underground into the Lea River to the north.
Its height is about 650 feet above Moina.
Mr. Bl.ack's hut is situate on the north side of the Lea
River, on pipe-stem sandstone, striking north 20 degrees
west, and dipping south-west----about 2500 feet above sea.level. West of tbe hut these beds strike north 15 degrees
west, and dip east 15 degrees north flatly towards the
camp. The Commonwealth rain-gauge is placed at this
camp, and the observations taken by Mr. Black are of
value, as it is the only weather station on' the north-western
highlands west of Moina.
On the leases the pipe-stem beds junction with the conglomerate, and near the junction there is a development
of auriferous hematite and quartz.
The original workings at this mine were carried out by
the well-known prospector, B. L. F. J. Thomas, 17 or 18
years ago. An underlay shaft was sunk in pipe-stem rock
to about 25 feet. The occurrence was that of a seam of
gossan passing down into pyrite, but specimen gold is said
to have been found on the rock-walls.
Six or 7 chains south of the above is Todd's shaft, sunk
vertically 60 feet in red quartzite of the conglomerate
. series. A crosscut from it was driven west-south-west for
50 feet, but no lode or mineral was met with. Mr. Black
unwatered it, but was unable to do anything owing to the
presence of foul air.
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Twenty feet west of this is another shaft, which connects
with a eastean running north-west and then turning southwest. These workings expose an irregular formation of
quartz in veined and silicified pink quartzite. With this
are associated pyrite and slickensided specular iroDlore. On
the hanging-wall of this formation is a main underlay shaft,
in which solid veins of specular iron ore were followed.
Twenty feet south of this is the most westerly shaft,
sunk 55 feet on the formation, with a crosscut driven 26
feet north-north-west.
The limits of the ore-formation are not well defined.
At surface the silicified portion of the outcrop seems to
be about 7 feet, but mineralisation extends to a greater
width. The ore-bearing portion win probably be found to
be irregular in size.
The ,assay records vary a good deal, as might be expected
in a formation in which free gold is liberatedl by the decomposition of specularite and pyrite: Mr. Black informed me
that the samples from the dumps at the sharfts assayed
14 dwt. 13 gr. gold per ton. Other samples assayed at the
Mt. Bischoff works yielded 5 dwt., 7 dwt., and 8 dwt.
Mr. Hartwell Conder, M.A., who examined the mine in
1903, reported the following assay returns from his
samples :From 120 tons round shallow shaft, 3 dwt. gold p<lr
ton.
From 100 tons round deeper shaft, 6 dwt. gold per
ton.
From drive: across face, trace only.
From drive: along north side, 12 feet to the shaft,
6 dwt. 10 gr. per ton.
From drive: south-east end, practically in shaft,
3 dwt. 2 gr. per ton.
From specimen of iron oxide, trace only.
A hundred feet lower down is a tunnel which was driven
.b y Osborn and Hancock for 55 feet across the conglomera.te, but without reaching the lode.
One hundnd a1ld
forty feet lower than this, and 60 ieet above the river, Mr.
Black has driven a tunnel 160 feet into the face of the c1iJf
overlooking the Lea. The rock passed through is pink
quartzite of the conglomerate series, and the direction of
the adit is north 55 degrees east.
A flat seam of pug
accompanies the drive, and the country intersected carries
-veins of pyrites. The face of the adit is somewhere about

1I'2
where the lode· formation ought to be lUet with. The drive
should be contiuued, as being about 240 feet below the
outcrop, the behaviour and character of the lode would be
fuUy tested. The result would also throw some light on the
nature of other vein outcrops on the Black Bluff Range.
There is a small space of level ground below the low
tunnel, which would be available for a battery, and easy
communication could be maintained by means of a self.
acting wire rope. The Lea River, which brings water from
the lake of that name, provides ample facilities for power
water.
The gold in this mine exists visibly both in the quartz
and specular iron: it also, no doubt, occurs in the pyrite.
Mr. C. F. D. Adam informs me that at first the conglomerate at surface was stripped, and after heavy rains
one could see the gold in situ in the quartz. Within the
zone of weathering the assa.y yields are variable. and probably higher thau they will be when the primary pyritic
zone is reached.
(lS).-DEVONPORT PROSPECTING ASSOCIATION'S MINE.

This is situate 011 Black Bluff Range, a.bout 4 miles west
from Moina as the crow flies- at about 3000 feet a.bove
sea-level. It may be a.pproached from Ulverstone over
the coastal ta.bleland, with a steep ascent up the northern
front of the Bluff; or it ma.y be reached from Moina via
the Lea River track to Black's hut, and thence up the
mountain to the north. The ascent from Black's is over
pipe-stem country, with bands of breccia. At one spot a
small plug or neck of vesicular basa.lt occurs. Higher up,
600 feet above the huts, the 910 section of the old Bluff
King Consolidated Prospecting Association is passed over.
Here conglomerate country is entered. and on rounding the
shoulder of the mountain the Devonport Mine workings
are seen on its eastern slope, with the mine hut below, on
the creek which heads from here down to the Lea River.
The country-rock consists of quartzite and felspathic
grit belonging to the conglomerate serie9, but acr088 the
valley to the east indications of pipe-stem quartzite are
visible, 90 that here, as so often elsewhere, it seems as if
the ore-formations are in the neighbourhood of the junctions between the two series.
The formation-line appears to extend in a. general sense
north and south through several leases, i.~., it cannot be
affirmed to be absolutely continuous.
The deposits are
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rather en echelon than in an uninterrupted line. Ferruginous outcrops are seen, with which some irregularly distributed quartz is associated, and bands of stone are sometimes highly gossanous.
Trenches have been cut into the formation-channel, and
where the gossan was pronounced some good assay returns
in gold have been obtained; .:lOme of these. the writel is
informed, were in the neigbbolllbood of an ounce lu the
ton. Some of the rusty cavities in the quartz may also
have been responsible for a certain proportion of the gold
contents. But neither the gossan nor the quartz has any
regularity of occurrence. They seem to be distributed in
disconnected short lines in a band of country 30 or 40 feet
in width. It is not probable that any quantity of the
formation stuff followed down below the gossan zone W Juld
contain more than negligible quantities of gold, for the
ore in depth will certainly change to iron sulphide, carrying, perhaps, a little gold.
A low-level adit has been started to jntersect the lodeformation, but when it reaches this it will have no great
amount of backs, and at that horizon will not have much
value for exploratory purposes.
Certainly gold has been found here, and it gave some
promise of value: but the writer is afraid that the encouraging assays represent conC1:'ntrations of metal libera.ted
by the decomposition of pyrites, and deeper work cannot
be expected to yield as good results. If it is desired to
prove the ground to a moderate depth, the formation may
be sunk upon, but the country is very hard, and tbi9 and
the position of the mine would make the work somewhat
expensive.

(17)-

GOLDEN CLIFF MINE, BLACK BLUFF.

This is an old mine situated south-west from the Devonport sections. Not much information about it is available now, but the writer was informed by Mr. C. F. D.
Adam that be discovered the veins about 20 years ago,
and that gold occurred at the junction of two veins. A
tunnel approach was started, and about half a ton of lodestuff was sent to Footscray, and yielded about 10 dwt.
This lode is in the conglomerate country. Some of the
gold was visible in small ironstained cavities in the quartz
which 11'td probably been left from the weathering-out of
iron pyrites.
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(18)-BoND's PEAK GOLDFIELD.

Bond's Peak is a mountain ridge south of the Lea River,
opposite Black's sections. The summit is composed of the
pipe-stem sannstone, but below this is granite porphyry
of the Dove River system (porphyroid division).
The
presence of this igneous rock may be responsible for the
sporadic occurrences of gold which have attracted att.entioD from time to time. Small veius appear to exist in the
porphyry, and these are occasionally auriferous; in one
instance a gossanous vein is reported to have proved to be
rather rich in gold (Davey's vein), hut to have passed down
in a few feet into pyrite and pyromorphite. The probability is that the Bond Peak veins will in depth prove to
be auriferous galena veins, like the occurrence at the Devon
Mine on the Dove River.
Tin has been reported in the alluvial form at the Peak,
but this needs confirmation. Mr. Leslie J. Smith informs
me that the late Mr. W. R. Bell discovered a. small tinbearing vein near the north-west angle of the Van Diemen's Land Compauy's Middlesex Block, and tha.t a little
stream-tin has been found at the Peak. These occurrences
are wrapped in some degree of mystery, and require investigation before they can be understood. The late Mr. Jas.
Smith picked up a piece of cassiterite on ao cattle-track on
the Middlesex Block 50 years ago. This was about the
size of a walnut. It was before the discovery of Mt. Bischoff, and its presence here has not been explained.
At all events, the writer does not believe that the district will ever be productive in tin, nor in much gold, but
auriferous galena veins may pOSBibly be discovered; and
some of the alluvial gold derived from these veins, and
concentrated in the creeks, may be worth the attention of
prospectors.
C.-SILVER-LEAD MINES.
(I)-RoUND HILL SILVER AND LEAD MINING COMPANY

LunTED.
The property owned by this company is situate at the
south-east end of Mt. Claude and about a mile east of the
Forth River. It is approacha.ble by two good roads from
Sheffield, from which town it is distant about 15 miles.
The more level road-and a very picturesque on&-is that
which runs up the valley of the Dasher River, skirting
the base of Mts. Roland, Vandyke, and Claude, and
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rounding the western end of the latter in the great gorg6"
of the Forth l where it is joined by the va.lley of the Claude
Creek. The road at this point is too naTrow to admit of
vehicles passing one another, and is unprotected by siderails. As motor-cars use the road frequently, and sharp
curves exist, driving is none too safe until the road is
widened a.nd provided with guards.
As the tra.veller
approaches the mine a picturesque view of Round Hill,
or Round Mountain as it is named on the chart, presents
itself at the head of the valley. This mountain dominates the wild and rugged scene. Beyond Claude Creek
at the mine the road ascends to its highest point (1400
feet above sea-level), and then, descending to Tin Spur
Creek, winds its sinuous way to Lorinna. Along this road
continually Dew vistas of the great wooded ra.vine of the
Forth a.re opened up.
The other road from Sheffield is through the high fa.rm
lands lila Staverton, joining the Dasher-road shortly before
emerging into the va.lley of the Forth.
Geology 01 tlte Mine .-Mts. Vandyke and Claude form
geologically ,s. part of the Mt. Roland and lilt. Gog range•.
The whole chain in its central and southern parts consists
of beds of heavy conglomerate, identical lithologically with
those which are met with On most of the mountains of the
West Coast. From the west end of Mt. Rola.nd one can
descend and pass on to Mt. Van'dyke, and from the latter
to Mt. Claude; all of these compose a geological unit. On
Mt. Roland the conglomerate beds dip to the south, showing their edges on the steep northern face of the mountain,
. but at Mt. Claude they form a I I pudding-stone" without
exhibiting allY determinatj.e- bedding-lines, so that it is
impossible to ascertain their underlay. They form the
upper part of Round Mountain, and overlook Claude
Creek on its northern side. These conglomerates, with
their east-west strike, appear to be part of the conglomerate system developed further west in the Black Bluff
country.
They are flanked on the north by the various igneous
and fragmental rocks of the porphyroid series. The valley
of the Dasher is carved in these latter beds, which rise on
one side towards the Sheffield and Staverton farJl1s, and
on the other side to varying heights up the mountainsides. Their decomposition yields a snuffy, red soil, poorer
than the chocola.te ground resulting from the disintegra.tion of basalt.
Some of these rocks are homblendic
porphyries and tuffs; others, purple gritty flags, blue a.nd
green slates, crushed schistose conglomer,a tes, and green,
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spotted, greasy schists. Tbe series b.. a north-westerlysouth-easterly strike and a north-easterly dip.
This strike persists over & wide area. For instance, it
prevails at the west end of Mt. Claude, north of Lorinna,
at Bell Mount, at Guon's Plains, and on the North·West
Coast. This constancy of strike and the uDconformability
between tbe porphyroid beds and the conglomerate indIcates a strong break between the two series.
The extraordinary east·and-west bearing of the CODglomera.te and pipe-stem strata in th-is part of the island,
80 different from the normal northerly trend lines, points
to faulting on a large scale; and the junctions between
porpbyroids and conglomerates in tbe neighbourhood of
Round Hill are confirmatory of this indication.
A junction may be seen on the sideHng road to the mine
overlooking Claude Creek, where the bank shows coloured
,late and schist abutting steeply against conglomerate. It
i. plainly a faulted junction.
A fault-line exists also on the southern fI&nk of Mt.
Claude, separating the pipe-stem beds at tbe Round Hill
Mine from the conglomerate of the mountains.
The
former have a northerly dip, which would take them below
the conglomerate, whereas their normal position is above
it.
These faults obscure the natural stratigraphical sequenoe
of the strata, and hence the junctions in this locality throw
no clear light on the debated question of the relative ages
of the porpbyroida and conglomerates.
The ore-deposits of the Round Hill Mine do not occur,
or at teut have not been followed into conglomerate
country. They are in a belt of hard indurated aandotone
or quartzite, the beds of which over a width at the mine
of 800 feet have been folded into aeveral anticlines and
synclines.
The writer found remains of pipe-stems on the south
bank of Claude Creek, below the but, and also oboerved
transverse sections of the same in the dark.greenish mineralised quartzite round the bend of tbe road ahove tbe
Fall.. There can therefore be no doubt that the Round
Hill Mine strata belong to tbe tubicolar sandstone division,
which i. developed at the Tin Spur, Five·mile Rise,
Moina, Stormont, &c. As said ,hove, these beds normally
succeed the conglomerate. They alao include as membera
oertain bard conglomer&tee and brecciaa. ACI"OI8 the upper
bridge over tbe Claude Creek, and on tbe BOuth side of
the road, a large boulder of such breccia may be _n in
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the bank, consisting of angular fragments up to 3 feet in
length of banded pink grit and aandstone and white
quartzite. Some waterworn ston.. are also asaociated with
it.
The deep adit at the mine for the last 150 feet of its
course has pa.._d out of the pipe-.tem quartzite into
Silurian limestone. This is not seen at surface, being
concealed by soil and overburden. Similar limestooe ia
reported as outcropping in the bed of tbe creek a mile or
so to tbe soutb..,ast. Tbe rock i. probably a residuary
patch of limestone formation, surviving in &. trough or 8y~
clinal fold of tbe quartzite.
A mile soutb-west of the Round Hill Mine i. the boundary of the Dolcoatb tin and wolfram bearing granite
"/, wbich emerges from beneath an area of pipe-stem
Itrata, and is the igneous source of the minerals in the
country round its borden, wolfram, tin, and bismuth orea
in the immediately adjacent rocks, and argentiferou8
galena at a greater di.tance (Round Hill).
The occurrenoo of silver-lead ore at Mt. Claude has been
known for close on 40 yean. The fint official report on
mining at the Round Hill was written by Mr. G. Thureau,
a former Taamanian Government Geologiat, in 1881. At
that time he says that. the Mt. Claude Silver-lead Company was working on the depoaits where they were fint
diecovered by the original prospectors.
The low-level
exploratory adit bad not then been aterted_ In 1885 he
wrote a further report on the mine, in wbich he reflllTed
to the company'. workingB on the eaat .ide of Mt. Claude
Creek, at tbe base of the Round Mountain, and othe.. west
of the "Jug" and upper waterfall.
The main adit
appeara to have been driven by thia time to a distanoo of
593 feet. He favoured the adoption of open-cut mining
at the eastern workingB. The company oaaaed driving tbe
adit in 1884. In 1891 the Southern C.... Proprietary Silver Mining Company, No Liability, CODtitrued the long
adit for another chain to the boundary of the quartzite
at 650 feet, where a strong atream of water marks the
junction of quartzite and limestone_
When Mr. Montgomery vilited the mine in 1893 the
Kentiah Proprietary Silver Company, No Liability, was
carrying on mining operationa, and had driven the adit
in limestone to its present faoo, 802 feet. Work was again
suspended till 1907, when inveaton from nevonport
arranged for the lIotation of the Round Hill Silver and
Lead Mining Company, No Liability, which has carried
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out a good deal of work during the last six years in the
way of prospecting and opening up the property, providing concentrating appliances, &c., with the result that

the company now possesses a. mining proposition with considerable facilities for economic work.
At present the
mine is being worked on the tribute system.
The general features of the proposition may be described
in a. few words. Various mine openings (cuts and short
tunnels) have been made at intervals along the valley of
the Claude Creek, establishing the existence of several
lines of mineralisation parallel to one another iru a belt of
folded sandstone and quartzite beds 800 feet wide. The
folding of the strata by compression of the earth's crust
has thrown them into a series of pronounced arches: it
is in the axial directions of the folds, below the apices of
the anticlines and in the troughs of the synclines, that
mining has been chiefly carried on. The structural characteristics of an ordinary simple lode are absent, and the
irregular distribution of the are in the country-rock is
puzzling until the fact is realised that we are dealing with
a compound lode system. A series of parallel small vertical fissures intersects the beds, especially at the anticlines, perpendicular to the folding, supplying mineral
which has also extended laterally, and has accumulated
between the bedding-planes of the strata.
Experience
here has tended to show that the principal mineralisation
has taken place at the summits' of the anticlines, while
the inverted saddles or synclinal troughs, though seats of
ore-deposition, do not carry ore-bodies of equal importance. Fractures in the rock connected with the process
of folding are more likely to occur at the apices of anticlinal arches, and hence these summits, with their innumerable cracks, provided channels through which circulating
ore-solutions could pass.
The mine workings may be grouped for purposes of
description into the eastern, central, and western workings.
The eastern workings comprise the Bridge tunnels, Nos.
2, 5, and 7, where the Claude Creek takes a bend to the
south, and various cut.s and drives on each side of the
creek between the bridge and the Falls. The No.2 tunnel was commenced in the old days at what was termed
the 1/ Jug," and is now a broad drive in a south-easterly
direction along the northern leg and crown of the most
northerly anticline. About 28 or 30 feet width of ground
has been taken out from tunnel-level and sent to the mill.
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The lev~l becomes narrower as it goes into the Round
Mountain in an easterly direction until it possesses the
width of an ordinary drive. At the time of this visit the
end was 190 feet in. Behind the end a small drive has
been put in 12 feet south to test the lode, and shows some
milling ore.
The end of the leading stope 25 or 30 feet above the
level was in 7 feet of fair milling ore, and a greater width
bad still to be taken out. In all, the length of ground
.stoped to this height above the level is upwards of 150
feet, with an average width of 12 feet. It is understood
that more than half the stoping has been done by tributors. The innumerable vein lets of ore intersect the beds
in all directions, forming a. veritable stockwork.
An adit (No.5) has been driven from the road for about
75 feet in a south-easterly direction (123 0 ), 70 or 80 feet
above the No.2 tunnel, and a communication made with
the latter by means of a winze. This drive is also on the
arch of the anticline, and veinS! of galena follow the beds
..on each side of the fold. A few tons of first·c1ass ore haNe
been taken out of this drive. The end is in fairly good
milling ore. The concentration is said to run 5 to 1. At
the surface overhead some loose blocks carrying clean
galena, were broken up with up to a. foot of clean ore.
The continuation of the a.nticline followed in the above
workings has been worked on the opposite or west bank
..of the creek in the No.7 bridge tunnel. A crosscut bas
been driven 67 feet in a south·westerly direction, across a.
poor flat vein underlaying with the drive. In the maga.·
zina chamber a.t the end of the crosscut a lode bas been
cut with bands of galena up to 7 inches wide, which is the
continuation of a 3·feet lode crossing the creek at the top
of the small falls. This was principally seconds, but had
some clean ore, and seems to be the best part of this par~
ticular shoot. It pinches going east, but bas been followed
west in the 54 feet drive behind the magazine, and stoped
out. In the face the mineralised band shows ha.rdly any
sign of continuing.
Nearly 200 feet south of No.5 adit, along the Lorinna,.
road, east of the creek, a dark belt of altered country
-about 100 feet wide is exposed in the road·bank. It contains a formation of slate and qUtLrtzite 25 or 30 feet
wide, slightly mineralised with pyrite and galena..
It
forms an a.nticline, and its continuation .probably passes
through Sale's quarry on the western side of the creek. A
little galena is seen in the creek-bank on this line.
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The quarry is a small open·cut excavation about 140 feet
above the creek and about 20 feet wide, cutting obliquely
across the bedding; the true width of the exposed beds
being about 9 feet, of which 4 or 5 feet constitute the
mineralised formation. In this are small veins of galena
and pyrite, concordant with the bedding-planes for the
most part, but also branching irregularly. A little fairquality milling ore, with occasional clean galena, has been
obtained from here, but the face exposed at present does
not look quite so good as the stone which has boon broken
out would indicate. There is, however, here an undoubted
line of ore-deposition, possibly of great importance. It
has been proposed to work at this point by open-cut benching, but enough ore for this does not appear to have been
disclosed so far. This line of ore·deposition probably coincides with a lode cut at 190 feet (on plan 170 feet) in the
deep adit.
On the Lorinna·road, 400 feet south of No.5 tunnel,
is a small drive 25 feet south-easterly (1230) into the hill
in a synclina.l trough between two arches. On the south
wall are one or two clean galena-pyrite veins in a quartz
gangue, but these seem to have pinched out in the end.
On the west side of the creek, opposite the above drive
and about a chain below the Falls, the Falls tunnel has
been driven north of west for 30 feet under the third anticlinal arch, but no metal is visible. To pick up the veins
seen in the tunnel opposite, the drive should have been
put in a few feet further north, so as to be in the synclina.l fold.
Lower down the creek, between Sale's lode-line and
the No.2 tunnel waterfall, a small drive has been put in
Oll the east bank on some veins of galena.
A little finegrained ore is showing inside the entrance, but the end
seems to have verged Slightly to the south of this. This
formation if prolonged westwards would connect with one
below the manager's house.
The preceding may be grouped together &8 the eastern
workings. At present, interest centres principally in this
part of the property. for active mining is being confined
to the bridge tunnel workings at the eastern end of the
lode system. They are heading into the Round Mountain,
and in the course of time-a Io~g time yet--will presum.
ably abut against the conglomerate wall of that eminence.
Structural deformation is a very pronounced characteristic
of this part of the mineral belt. The anticlines are most
.trongly developed here, providing favourable conditions.
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for ore-deposition. It. was at the bridge tunnel point
(called the I< Jug " ) that work was carried on in the old
days, and it is significant that after so many years this
spot should be selected again, and still worked with satisf aetary results.
The central workings of the mine are along the line of
the No. 3 or deep arlit tunnel. This adit has been driven
at creek-level for sOO feet in a southerly direction, across
all the trend-lines of the mineral belt. These trend-lines
bear north 20 to 25 degrees west, so that the adit must
intersect them. So far, however, as can be judged from
the small amount of work which has been done in the tunnel, t he intersections must have happened at weak spots in
the lode-formatjons.
The No.2 Bridge tunnel line would appear to trend 80
as to bring its continuation just inside the entrance of
the adit, and in fact the adit is said to have intersected alode inside the third set of timbers. This line continues
west across the Claude Creek somewhere near the mill.
The arch of the anticline seems there to be almost coincident with the valley, and possibly a good deal of orebearing ground has been removed by the stream.
The
northern leg of the arch may be seen in the cliff-face on the
north side of the creek.
At 90 feet from the mouth of the ad it a little gouging
has been done on some mineral in a formation 8 to 10
inches wide. This is probably the continuation of the outcrop just below the manager's house, and of the veins
driven on in the creek between the No. 2 tunnel waterfall and Sale's lode-line.
At 170 feet in, Sale's line has been intersected and
driven on west for 20 feet. The forma.tion is 2 or 3 feet
widA, with a little clean are spowing, but it pinches out in
the' end. A little rich ore is sa id to have been got from
here. The drive is on the regularly bedded south leg of
an anticline. Although there is not much to be seen in
the adit at this point, the formation seems to be on the
line extending from Sale's quarry OD the east to the opencuts 'lt the far western end of the property, for a distance
of about 1500 feet.
At about 400 feet in, the adit i.
below some shallow works at surface (No. 1 tunnel workings) , which are in a gossanous formation connected with
a water-channel. but nothing has been worked in the adit
below, though ore was obtained above. This is the trendline of the Falls lode.
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At 550 feet and 604 feet in this arlit veins are marked
on the company's plan, but work has been discontinued 80
long that the walls of the drive are not in a condition
which admits of anything being _no Between 600 and
650 feet the quartzite rock i. hard and blocky. At 654
feet or 148 feet from the en~ a strong stream of water
flows into the adit from a channel, which seems to mark
the boundary between the quartzite and limestone. From
this point to the end the ad it is in limestone. Calcareous
rock is said to have been met with after 500 feet, hut the
writer was unable to detect any. The limestone is a dark,
bluish-grey, tough rock, and at the end of the adit it
appears to have a general tilt southerly. Water is freely
flowing from the end. No fossil evidence is available to
establish the age of the limestone, but it may be assumed
to be Silurian. It has been reported from higher up the
Claude Creek. It is not visible at surface above the end
of the adit, but must be concealed beneath overburden.
The adit if continued will eventually pass through the
limestone into the pipe·stem sandstone, in an undulation
of which the former rock has p099iblr been formed. Veina
of lean ore in limestone frequently YIeld very clean mineral,
but are apt to be irregular, and the lead poor in Bilver.
As will be seen from the preceding remarks, very little
driving h36 been done on the veins cut through by the
ad it : yet slich drivi ng is neoossary to get away from we&k
patches in the lode· formations, and open up stronger
shoots. The present value of the adit appean to be not
so much in respect of the actual deposita intersected by it,
as of the facilities which it provides for exploring thel8.
The western workings are ] 000 feet west of the central
adit, and appear to be on the Sale's quarry line of oredeposition, though it is impossible to be quite sure of this
without work at intermediate points. ~Iost of the st9ne
broken in these workings' appears to have been sent to the
mill. but the present standing faces are poor, and from
appearances would not pay to quarry.
An open-cut 58 feet wide (the lower one) .hoWl! a lod ..
footwall, with some galena and zinc blende. No.6 tunnel
has been started from this cut, and the writer was informed
that some first-class are had been won from the approach,
and good ore aJso came from a smal1 pit sunk in the BOle
of the drive. The ad it has been driven for 90 feet on an
anticHne, and the amaH mineral veins traverse the rock in
every direction, after the fashion of a stockwork.
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An upper, smaller, open-cut in the same lode system,
25 feet above the lower one, shows a quarried face 30 or
40 feet wide; most of the stone worked was treated in the
mill. At a still higher cut, a small pile of clean ore is
stacked, but the face shows only pyritic stone. This is
over 200 feet above the creek. From the bottom quarry
an aerial tram-line connects with the mill. One hundred
and fifty feet east from these workings is No.4 tunnel,
which has been driven south to intersect the lode system,
and should have cut something in the 45 feet driven. It
ought, however, to be continued 25 or 30 feet fur t her.
The ore in the above workings is more highly argentiferous than that of the eastern stopes, and this should
encourage further exploration.
The good ore obtained
from this part of the property cannot be regarded as a
merely isolated occurrence, but is unquestionably related
to the general phenomena of ore-deposition at the Round
Bill, and must be connected with other shoots in its
immediate neighbourhood.
As might be expected in a lode system extending over
such a great distance, and possessing differing physical
characteristics at different points, the silver content of the
Round Hill ore is variable. In practice, the average does
not exceed ~-oz. silver per unit of lead, though Mr. W. B.
Cocker, the company's legal manager at Devonport,
informs the writer that the assay returns for the last couple
of samplings of ore mined from the stopes immediately
below No.5 level, entering the hill from the road (eastern
workings), show an improvement in the silver contents, the
slimes and jigs reaching 69 and 70 oz. respectively, with
lead at 49 and 55 per cent. respectively. A sample taken
on the present visit from some ore on the floor of the
open-cut (western workings) has been assayed by the
Government Analyst, and yielded 66'6 per cent. lead,
128 oz. 14 dwt. 3 gr. silver, ann 13 dwt. gold per ton. Mr.
J no. Ellis also obtained some higb silver results from ore
from the Lorinna-road. His figures are:From vein between anticlines on Lorinna-ro&'"Cl (containing fab1 ore): Lead, 74'2 p~r cent.; silver,
228·8 oz. per ton; gold, 3 dwt. per ton.
From BuUy's lode, between second and third anticlines on Lorinna-road: Lead, 58'7 per cent. ; silver, 127'8 oz. per ton; gold, nil.
A report in 1909 Quotes a rich assay from the vein of
·ga.lena. in the adit at. the western workings at 80 feet from
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the entrance, as follows: -Lead, 84 per cent.; silver,
243 oz.; gold, 6 dwt. per ton. The average hand-picked
firsts from this portion of the mine, however, gave an assay
value of- lead. 48 per cent.; silver, 29 oz.; gold, 2 dwt.
per ton.
The rather peculiar type of lode· formation makes the
laying out of work for the exploration and development of
the property somewhat difijcult, and has led to a. va.riety
of recommendations. Working the property by open-cut
benches appears to have been the favourite advice, and
where the lateral development of the ore-formation is
extensive enough, this system is obviously indicated. But
this lateral spreading of the ore down the legs of the anticlines is unfortunately irregular and bunchy; and where
it is confined to a narrow channel, orrl.inary underground
methods have to be adopted.
Sometimes one method is
preferable, sometimes the other, and this difficulty of choice
has to he met. In the end it may resolve itself into a
choice between larger returns of low-grade are and smaller
returns of higher grade. As regards the existing openings,
open-cut work must naturally depend upon whether the
ore-bodies are sufficient to warrant milling the stone as it
is broken down.
•
.
There must be "much ore to be taken out yet at present
levels. The position of the eastern workings at the foot
of the Round Mouutain is a favourable one, and adit work
can rroceed there almost indefinitely. Above creek-level
it is not likely that any great change in the character of
the deposits will occur. They will probably still be found
somowhat discontinuous in occurrence, with concentrations
of ore at intervals.
'Vhere these concentrations form
bodies of promising size, it will. be necessary to sink on
them, for there is no reason to believe that the are is confin ed to one horizon, and the vertical components of the
lode system may be expected to descend in the manner of
ordinary veins. Thus a general rule for progressive work
may be formulated: drive on the anticlinal axes and sink
in centre country.
The irregular distribution of the are in this mine will
always make heavy demands on the judgment aDd technical skill o( the management. The property, however, has
potentialities which cannot be full v realised until the
owners provide the necessary funds for exploration and
developm ent and take the work into their own hands.
The are at the Round Hill is galena, with some copper
indications in the neighbourhood, but the occurrence bears
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an interesting resemblance in habit and structural features
to those characterising the deposits of tin ore on the neighbouring Tin Spur. This is in harmony with modern views
on the zonal arrangement of vein-types round a granite
magma basin. The Dolcoath granite mass, with its pneumatolytic ores, is the expression of the originating magma
in this instance, and the Round Hill area represents the
outward galena. zone. There are only sparse indications
of the copper and gold zone, immediately outside the limits
of the deep pneulllatolytic zone , in the normal sequence.
Tin ore has been found on the spur very near to the Round
Hill workings, thus extending the range of the plleumatolytic minerals almost to the horders of the area in which
the hydatogenic galena veins of the Round Hill Mine have
formed. The doctrine of the zonal sequence of ores implies
correspondence of both horizontal and vertical sequences,
and thus if sinking at Round Hill were carried deep
enough, lead would probably be found to be replaced by
tin .
(2)-THE DEYON MI"E.
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This mine has already been officially reported on twice,
and is at present closed down. Its drawback is the smaH
size of its lode. combined with an extremely inconvenient
position at the bottom of the Dove River gorge, making
transport cost excessive.
It is situated on the south or west bank of the Dove,
2 miles south of the V.D.L. track on the Five·mile Rise.
The workings are in the granite porphyry of this belt.
The lode·channel at surface varies from a few inches in
width to 3 feet, containing country·rock, quartz, sirierite,
and pyrite. The ore-shoot is a few inches wide up to 10
inches or a foot. The economic ore is galena, accompanied
by a little chalcopyrite, zinc blende, pyromorphite, and in
the upper part of the lode cerussite. T'4e ore won is clean,
the last shipment returning 69'9 per cent. lead, 87'2 oz.
silver, a.nd 3'8 dwt. gold. Thf' high gold content is a striking fea.ture of the ore, nearly one-half of the entire output
cont&.ining approximately 5 dwt. gold per ton and the
remainder nearly 3 dwt.
The mine has produced 400 tons of silver-lead ore.
(3)-THE WILMOT SILVER MINE.
Two vacant sections--No. 4092·93M, 48 acres, and No.
4093·93M, 50 acres-are situate on the east bank of the
gorge through which the Wilmot River flows, about a mile
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and a. half west of BeH .Mount.
These sections were
formerly chart~d as No. 1960-91>\ and 1961->1 respectively, in the name of W. T. York.
An upper tunnel has been driven in a south· easterly
direction for 30 feet, with a small cuddy at its end. The
country.rock is hard quartzite belonging to the pipe-stem
series, and is traversed by irregular veinlets of galena.
A second short tunnel has been put into the hill-face
a hundred feet lower down. This sbows some clean silverlead ore in irregular vein quartz.
The veins disclosed by the mining work are not large
enough nor sufficiently defined to warrant further expense
in fcHawing them up, but surface prospecting might very
well be carried on with a view of seeing whether better
lodes exist on these sections.
D. -
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MISCELLANEOUS.

(I)-REARDON AND DAY ' s MINE.

This is situate on an extended prospecting area. east of
the Forth River, about a couple of miles south of Lorinna.
The new road to :llt. Pelion is followed south from the
township.
On Jeaving the basalt on J. ,V . Bullock's 32 acres, granite and granite porphyry country is entered . This is not
the Dolcoath tin-bearing granite, but belongs to the more
ancient Dove River belt, and is a plutonic member of the
porphyroid suite. Tin ore has not been found in Tasmania in this series, but copper and silver-lead ores and
gold are frequent.
The lode of this mine is in the granite porphyry opposite the mouth of the Dove River, which flows here into
the- Forth about a quarter of a. mile further south than is
indicated on the Charts.
It is a quartz-hematite-pyrite
lode, containing .mall quantities of gold and silver.
Mr. Reardon informed the writer that a sample of the
ore sent to the Government Analyst returned 1 dwt. gold
and 1 dwt. silver per ton. The writer took samples which,
on being assa.yed by the Government Analyst, yielded: silver, 4 dwt. per ton; gold, none; copper, none. A bulk
.ample has also ooen asayed by the Mt. Lyell Mining a.nd
Railway Company, and it is understood tha.t the results
were: Silver, 5 dwt.; gold, a trace; copper, none; lead,
none. Some idea existed locally that copper might be
present in this lode; up to the present, however, it has
",ot been detected.
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The full width of the lode has not yet heeo quite determined, for some of the cuts have been driven into it for
20 and 25 feet without completely croaaing the whole
formation_ There are indicationa that the lode oyatem,
divided hy horses of granite, extende for a width of 40 or
50 feet_
The strike is north-west----south-eaat, with an underlay
to the aouth-west at an angle of 30 degrees_ The direction of the underlay consequently corresponds with th&t
of the slope of the hill down to the road_
Four principal cuts h&ve heen put into the lode at intervals along its course, about 120 feet above the road_
Cut No_ I has been put into it for 11 feet, where it ia
.urmounted br. • massive outcrop 15 feet high on the surface of the hIllside_ The footwall has not been reached
in the drive_
Quam veinstuff ia distrihuted in seama
irregularly" through the lode, and oocurs also in brecciated
patches of micaceous iron ore. Pyrite is also showing in
patches.
Cut No.2 has heen driven across the lode for 18 feet.
The lode is flat here, perhaps disturbed. The veinatulf i.
similar to that in Cut No.1, but more mauive; the quartz
is white and glassy-looking; lOme of the pyrite is enc10eed
in the hematite. Green stains of iron sulphate are pre.ent; th_ may have suggested the idea of copper.
Cut No.3 is 20 feet south from the preceding, and has
heen driven north 60 degrees east across the lode for 26
feet in strong lodestuff.
Cut No.4-is a small tunnel, a chain south from No.3,
and bas been driven north 10 degrees east to the footwall,
which here shows a face of greasy granite porphyry dipping in a weoterly direction at an angle of 30 degreee.
The 10deBtuff in this drive contains more hematite and 1818
pyrite. A boss of granite porphyry occun hetween Noa. 3
and 4, and this perhaps has divided the lode, a portion of
the latter passing hehind the boss higher up the hill, for
on going back north, further up the 810pe boulders of
qUarU-hematite &1'8 _ _
The lode appears to underlie with the hi1lslope, and consequently no great depth can he attained by arlit-driving.
Taking the inclination of the hill as 36 degreee and that
of the lode &8 30 degrees, the lattar would run out to surface hefore reaching the road, and in that case an arlit
from the road would pass helow the outcrop. On the nther
hand , the underlay in this rock i. apt to he irregular, and
it may have aasumed a steeper inclination , in which CIUIe'
the adit "m intereect it.
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The quartz is sometimes brecciated. sometimes banded,
and has every appearance of being definite vein quartz.
The lode-structure may be said to be typically brecciated,
showing fragments of white vitreous-looking quartz surrounded by micaceous iron ore a.nd crystalline pyrite. The
quartz is sometimes cavernous, and the pyrite is then lodged
between the crystals. On the whole pyrite is more
abundant when quartz is plentiful.
The lodestuH is'
largely reddish in colour in consequence of oxidation. The
lode is a strong one, and its features suggest that it should
be tested to a moderate depth.
The question of immediate interest to the owners is what
the prospects of deeper work hold out. The gold and silver contents, though quite trivial, might appear at first
glance to indicate the possible existence of some economic
ore as an accompaniment or as host, such as lead, zinc,
or copper.
The country-rock traversed by the lode is a reddish
granular granite porphyry, composed of pink felspar.
quartz, and green chloritic pseudomorpbs after bicttvJ or
some other ferro-magnesian mineral. It differs from the
usual Devonian granite in being less siliceous and in the
presence of chlorite, thus giving to the rock as a. whole a red
and green appearance. It is apparent that at this horizon
the country-rock has not inBuenced the composition of the
lode j the same gangue minerals are the same throughout its
cou "l~
The writer's opinion is that the minerals represent a low
horizon in the vertical column of ore-deposition, viz., the
auriferous pyrite zone below the copper and galena blende
zones, the latter having been obliterated by denudation.
Future work will probably have to be limited to searching
for more highly auriferous parts of the pyritic constituent
of the lode.(")
Half a. mile south from this mine the granite junctions
with Pre-Cambrian mica schist. The schisw strike northwest and dip to the north·eMt. They form the river-bed,
and ascend to the summits of the hil1s on either side; and
~ontinue southwards for about 3 miles.
Gold has been
found in the river-sand, but no tin. In the schist belt
galena is said to have been found, as well as a little copper
in quartz.
(ICI) Since writing the aool'e an adit has bt-en driven from ' the road,
cuttint-r the lode, which is rt'ported as being- a .. tl'On, ona, lind containing
mort' pyrite than at 8ur(>lce.

..
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DAVIES'

SHOW.

On Mr. D. Davies' land, south of and adjoining G. Day's
purchased 113 acres, a little work has been done on a
lode of micaceous iron ore, shown in a gossanou8' outcrop
which tra.verses the farm in a west-north-westerly direction.
The approach is up the bill south-~a.sterly from LorinDa
over Pleistocene or Tertiary wash, and then through
basaltic land till schist country is reached on Mr. Davies'
run.
A little pit has been sunk to a depth of 10 feet, where
an oxidised iron outcrop occurs, north of the road j and
further east a small cut has exposed a vein of micaceous
iron ore 6 inches wide.
Samples taken from this Bnd
assayed by Mr. W. F. Warq, Government Analyst,
returned neither gold nor silver.

VII.-CONCLUSION.
From the foregoing description of the geology and mining of this large district, it is clear that mineral-deposition has been extensive.
This visit has established the
high probability of the view that the various occurrences
of orc throughout the arca (with the possible exception of
Bond's Peak and the Devon ~{inc) stand in genetic relation
to the underlying granite magma which is visibly expresse 1
by the exposed stock at Dol coat h. The deposit.. of tin,
wolfram, and bismuth ores are in t.ile pncumatolytic zone
within the granite itself and the surrounding mantle of
sediments; while auriferous silver-lead and zinc blende ,
with free gold released from them, are found in the outside zone at a greater distance from the magmatic reser.
voir.
None of the mines in the district are very large, but on
the scale upon which they are being worked they are pro.
dueing ore profitably. Their aggregate output during last
year totalled a value of .£15,000. The market prices of
the metals involved have b"'en favourable. The prices at
30th June are:Tin, £194 per ton.
Wolfram (70 per cent.), at 348. 6d. per unit, £120 158.
per ton.
Molybdenite, at 2s. per lb., £224 per ton.
Bismuth ore, at 79. 6d. per lb., £500 per ton.
Lead, £20 per ton.
Silver, 29. 2 13/16d. per oz.

Molybdenite has not been found sufficiently concentrate:1
to form workable deposits here, though it is a very constant
accessory to the tin, wolfram, and bismuth ores.
There
are indica.tions at one or two points of it being more plentiful than usual, and perhaps some discovery may be made in
the future which will lead to the ore being made market.
able.
Up to recently molybdenum had only chemical applica.
tions in the industrial field, but for some years now it has
been utled in lieu of tungsten in the manufacture of hard
steel in the electric furnace. Its competition with
tungst~n for this purpose is not excluded by its
high price, for it is used in half the prQPortion,
but the limited and irregular output is unfavourable to its extensive employment.
The world's output

•
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of molybdenite ia about 300 ton. per aouum, the bnlk of
which comee from Queen.land and New Sout'!! Waleo, small
quantities being produced itt the United State., Canada,
and Norway.
The improvements which have bt'en, and are still being,
made in magnetic separation methods have had beneficial
etrects on tin-tungsten-bismuth mining in the Moina field.
Mining i. proceeding quietly and profitably. The Shepherd and Murphy Mine continues to be the pioneer mine
of the di.trict. Ito ore reserv.. are sati.factory, and with
increased development work there.is reason to believe that
it has a long career before it. EndE"8Vours are being madE'
to put the Lady Barron Mine on a proper footing. Gurr',
Mine i, beinl' worked profitablv by its owners; and the
Ie..... of the Iri. tin claim have been doing well. If ..tis.
facton"' tievelopments can hp secured on Saver'. fall. that
part of the field would receive a great .timulu.; and the
Tin Spur i. not without pOBBibilitie•.
A. regard ••i1ver-lead, the Round Hill Mine i. now the
onlv producer, and the tributora have every reaaon to be
satisfied with their work; but the property cannot undergo
full development until adequate capital i. provided. The
Devon Mine hu struggled for many years against adverse
tran.port conditions, and with the nrawback of a small
lod. ; but transport in the future will be favourably .trectad
by railway extension.
In paet times the district produced a considerable quantitv of gold. but tbi. induetrv died a natural deeth, a, the
stores at surfaoe became depleted. Mr. W. M. lliack is
about to continue biB undergronnd driving at the Lea
River, with a view of tapping the formation in the con·
glomerate, whieh at the 8tlrface and in shallow works w~
I(old-bearing. This will really be tbe first pieoe of deep
work in tbe Blaek Blul! country, and will tbrow BOrne ligbt
on the probable bebaviour of gold-bearing voins in the..
mountaiJl8.
Interspersed with barren mineral are. . .re stretches of
fertile soi\. admirably adapted for grazing and dairying
purposee. The... have been ..Iected bv f&tlnera, notwithstanding the elevation of this plateau. and there i. thus a
combination of agricultural and mining inu>l'eIItl, which
augurs well for the prooperitv of tbe <iietrict.
W .H. TWELVETREES, Government GeolOgist.
Launoeston, 9th July, 1913.
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